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Abstract
Concentrating solar power (CSP) is a dispatchable renewable energy technology that is
envisioned in load-following roles in the future. The net thermal efficiency and dispatch-
ability of a CSP plant can be enhanced through the application of plant wide control
strategies. Model-based predictive control (MPC) is a suitable control methodology but
requires computationally efficient dynamic models of each CSP plant subsystem.
Currently, there are no computationally efficient dynamic models of the cooling
system most appropriate for CSP plants — natural draft dry cooling towers (NDDCT)
and mechanical draft towers. This work aims to develop a computationally efficient dy-
namic NDDCT model that is appropriate for control systems applications.
The model formulation is based on modelling the governing compressible flow
equations of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. The model uses a one-
dimensional finite volume analysis considering gravitational body forces, pressure forces,
fluid advection, thermal diffusion, viscous losses, and tower geometry. The model formula-
tion was implemented for steady state conditions using an implicit root solving algorithm
and transient conditions using an explicit and implicit Euler integration scheme. Artificial
diffusion was attempted to stabilise the model.
The steady state model produced was validated against a model from the litera-
ture by Kro¨ger [15]. The results were within 0.5% relative error with a standard deviation
of 0.1%. The two implementations (explicit and implicit) of the dynamic model were found
to be inappropriate and possibly unconditionally unstable. The findings indicate that the
dynamic model formulation under steady state conditions is valid, however, the dynamic
model formulation validity is inconclusive under transient conditions. Artificial diffusion
was implemented to stabilise the transient model but was unsuccessful. Further research
analysing the stability characteristics of the dynamic model for transient conditions is
required.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The IPCC state that human activity is the dominant cause of climate change since the
mid 20th century [12]. Fossil-fuel energy sources are the root of this problem. The use
of fossil-fuels is associated with many more issues including air pollution, energy security,
and the risks to workers in the industry. The proportion of energy derived from renew-
ables must be increased. Australia itself has vast renewable energy resources, see Figure
1.1, and should, therefore, be proactive in adopting renewable energy.
Solar-PV and wind are currently two of the leading renewable energies by power
production globally [1]. The dominance of solar-PV and wind is due to their low cost
of instantaneous generation. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 show the levelised cost of electricity
(LCOE) of selected energy sources: the LCOE is the net present value of the unit-cost
Figure 1.1: Top 10 ranked nations for wind and solar energy resources [23]
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Figure 1.2: Levelised cost of electricity from selected renewable energy sources $ per MWH
as of 2017[1]
of electricity over the lifetime of a generating asset. Solar-PV and wind are, however,
susceptible to the same two challenges many renewables face: cost and dispatchability.
Intermittent renewables such as solar-PV and wind require energy storage technology to
satisfy dispatchability requirements. However, the cost of industrial scale battery tech-
nology is prohibitively expensive to allow solar-PV and wind to become dominant energy
sources globally. Concentrating solar power (CSP) provides a solution to dispatchability
issues.
CSP, due to its compatibility with low cost thermal energy storage, can be used
to supplement intermittent solar-PV and wind. Thermal energy storage techniques have
been shown to achieve a LCOE of US$75/kWh [21]. This is significantly less than com-
mercially available battery storage solutions; US$250/kWh for the Tesla Powerwall [21].
However, CSP is not without its own challenges — most importantly the cost of instan-
taneous generation. The implementation of plant wide control techniques can help to
partially overcome this challenge.
Plant wide control strategies can improve both the net thermal efficiency and
dispatchability of CSP plants in load-following scenarios, reducing the LCOE for CSP
technology. Model-based predictive control (MPC) is a is a suitable control methodology
to fulfil this objective due to CSP plant’s inherent system complexity, multivariate na-
ture, and many constraints. The development of MPC optimisation strategies for CSP
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Figure 1.3: Estimated levelised cost of energy (LCOE) for new generation resources, plants
entering service in 2022 [6]
is a largely unexplored and fresh area of research [16]. MPC requires computationally
efficient dynamic models of each CSP Plant subsystem [16, 24]. One subsystem for which
these models do not exist is the cooling system. However, the typical climates favourable
for high direct normal irradiation (DNI) can be troublesome for the cooling system design.
Dry, arid climates are favoured for CSP installations due to their high net DNI,
the fuel source for CSP [21]. However, these climates produce serious challenges for design
of the cooling system. This is due to the significant variation of ambient air temperature,
wind, and the scarcity of water. Conventional heat rejection strategies for large scale
power plants rely on large amounts of water. Therefore, the development of dry cooling
methods for these climates is required.
1.2 Problem Statement
Natural draft dry cooling towers (NDDCTs) are an attractive cooling system for typical
CSP host locations. This type of system uses little to no water and has significantly
reduced operating costs when compared with wet and forced draft methods. NDDCTs
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do have higher capital costs, however, these are offset by the low operating costs during
the plant lifetime [15]. NDDCTs, from a modelling perspective, are precursors to more
complex cooling systems, therefore, if NDDCTs are inadequate for a CSP plant scenario
then the model formulated in this work may be used as a basis to develop a more complex
system e.g. a hybrid cooling tower or mechanical draft cooling tower.
At the time of writing, the existing modelling approaches for the transient state
of NDDCTs are limited to multidimensional computational fluid dynamics modelling.
This approach is not suited to plant wide control strategies due to their significant com-
putational expense. Furthermore, studies are mainly concerned with characterising the
transient state during “start-up” conditions and not load-following scenarios. Therefore,
the formulation of a computationally efficient dynamic model of an NDDCT is necessary.
The dynamic model is required to characterise the fluid behaviour within the
NDDCT, between the heat exchanger and the tower outlet, under steady state conditions
and transient conditions with varying heat rejection loads. The plant wide control sce-
nario this study focusses on is the dynamic change between steady state operating points;
the application is for a load-following plant.
The model will simulate the NDDCT as a one-dimensional heat and mass flow
problem. It will aim to capture the fluid behaviour when dynamically changing between
two steady state operating points. Therefore, the model will not consider the fluid be-
haviour during “start-up” and “shut-down” scenarios. This will allow significant simpli-
fication of fluid effects such as plume generation. The geometry of the NDDCT will be
captured: the internal profile of the tower and the effects due to the presence of the heat
exchanger bundles. To simplify the model, viscous effects outside the heat exchanger will
be ignored. Furthermore, the ambient conditions surrounding the tower will be assumed
to be completely dry and free from moisture and lacking any effects due to wind patterns.
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1.3 Aim
The primary aim of this work is the development and validation of a computationally
efficient dynamic model of a NDDCT for use in MPC. The overarching goal is the char-
acterisation of the transient behaviour of the NDDCT when transitioning between steady
state operating points. Computational efficiency is a key design consideration in the
development of any dynamic model for MPC. Compromise of model accuracy for a reduc-
tion in computational effort is the reason for the simplifications made in the formulation
of the dynamic model and is justified as long as the transient behaviour is adequately
characterised.
1.4 Project Outline
1.4.1 Scope and Assumptions
The items below are within the scope of works completed and explain the relevant as-
sumptions.
 The flow was modelled as one-dimensional. Therefore, most three-dimensional ef-
fects were neglected in flow modelling, thus simplifying the analysis. This approach
is consistent with established methods for analysis of the steady state of NDDCTs
but may cause errors in the transient case for some NDDCT types. However, this
approach is justified for the particular tower configuration modelled because the
flow velocity and pressure profiles are approximately uniform.
 The ambient air and, implicitly, the inlet air to the NDDCT is modelled as dry,
therefore, having no moisture content. Due to the arid climates favoured by CSP
plant host locations this assumption still reflected the real world behaviour of the
system.
 The working fluid on the power-cycle side of the heat exchanger is assumed to be
water.
 The full tower geometry was incorporated into the model. This added complexity
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to the modelling approach; however, it was necessary due to the significant effects
this has on the fluid behaviour.
 The steady state behaviour of the NDDCT was integral to the development of the
transient model. This steady state behaviour was captured by implementing the
transient model formulation under steady state conditions, therefore, producing
steady state model which was then validated against a steady state model from the
literature.
 Only the viscous effects within the heat exchanger were considered.
The items below are implications of the assumptions above.
 The one-dimensional analysis prohibits the inclusion of fluid vortices and mixing.
These are significant phenomena in modelling of NDDCT from ‘start up’ conditions;
however, they are negligible when considering change between steady states.
 Viscous effects before and after heat exchanger were neglected. Within the particular
NDDCT modelled, The heat exchanger is the greatest source of flow losses by an
order of magnitude, therefore, this simplification will still capture the behaviour of
the fluid but it will introduce error into the dynamic model.
1.4.2 Expected Outcome
The items below are the expected outcomes of this work.
 The mathematical formulation of a one-dimensional finite volume dynamic model
of the NDDCT capturing steady state and transient behaviour.
 The validation of the NDDCT steady state model characterising the fluid properties
throughout the tower. The steady state model will be derived from the dynamic
model formulation, implemented, and validated against a model from the literature
[15].
 The validation of the implemented dynamic model characterising the fluid behaviour
within the tower with a changing heat input rate. The dynamic model formulation
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will be implemented using numerical integration methods. The initial formulation
will be simplified by approximating the heat exchanger heat rejection load with a
value of rate of heat input.
 The validation of the implemented dynamic model characterising the fluid behaviour
within the tower with a changing heat exchanger inlet water flow rate. After the
initial formulation is validated the heat rejection load will be modelled with the
interaction between the water and air side of the heat exchanger.
12
Chapter 2
Literature Review
The literature review compiled aims to provide a summary of knowledge relevant to three
key areas: (1) background knowledge, (2) existing models and approaches to modelling,
and (3) an outline of the modelling approach and relevant knowledge required for the
formulation of the NDDCT dynamic model produced in this work.
2.1 Background Knowledge
2.1.1 Requirements of Optimal Control for CSP
The application of optimal control techniques to CSP has the potential to use the technol-
ogy effectively. Plant wide control strategies can decrease the LCOE, improve net thermal
efficiency, and improve dispatchability of a CSP plant [16]. MPC techniques are a prime
candidate to fulfil this objective. At present, cooling tower models required for plant
wide control are lacking. MPC requires computationally efficient models with a low state
and input dimensionality for real-time computation [24]. This work attempts to meet
these requirements by modelling the transient state of an NDDCT as a one-dimensional
problem solving for the density, flow velocity, specific internal energy, and using inputs of
spatial and temporal discretisation. A cooling system block formulated this way would
provide sufficient characterisation of the power cycle heat rejection and, therefore, is very
useful for implementing plant wide control strategies.
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Figure 2.1: Heat rejection methods (a) Direct (b) Indirect [15]
2.1.2 Power Cycle Heat Rejection
Heat rejection is required for power generation using thermodynamic cycles. Conventional
strategies for the management of heat rejection are either direct of indirect, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.1. The former route the working fluid directly to a heat rejection system. The
latter rejects heat to the cooling system via an intermediate heat exchanger [15]. There
are three key types of cooling system; dry cooling, “once through”, and closed loop[19].
Direct dry cooling designs cool the working fluid directly with air via a heat-
exchanger. Historically, “once through” and closed loop heat rejection have dominated
power plant design, however, direct dry cooling has been gaining traction in the past four
decades. Water shortages and increased corporate environmental responsibility have made
dry cooling for power generation application attractive to designers despite the higher cost
and lower efficiency [3]. These systems rely on convective heat transfer governed by dry-
bulb temperature [3]. Dry cooled systems in general offer economic advantages associated
with location flexibility [3] which is especially important for proposed CSP host locations.
“Once through” systems exploit natural water sources; such as lakes, rivers, and
oceans; for cooling purposes. Water is diverted into the heat exchanger system and dis-
charged back to the source at a higher temperature. These types of systems were popular
in the past, however, their use is decreasing due to the increased awareness of potential
for environmental disturbance [19]. Increasing difficulty in locating power plants near
adequate water sources is also a significant contributor [15]. Once through systems are
inappropriate for the typical climates in which CSP installation are located.
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Figure 2.2: Induced mechanical draft cooling towers (a) Cross-flow (b) Counter-flow [15]
Closed loop cooling systems use an intermediate heat exchanger between the
power cycle and the cooling system. Closed loop systems allow efficient heat rejection
immediately from the power cycle while allowing an intermediate system to use a variety
of alternative cooling methods for its own heat rejection before recirculation to the power
cycle [19]. This can greatly reduce the water consumption of the power plant. It has
the added benefit of providing flexibility in cooling system selection and integration. A
closed loop method is used in the proposed CSP Plant design with the preliminary heat
rejection method using a cooling tower. The specific cooling tower configuration used is
determined below.
2.1.3 Cooling Towers
Cooling Towers are ubiquitous in modern industry. Their applications include cooling cir-
culating water used in oil refineries, petrochemical and other chemical plants, and thermal
power plants [15]. The two main types of cooling tower are mechanical and natural draft.
Mechanical draft are sub-classified into forced or induced draft categories, the distinction
is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Distinctions in tower classification for both mechanical and
natural draft towers are made depending on design characteristics. These include, but
are not limited to, utilisation of ‘wet’, ‘dry’, or ‘hybrid’ modes of operation. Further
distinctions are made by the arrangement of components within the tower [15].
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Figure 2.3: Mechanical draft cooling tower fill/fan arrangement (a) Forced (b) Induced
[15]
Figure 2.4: Hybrid Evaporative Cooler [15]
Wet towers are described by the arrangement of ‘fill’ sections within. ‘Fill’ is
the medium designed to increase the surface area interface for heat exchange between the
recirculating water and the tower cooling fluid (air). Arrangements are either cross-flow
or counter-flow [15]. Cross-flow entails air-flow perpendicular to downward falling water.
A counter-flow arrangement is one in which the flow of air and water meet in opposing
directions, Fig. 2.2.
Hybrid systems are a more sophisticated class of cooling tower. They are imple-
mented in regions where ambient conditions can fluctuate significantly or when there are
special constraints on the tower design [15]. These systems are typically comprised of a
single tower containing both wet and dry sections. 5 common types are listed below.
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 Dry-wet designs are comprised of a dry cooling method supplemented with a wet
method to better cope with heat rejection required during peak demand or peak
ambient air conditions.
 Wet-dry designs incorporate wet systems with an integrated dry-cooling section to
reduce relative humidity of the combined output eﬄuent.
 Evaporative towers are a combination of air-cooled heat exchangers and wet cooling
towers. Banks of finned tubes are used to enable operation of the unit in dry mode
during winter months when the ambient temperature is low. See Fig.2.4.
 Adiabatic Pre-Cooling cools the entering air flow by humidification.
 Deluge Enhancement saturates the air side heat transfer surface with water resulting
in evaporation; lowering air side temperature; thereby increasing heat transfer.
Depending on the fluctuation of ambient air properties in the proposed CSP plant
host locations it may be appropriate to incorporate a hybrid design for the cooling tower.
This will, however, be reliant on accessibility of water. At present, the review of cooling
towers indicates that a dry cooling tower is most appropriate with a NDDCT being most
appropriate for this work.
2.1.4 NDDCT Justification
The motivation for the selection of a NDDCT is a combination of the following factors:
 suitability to proposed CSP plant host location and climate,
 established literature on key design properties/characteristics,
 pre-existing data for parameter optimisation and validation of results,
 rudimentary technical requirements due to purely sensible heat transfer (absence of
latent),
 potential as a bench mark for investigation of future cooling methods,
 fundamental technical knowledge can progress to more complex methods e.g. nat-
ural draft wet; mechanical draft; hybrid.
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Figure 2.5: Significant sources of viscous losses with a typical Natural Draft Dry Cooling
Tower Design [15]
2.2 Previous Work
2.2.1 Boussinesq Approximation
The Boussinesq approximation provides a method for simplifying the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions in the case of non-isothermal flow [5]. It assumes that variations in density have
negligible effects on the flow field but significant effects on the body forces(gravity terms).
It was popular in the past, however, advances in computational ability have resulted in
less significant reductions in computational expense when using the approximation. The
Boussinesq approximation is primarily used in buoyancy-driven flow. It is only appropri-
ate for small variations in temperature and low Mach numbers. Demuren and Grotjans
[5] found the approximation to be accurate and robust under appropriate conditions. It
is suitable for the circumstances of the NDDCT, however, the full governing compress-
ible flow equations were instead used for the works completed. This decision was made
to ensure that the physics of the tower were appropriately captured. The Boussinesq
approximation is an alternative approach to modelling the NDDCT and should be inves-
tigated if the implementation of the compressible flow equations is too computationally
expensive.
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2.2.2 Existing Models
Research in the area of cooling towers is primarily focussed on the wet variety. This is
attributed to the dominant use of these towers in conventional power plants [14]. How-
ever, the research that is specifically focussed on NDDCTs is dominated by design issues:
aerodynamic and thermal improvements, instead of integration and optimisation in plant
wide dynamic models.
The literature review conducted failed to discover any control-orientated tran-
sient NDDCT models. Furthermore, no transient online (real time executable) models
were discovered. A transient model for a NDDCT by Collins [2] was found, however, the
dynamic change began from “start up” or inactive conditions rather than steady state op-
eration. This involves significantly different analysis to the that required for the transient
modelling from initial steady state conditions. Furthermore, the modelling approach by
Collins [2] is significantly simplified which is highlighted by two key factors: (1) it does
not account for the actual NDDCT geometry instead approximating it to a cylinder, (2)
the formulation did not model the governing fluid conservation equations instead using
the Boussinesq approximation.
Existing models for the evaluation of the steady state operating conditions of
NDDCTs are all based on the pressure drop through the tower. The pressure drop is
expressed in terms of the flow losses through the tower. These flow losses are defined as
functions of a single flow parameter: either air mass flow rate or flow velocity through
the heat exchanger. The flow loss functions are then solved for the flow parameter which
defines flow throughout the tower. The process is iterated until the value of the flow
parameter satisfies both the energy transfer relations for the heat exchanger and the pres-
sure drop relation. Such a process is employed by Kro¨ger [15], Montakhab [17], and even
Collins [2] in his transient model.
Kro¨ger [15] provides a comprehensive summary of the research and development
of methods for the analysis of air cooled heat exchangers and cooling towers. The relevant
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result of this summary was the isolation of an effective and validated method for the
performance evaluation of NDDCTs by Conradie and Kro¨ger [3]. This method is more
detailed than that offered by Montakhab [17] and was, therefore, utilised. The derivation
is reliant on conservation of energy (heat exchanger heat transfer) and momentum (air
draft). The model is intended to evaluate the steady state operating point and heat
rejection capacity of NDDCTs. The procedure is deemed suitable, by the authors, for
design calculations, performance evaluation, and cost estimation. It is not appropriate
for transient conditions, however, it is useful for preliminary validation of model results
when experimental data is not available or appropriate.
2.2.3 Kro¨ger NDDCT Steady State Model Iterative Solution
Process
The steady state model by Kro¨ger [15] uses a simple iterative procedure to determine the
operating point of the NDDCT. The procedure, which may be calculated manually, was
implemented in python. It is explained below.
1. Compile all tower and heat exchanger properties, ambient air conditions, and water
inlet conditions.
2. Initialise by assuming the air temperature at the heat exchanger outlet is equal to
the theoretical maximum temperature, equal to the water inlet temperature.
3. Derive all relevant parameters and input to the draft equation; Eq. 2.5.
4. Solve Eq. 2.5 for m˙a.
5. Use the calculated value for m˙a with Eq. 2.1 to determine the water outlet temper-
ature.
6. Use all heat exchanger temperature values to now find the log mean temperature
difference with Eq. 2.4.
7. Use the water and air side temperature values to evaluate the overall heat transfer
coefficient with Eq. 2.3 and then the heat exchanger heat transfer value from Eq.
2.2.
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8. If heat transfer values from Eq. 2.1 and 2.2 do not match then reduce the assumed
heat exchanger water outlet temperature by some ∆Tstep and repeat the procedure
from points three to seven. Else, stop the iterative procedure when the heat transfer
values agree, within some tolerance ∆Q.
Once the procedure is satisfied the steady operating conditions of the tower have been
characterised. The relevant formulae and parameters are laid out below and in Section
2.2.4 and 2.2.5. Further detail may be found from Chapter 7, Example 7.3.1 in [15].
The heat rejection by the water side and heat addition from the air side of the
heat exchanger are found by assuming constant specific heat capacities. These must be
equal under steady state operating conditions and is given by Kro¨ger [15] as
Q˙ = −m˙wcp,w (Tout,w − Tin,w) = m˙acp,a (Tout,a − Tin,a) . (2.1)
Kro¨ger [15] utilises a second derivation for the heat transfer in the heat exchanger
to facilitate a comparison with Eq. 2.1. This derivation utilises the log mean temperature
difference across the water and air side of the heat exchanger and is given by
Q = UAFT∆Tlm, (2.2)
where UA is the overall heat transfer coefficient given by
UA =
(
1
haeAa
+
1
hwAw
)
, (2.3)
FT is the empirical correction factor for the specific cross-flow heat exchanger used, and
∆Tlm is the log-mean temperature difference given by
∆Tlm =
(Tin,w − Tout,a)− (Tout,w − Tin,a)
ln
[
(Tin,w − Tout,a)
(Tout,w − Tin,a)
] . (2.4)
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The draft equation used by Kro¨ger is given by
pa1
[(
1− 0.00975(H3 +H4)
2Ta1
)3.5(
1− 0.00975(H5 −H3/2−H4/2)
Ta4
)3.5
−
(
1− 0.00975H5
Ta1
)3.5]
= (Kts +Kct +Khes +Kctc +Khe +Kcte)he
(
m˙a
Afr
)2
1
2ρa34
×
[
1− 0.00975(H5 −H3/2−H4/2)
Ta4
]3.5
+ (1 +Kto)
(
m˙a
A5
)2
1
2ρa5
, (2.5)
where the loss coefficients are calculated from Eq. 2.7 ∼ 2.14.
The draft equation formulation presented by Kro¨ger [15] is significantly more de-
tailed than others available in the literature. However, it follows the same scheme: the
pressure drop across the tower under steady state conditions is equated to some expression
for losses from which a flow parameter is calculated. Using this formulation of the draft
equation it may be possible to produce an approximation for the changing mass flow rate
through the heat exchanger under transient conditions, however, extensive testing and
validation is required.
Kro¨ger [15] uses the dry adiabatic lapse rate to determine variation in air tem-
peratures due to elevation. This model of temperature change with elevation is valid
during clear, dry days, and assumes a temperature lapse rate of approximately -0.00975
K/m. Note this is only valid for regions within the surface boundary layer (SBL) of the
atmosphere. The Ideal Gas Law is also used extensively in determining ambient pressures
and densities outside the tower. This approach may be removed from the model provided
by Kro¨ger but requires appropriate adjustments of the draft equation in Eq. 2.5.
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2.2.4 NDDCT Characteristics
The key operating principle of an NDDCT is buoyancy. The density of heated air within
the tower structure is less than that of the atmospheric air. Consequentially, the pressure
within is also lower than external atmospheric conditions at the same elevation. This pres-
sure differential drives the air flow within the tower. The resulting flow rate is dependent
on flow resistances, tower dimensions, and the heat exchanger characteristics [3, 14, 15, 17].
According to Kro¨ger [15] the significant flow losses in a typical NDDCT design;
see Fig. 2.5; are due to the:
 tower supports Kts,
 lower edge of tower shell Kct,
 heat exchanger supports Khes,
 contraction losses at heat exchanger Kctc,
 form and frictional losses at heat exchanger Khe,
 expansion losses at heat exchanger Kcte,
 and tower outlet losses Kto.
Due to the significant influence of the heat exchanger and associated losses on the tower
flow profile, Kro¨ger [15] recommends referring all losses, except for outlet losses, to the
frontal area of the heat exchanger and the mean density of the air flowing through it.
Kro¨ger [15] finds the mean density through the heat exchanger using the harmonic mean,
given by
ρmean =
(∑n
i=1 ρ
−1
i
n
)
. (2.6)
Studies by Conradie and Kro¨ger [3], Kashania and Dobregob [14] indicate that
for Hyperboloid NDDCTs the velocity distribution at the outlet is almost uniform. This
is for Froude number conditions of
1
FrD
≤ 3 [15]. Note this applies only to heat exchanger
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Figure 2.6: Tower inlet flow patterns when (a) lacking fill or heat exchangers (b) with fill
or heat exchangers[15]
arrangements in the cross sectional plane near to the base of the tower [15]. The mean
pressure at the outlet was found to be slightly less than that of the ambient air at the
outlet [15].
The presence of heat exchanger bundles in the horizontal cross-section of the
tower also produces a more uniform inlet flow velocity thereby reducing tower inlet-losses
[15]; see Fig. 2.6 (b). The absence of these cross sectional heat exchanger arrangements
results in increased flow separation at the lower edge of the tower inlet. A prominent
Vena-contracta is formed as seen in Fig. 2.6 (a). NDDCTs with heat exchangers placed
vertically and circumferentially about the tower base are subject to this effect, see Fig. 2.7.
The effective diameter of the Vena-contracta is a function of the
di
Hi
(inlet diameter and
height) ratio, according to Terblanche and Kro¨ger [20]. They recommend the diameter
after the inlet be reduced (tapered) to a diameter less than the that of the resulting Vena-
contracta.
Studies of velocity profiles and heat exchanger arrangements within NDDCTs
found varying degrees of back-flow [15]. The ineffective region [of back-flow] increases
as the heat exchanger loss coefficient decreases. For a dry-cooling tower where the loss
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Figure 2.7: Natural Draft Cooling Tower with Vertical Heat Exchangers [15]
coefficient is relatively high and the ratio
di
Hi
is relatively small, the ineffective area is
usually negligible [15].
Cold-inflow of air at the tower outlet is a significant design concern for natural
draft cooling towers [15]. Premature flow separation occurs and results in effective flow
narrowing. This effect can be periodic for specific ranges of wind speeds, see Fig. 2.8.
This leads to performance degradation. This phenomena is more prominent in wet de-
Figure 2.8: Periodic cold-inflow into Tower outlet due to crosswinds [15]
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Figure 2.9: Heat exchanger bundle arrangements [15]
signs due to their typically slower outlet flow velocity. However, it is a significant design
consideration in dry towers also. Design optimisation and mitigation of this issue is an
ongoing area of research and is out of the scope of this work.
2.2.5 NDDCT Flow Loss Relations
The key sources of fluid flow losses discussed in Section 2.2.4 (Fig. 2.5) may be quantified
through empirical relations. These relations are dependent on the specific tower geometry,
ambient conditions, flow conditions, and heat exchanger type and configuration.
Kro¨ger [15] provides relations for a variety of heat exchangers and cooling tow-
ers. The relations relevant to the works completed are for a natural-draft, hyperboloid,
concrete, dry cooling tower. The heat exchanger incorporated into the NDDCT model is
comprised of an extruded bi-metallic finned tube system. The heat exchanger bundles are
arranged radially, in the horizontal cross-section, in an A-frame pattern, see Fig. 2.9c.
Kro¨ger considers all loss coefficients relative to the the frontal area of the heat exchanger
and the mean density of the air flowing through it. This type of analysis is useful for
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comparing the relative magnitudes of the flow losses. The frontal area is the projection
of the effective finned surface as viewed from the upstream side.
The flow losses experienced due to the tower supports (Kts) are based on the
drag coefficient of the support geometry. Kro¨ger [15] presents the loss as
Kts =
CDtsLtsdtsntsA
2
fr
(pid3H3)
3
ρ34
ρa1
, (2.7)
where CD,ts is the drag coefficient for the support, Lts is it’s length, dts is it’s characteristic
diameter, nts is the number of supports, Afr is the total frontal of the heat exchanger
bundles on the air side, d3 is the diameter of the tower at it’s inlet, H3 is the height at the
inlet, ρ34 is the mean air density of air within the heat exchanger, and ρa1 is the ambient
air density.
The static inlet loss relation (Kct) for the tower is recommended by Geldenhuys
and Kro¨ger [9]. It is applicable for towers with Khe ≥ 30 and 5 < di
Hi
< 10. The NDDCT
modelled in this work satisfies these requirements. The relation is given by
Kct = 0.072
(
di
Hi
)2
− 0.34
(
di
Hi
)
+ 1.7, (2.8)
where di and Hi are the inlet diameter and height, respectively.
Due to the incompatible geometries of the tower cross section and the heat ex-
changer bundles (circular and rectangular) only a portion of the available tower cross
sectional area is effectively covered. This reduced flow area results in contraction (Kctc)
and expansion (Kcte) losses. Kro¨ger [15] characterises these through the following empir-
ical relations
Kctc =
(
1− 2
σc
+
1
σ2c
)(
ρa34
ρa3
)(
Afr
Ae3
)2
, (2.9)
Kcte =
(
1− Ae3
A3
)(
ρa34
ρa4
)(
Afr
Ae3
)2
, (2.10)
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where σc is the contraction ratio: determined experimentally, and Ae3 is the effective re-
duced flow area at the heat exchanger inlet: given by the projection of the heat exchanger
frontal area as viewed from upstream. The porous nature of the heat exchanger bundles
result in an overestimated loss coefficient for the contraction losses at the heat exchanger.
However, if the flow resistance of the heat exchanger support structure, Khes, is not con-
sidered separately, this value is realistic [15].
Heat exchanger support structures introduce limited flow resistances. They may
be expressed in terms of a loss coefficient Khes. It is, however, common practice to neglect
these losses [15]. This practice will be adopted in the dynamic model produced in this
work, since the contraction losses at the heat exchanger will be considered.
The heat exchanger bundles are the greatest source of flow losses within the
tower. Kro¨ger [15] formulates a relation for the heat exchanger losses based off empirical
relations. It addresses the contraction and expansion due to flow redirection due to the
A-frame arrangement, non-isothermal effects, and downstream losses. It is given by
Khe = 1383.94795
(
m˙a
µa34Afr
)−0.332458
+
2
σ2
ρa3 − ρa4
ρa3 + ρa4
+
2ρa4
ρa3 + ρa4
(
1
sin (θm)
− 1
)[(
1
sin (θm)
− 1
)
+ 2K0.5ci
]
+
2ρa3Kd
ρa3 + ρa4
, (2.11)
where σ is the ratio of minimum flow area to the free flow area, Kci is the entrance
contraction loss coefficient, Kd is the downstream loss coefficient, and θm is the mean
inlet flow angle. The downstream flow distortions cause the incident flow angle on the
bundle faces to be non-uniform and lower than the apex angle (of the A frames). The
empirical relation for calculating θm is given by Kro¨ger [15] as
θm = 0.0019θ
2 + 0.9133θ − 3.1558, (2.12)
where θ is the half apex angle for the A-frame arrangement of heat exchanger bundles.
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Outlet losses are quantified using empirical Froude number relations. It is noted
that this is the only loss which Kro¨ger [15] does not refer to the heat exchanger frontal
area. It is instead referred to its local conditions at the tower outlet. It is given by
Kto = −0.28Fr−1D + 0.04Fr−1.5D (2.13)
FrD =
m˙a
A5
ρa5 (ρa6 − ρa5) g d5 , (2.14)
where Fr is the Froude number and all subscripts ‘5’ refer to the properties at the tower
outlet from within the tower.
2.3 Dynamic Modelling Approach
2.3.1 Transient Model Development from Kro¨ger
The model by Kro¨ger [15] is an accurate and established method for characterising the
performance of an NDDCT. However, the modelling approach cannot be applied to a
NDDCT under transient conditions because of the fundamental assumptions in its for-
mulation which allows the model to avoid calculation of fluid properties in the region of
between the heat exchange and tower outlet. Kro¨ger [15] assumes that pressure at the
outlet of the tower is approximately equal to the ambient pressure at the same elevation.
This assumption is valid for the steady state of NDDCTs studied in this work. Kro¨ger
[15] assumes the temperature of the fluid in this section varies with elevation via the
adiabatic dry lapse rate (DALR), see Section 2.2.3. The fluid temperature at the outlet
is calculated using the DALR and fluid temperature at the heat exchanger outlet. The
fluid temperature and pressure at the outlet are then used to with the idea gas law to
derive a value for fluid density at the outlet.
The modelling approach by Kro¨ger [15] uses is possible because the fluid in the
region between the heat exchanger outlet and tower outlet is at steady state conditions.
However, under transient conditions the DALR is no longer valid in this region. Therefore,
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under transient conditions it is not possible to avoid explicit calculation of the fluid
behaviour between the heat exchanger and tower outlet. Calculating the fluid properties
in this region requires the solution of the governing compressible flow equations. These
equations present “serious numerical difficulties due to the moving steep fronts present in
the solutions of advection-diffusion transport PDEs” [7]. Additional difficulties include the
strong couplings and non-linearities of advection-dominated PDE systems. The dynamic
model formulated in this work will attempt to implement this modelling approach.
2.3.2 Transient Model Fundamental Approach
The approach to developing the transient model for this work is based on modelling the
governing compressible flow equations. These are the conservation of mass, momentum,
and energy. The model will consider contributions to these equations from gravitational
body forces, pressure forces, fluid advection, thermal diffusion, viscous losses within the
heat exchanger, and tower geometry. The model formulation will be validated for steady
state conditions against Kro¨ger’s steady state model [15].
The flow within the NDDCT is modelled using a one-dimensional finite volume
analysis. This approach is chosen in the interest of reducing computational expense.
As a result of this simplification the model neglects many complicated and significant
three-dimensional fluid effects e.g. vortices and mixing. This is, however, warranted for
NDDCTs with heat exchanger bundles in the horizontal cross-section of the tower. In
these configurations the assumption of uniform velocity and pressure profiles at the inlet
and outlet of the tower has been validated [3, 14, 15] and negates the incorporation of
three-dimensional effects.
2.3.3 Thermal Diffusion
Fourier’s law of heat conduction relates the heat flux to the local temperature gradient
[22]. It is shown by Eq. 2.15. The rate of heat addition to a fluid particle due to
heat conduction across fluid boundaries is given by Eq. 2.16. This can be integrated
across a finite fluid volume to derive the net heat addition due to heat conduction across
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volume boundaries. The one-dimensional analysis results in only two boundaries which
are between each element and it’s preceding and succeeding fluid elements. This model of
heat conduction was utilised for the diffusion term within the derivation of conservation
of energy.
q = −k∂T
∂z
(2.15)
−5 · ~q = 5 · (k5 T ) (2.16)
2.3.4 Governing Equations of Fluid Flow
In order to describe the fluid properties throughout the NDDCT a field description was
required, therefore, the Eulerian reference frame was used. However, the field description
is developed using a Lagrangian concept; the material derivative. The material derivative
is the time derivative of a specific property in the Lagrangian reference frame [11, 25].
The material derivative is given by
Df
Dt
=
df
dt
+5 · (~uf), (2.17)
where f is some Eulerian quantity which varies spatially and temporally such that f =
f(x, y, z, t).
Taking the material derivative of some material volume integral and applying
Green’s theorem leads to the Reynolds transport theorem [11, 25], given by Eq. 2.18.
D
Dt
∫
V
f dV =
d
dt
∫
V
f dV +
∫
V
5 · (~uf) dV
=
d
dt
∫
V
f dV +
∫
S
f(~u · ~n) dS (2.18)
The Reynolds transport theorem is a generalised result that can be used to derive conser-
vation laws for mass, momentum, and energy of the fluid flow. These conservation laws
govern both the steady state and time-varying (transient) behaviour of a system. The
volume and surface integrals are evaluated for this specific NDDCT tower geometry.
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2.3.5 Hyperboloid Tower Geometry
The tower geometry is modelled using the equation of a hyperbola, Eq. 2.19, in Carte-
sian co-ordinates. Here the x co-ordinate has been rewritten as the radius, which it is
equivalent to. The tower geometry may be defined by solving Eq. 2.19 for parameters ‘a’
and ‘b’ by substitution of two co-ordinate points on the hyperbola describing the tower
geometry.
R2
a2
− Z
2
b2
= 1 (2.19)
The volume of a section within the tower is found through integration of Eq. 2.19 using
the ‘thin disk’ integration method. The finite volume of the thin disks comprising a
section of the tower is given by
dV = piR2dy, (2.20)
therefore, the volume between two z ordinates on the curve describing the tower profile,
z1 and z2, is given by Eq. 2.21.
V olume = pi
∫ z2
z1
R2dy
= pi
∫ z2
z1
a2
(
1 +
Z2
b2
)
dy (2.21)
Note that for a tower section bounded by a lower and upper height, Hlower, Hupper, the
bounds of integration z1 and z2 are given by
z2 = HTowerOutlet −Hlower,
z1 = HTowerOutlet −Hupper,
where HTowerOutlet is the height of the tower at the outlet. Note this formulation assumes
the throat of the hyperbola: the point on the hyperbola describing the narrowest diameter
of the tower, aligns with the tower outlet. This is the case for the tower modelled in this
work.
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2.3.6 Neumann boundary conditions
Neumann boundary conditions are used in the numerical implementation of partial differ-
ential equations. The condition specifies the value of the normal derivative on a surface
[18]. This type of boundary condition may be useful when trying to characterise the
boundary conditions on a transient model of the NDDCT. This is because under chang-
ing conditions the air mass flow rate into the tower must be known to produce a solution
of the fluid behaviour in the tower. This condition may allow a reasonable update of the
air mass flow rate, effectively requiring that the inlet must have the same value as the
first cell within the discretized space.
2.3.7 Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition
It is necessary, when solving partial differential equations with finite differences, that the
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition is satisfied. This is a necessary condition for
convergence of the solution, however, it does not guarantee convergence on its own [4]. It
is given by
C =
u∆t
∆x
≤ Cmax, (2.22)
where C is the Courant number, u is the characteristic flow speed: the speed of sound in
air for our purposes, ∆t is the temporal discretisation, ∆x is the spatial discretisation,
and Cmax is the maximum allowable Courant number. For the explicit Euler scheme the
maximum Courant number is one.
2.3.8 Artificial diffusion
Artificial diffusion is a commonly used method for stabilisation of numerical simulations.
Models for transport applications which are dominated by advection rather than diffusion
will often require stabilisation methods [22]. The modelling of a NDDCT is an example of
an advection dominated transport problem and will likely require stabilisation methods
of some sort.
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Artificial diffusion involves the addition of artificial diffusion terms to the gov-
erning compressible flow equations. In the application for NDDCTs this will be the
conservation of momentum and energy. The simplest implementation of this technique
specifies an artificial diffusion value determined from model parameters and the Pe´clet
number.
The Pe´clet number is a non-dimensional measure of the relative strengths of
convection and diffusion [22]. A Pe´let number less than two is a necessary condition for
stability when using the explicit Euler integration method [8]. It is common practice to
evaluate this for each cell and derive a value for artificial diffusion accordingly. The Pe´clet
number is described by
Pe =
ρu
Γ/δx
, (2.23)
where ρ if the density of the fluid, u is th flow speed, Γ is the diffusive coefficient, and δx
represents the cell characteristic length.
2.3.9 CoolProp Software
“CoolProp” software was used to calculate a desired fluid state property from two different
and known state properties. The software was extremely useful and used extensively
throughout the numerical implementation.
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Chapter 3
Formulation of Dynamic Model
This chapter describes the formulation of the NDDCT dynamic model. The points dis-
cussed are summarised below.
 The modelling approach for the NDDCT dynamic model describing the state vari-
ables, assumptions, conventions, model inputs, and model outputs.
 The mathematical formulation of governing compressible flow equations showing
the derivation of equations, and numerical discretisation thereof.
 The simplifying assumptions made in the model and their implications.
 The modelling of the heat exchanger, tower geometry, and heat exchanger flow
losses.
 The numerical methods implemented for the transient modelling and the relevant
spatial and temporal discretisation considerations.
3.1 Modelling Approach
The one-dimensional analysis assumes that fluid properties only vary in the vertical axis of
the NDDCT. This analysis is valid for the tower modelled in this work due to the uniform
fluid velocity and pressure profiles. The analysis enforces an equal discretisation for the
finite control volumes (cells) in the flow direction (vertical) except for the heat exchanger
cell. The heat exchanger cell thickness was dictated by the physical size of heat exchanger
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Table 3.1: Specifications of the NDDCT modelled in this work [15].
Tower outlet height H5 120.00 m
Tower inlet height H3 13.67 m
Tower inlet diameter d3 82.958 m
Tower outlet diameter (throat) d5 58.00 m
Numer of tower supports nts 60
Length of tower supports Lts 15.78 m
Diameter of tower supports dts 0.5 m
Drag coefficient of support CD,ts 2.0
bundles employed within the tower. The cells are treated as rigid and fixed in space. The
state variables used within the conservation equations are comprised of thermodynamic
variables: specific internal energy and density, and a single flow variable: flow velocity.
The flow velocity within each cell is assumed to be perpendicular to cell boundaries. All
properties within each cell are assumed constant and homogeneous. Displacement: z, flow
velocity: u, and external forces acting on cells are considered positive in the downstream
direction. The specifications of the NDDCT modelled in this work is given by Table 3.1.
The dynamic model produced in this work is required to describe the behaviour
of the outlet temperature of the working fluid on the power-cycle side of the heat ex-
changer. In the works completed this working fluid is assumed to be water and the water
mass flow rate is assumed to be given as a model input. The NDDCT dynamic model
solution of fluid (air) behaviour throughout the tower will allow the calculation of heat
exchanger air mass flow rate, air inlet temperature and density, and air outlet temperature
and density. These values will then be used with the log mean temperature difference
and heat exchanger heat transfer characteristics to calculate the heat exchanger outlet
water temperature as described in Section 2.2.3. However, the works completed focus on
preliminary formulation and implementation of the dynamic model. The implementation
is complicated by the calculation of water outlet temperature. Therefore, a heat input
rate is used to represent the heat transfer calculation for the heat exchanger. Calculation
of the heat exchanger heat transfer, and implicitly the water outlet temperature, will be
included in the future if the dynamic model formulation and implementation is validated.
Input parameters required for the dynamic model are the three inlet boundary
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conditions: (1) air specific internal energy; (2) air density; and (3) air flow velocity, and
the heat exchanger rate of heat addition. The inlet boundary conditions of specific internal
energy and density were equal to the ambient conditions at the tower inlet. The inlet
flow velocity and heat input rate require an external model. In the current work, Kro¨ger’s
[15] steady state model was used for this purpose. The transient case required a more
complicated inlet boundary condition of flow velocity and is discussed later.
3.2 Heat Transfer
The heat transfers considered by the model are due to heat exchanger heat addition,
fluid advection, and thermal diffusion. Heat exchanger heat addition is given as a model
input. Advection effects were captured by flux terms within the conservation equations.
Thermal diffusion, however, required additional terms be incorporated into the energy
equation. Thermal diffusion was modelled by Fourier heat conduction. Conduction had
contributions due to interactions between between a cell and it’s predecessor as well as
its successor. The temperature gradient was approximated using central differences. The
first cell of the tower used the air inlet temperature as a preceding cell temperature. The
temperature of the last cell’s (tower outlet) successor was approximated using a constant
temperature gradient assumption. This is because the column of air leaving the tower is
not at ambient conditions. The exact behaviour of air temperature after leaving the tower
is not understood. This is a topic which should be investigated in the future, however,
the approach used is sufficient for this work because of the relatively small contribution
of thermal diffusion to heat transfer.
3.3 Heat Exchanger
The NDDCT heat exchanger is modelled as a cell with heat addition, flow losses, and
reduced cross-sectional area and volume. The NDDCT configuration studied in this work
arranges the heat exchanger bundles in the horizontal cross-section of the tower. This
allows the assumption of uniform inlet and outlet flow velocity and pressure profiles. The
heat exchanger characteristics for the NDDCT modelled in this work is given by Table
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Table 3.2: Specifications of heat exchanger modelled in this work [15].
Hydraulic of tube de 0.0216 m
Relative surface roughness /de 5.24E-4
Inside area of tube per unit length Ati 0.0679 m
Inside cross sectional flow area Ats 3.664E-4 m
2
Length of finned tube Lte 15.0 m
Effective length of finned tube Lte 14.4 m
Number of tube rows nr 4
Number of tubes per bundle Btb 154
Number of water pass nwp 2
Number of bundles nb 142
Total effective frontal area of bundles Afr 4625.3376 m
2
Effective area contraction Ae 2364.903 m
2
Apex angle of A-frame 2θ 61.5
Ratio of minimum free stream flow area σ 0.433
Inlet contractions loss coefficient Kci 0.05
3.2.
As air passes through the heat exchanger it undergoes a pressure drop caused by viscous
friction, form drag, flow acceleration, and heat exchanger contraction and expansion ef-
fects [15, 17]. These losses are accounted for through empirical relations, an example of
which can be seen in Section 2.2.5. These empirical loss relations are specific to the heat
exchangers used in a particular tower. The quantified losses were applied appropriately
to the conservation of momentum and energy equations for the heat exchanger cell as
described by Eq. 3.16 and 3.17.
3.4 Derivation of Governing Equations
The conservation of mass via the Reynolds transport theorem requires that the sum of
net rate of increase of mass within a fluid element and the net flow of mass out of an
element equal zero. Note that the one-dimensional analysis implies f = f(z, t). The
quantity conserved in the Reynolds transport theorem is density: f(z, t) = ρ. Therefore,
the conservation of mass for a control volume is given by
d
dt
∫
V
ρ dV +
∫
S
ρ(~u · ~n) dS = 0. (3.1)
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Conservation of momentum uses the conserved quantity f(z, t) = uρ, where u is
flow velocity. Conservation requires the rate of increase of momentum of a fluid element
must equal the sum of forces acting on the element. The forces considered acting on the
element are due to pressure, viscous effects, and gravity. The conservation of momentum
if given by
d
dt
∫
V
uρ dV +
∫
S
uρ(~u · ~n) dS = −
∫
V
gρ dV −
∫
P dS − Fviscous. (3.2)
For conservation of energy the approach of Versteeg and Malalasekera [22] is fol-
lowed, extracting the changes of the (mechanical) kinetic energy to obtain an equation
for specific internal energy. In the conservation of specific internal energy the conserved
quantity is f(z, t) = ρi where i is the specific internal energy of a fluid element. Fur-
thermore, we regard the gravitational force as a body force which does work on the fluid
element as it moves through the gravitational potential. This requires inclusion of poten-
tial energy effects as a source term such that Sg = −ρgu, where u is the velocity of the
element as it moves through the potential. The rate of increase of internal energy of a
fluid element is equal to the sum of the net rate of heat addition and the net rate of work.
The conservation of energy is given by
d
dt
∫
V
ρi dV +
∫
S
ρi(~u · ~n) dS =
−
∫
S
P (~n · ~u) dS +
∫
S
(~n · k5 T ) dS + Q˙− W˙viscous −
∫
V
ρgu dV. (3.3)
3.5 Discretisation of Governing Equations
The left hand side of the conservation equations, Eq. 3.1; 3.2; and 3.3 , in transient
conditions describe the time varying behaviour within the finite control volume and the
flux integral over the control surface bounding this volume. The flux integral is equal to
the net flux out of a control surface.
The one-dimensional analysis simplifies the flux integrals by requiring the dot
product of the surface normal (vector) and flow velocity vector to always equal the mag-
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nitude of the flow velocity: the flow speed. Furthermore, the one-dimensional analysis
also necessitates the dot product of the surface normal vector and the thermal diffusion
equal the magnitude of thermal diffusion. Applying these simplifications yields
d
dt
∫
V
ρ dV +
∫
S
ρu dS = 0 (3.4)
d
dt
∫
V
uρ dV +
∫
S
u2ρ dS = −
∫
V
gρ dV −
∫
P dS − Fviscous (3.5)
d
dt
∫
V
ρi dV +
∫
S
ρui dS =
−
∫
S
Pu dS +
∫
S
k5 T dS + Q˙− W˙viscous −
∫
V
ρgu dV (3.6)
Evaluating the integrals in the conservation equations leads to the following
∂ρi
∂t
Vi + ρoutuoutAout − ρinuinAin =0, (3.7)
∂(uiρi)
∂t
Vi + ρoutu
2
outAout − ρinu2inAin = PinAin − PoutAout − ρiVig − Flosses,
(3.8)
∂ρiii
∂t
Vi + ρoutuoutioutAout − ρinuiniinAin = Q˙− W˙viscous + koutTi+1 − Ti
∆Z
Aout
−kinTi − Ti−1
∆Z
Ain + PinuinAin − PoutuoutAout − ρiViuig, (3.9)
where the subscript ‘i’ indicates a cell value, ‘in’ represents a inlet boundary flux, and
‘out’ represents an outlet boundary flux.
Expanding the time derivatives in Eq. 3.8 and 3.9 using the product rule (calcu-
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lus) and rearranging results in
∂ρi
∂t
=
1
Vi
(ρinuinAin − ρoutuoutAout) , (3.10)
∂ui
∂t
=
1
ρiVi
(
ρinu
2
inAin − ρoutu2outAout + PinAin − PoutAout − ρiVig − Flosses
)
− ui
ρi
∂ρi
∂t
, (3.11)
∂ii
∂t
=
1
ρiVi
(
Q˙− W˙viscous + ρinuiniinAin − ρoutuoutioutAout + koutTi+1 − Ti
∆Z
Aout
−kinTi − Ti−1
∆Z
Ain + PinuinAin − PoutuoutAout − ρiViuig
)
− ii
ρi
∂ρi
∂t
. (3.12)
In the interest of numerical stability and simplicity for the initial formulation of
the model, an “upwinding” scheme was implemented. In this scheme, cell boundary fluxes
are calculated by setting upper boundary values equal to cell values for each state variable,
see Figure 3.1. Implementing this scheme results in the discretized form of the governing
compressible flow equations for the one-dimensional flow analysis. The equations are
given by
∂ρi
∂t
=
1
Vi
(ρi−1ui−1Ai−1 − ρiuiAi) , (3.13)
∂ui
∂t
=
1
ρiVi
(
ρi−1u2i−1Ai−1 − ρiu2iAi + PinAi−1 − PiAi − ρiVig − Flosses
)
− ui
ρi
∂ρi
∂t
, (3.14)
∂ii
∂t
=
1
ρiVi
(
Q˙− W˙viscous + ρi−1ui−1iinAi−1 − ρiuiiiAi + kiTi+1 − Ti
∆Z
Ai
−ki−1Ti − Ti−1
∆Z
Ai−1 + Pi−1ui−1Ai−1 − PiuiAi − ρiViuig
)
− ii
ρi
∂ρi
∂t
. (3.15)
3.6 Loss Terms
Only the flow losses due to the heat exchanger were considered in this dynamic model.
According to Kro¨ger [15], in a dry cooling tower, the heat exchanger resistance is typically
larger than the sum of the other losses. The losses due to tower supports, flow separation
at the lower edge of tower shell, heat exchanger supports, and tower outlet losses were
all neglected. Furthermore, sudden contraction and sudden expansion losses caused by
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Figure 3.1: An example of an upwinding shceme for finite volume analysis [22]
the effective reduced geometry due to the presence of heat exchanger bundles was also
neglected. Future model iterations would benefit from incorporation of these losses.
The loss terms in Eq. 3.14 and 3.15 are derived from the empirical loss coefficient
for the heat exchanger, as described in Section 2.2.5. Applying Newton’s third law to the
flow, we require that any force the flow exerts in response to losses is also applied to the
flow itself. The pressure drop of the flow across the heat exchanger is used to determine
the force exerted on the heat exchanger which is equal to the force acting on the flow.
Extending this concept to conservation of energy, the work done by the flow on the heat
exchanger is equal to the work lost. These loss terms are quantified by
Flosses =Khe
u2he
2
ρAout,he, (3.16)
W˙losses =Khe
u2he
2
ρAout,heuout. (3.17)
3.7 Geometry
The NDDCT modelled in this work was a hyperboloid. The internal geometry was mod-
elled mathematically using a hyperbola. The relevant geometric properties of the tower
were the inner diameter and height of the inlet, ‘throat’, and outlet. The throat is the
narrowest diameter of the hyperboloid structure. The tower specified by Kro¨ger in [15]
and modelled in this work has the hyperboloid throat aligned with the outlet. Relevant
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Table 3.3: Kro¨ger [15] e.g. 7.3.1 tower geometry
Location Internal Radius (m) Height (m) R (m) Z (m)
Inlet 41.479 13.670 41.479 106.330
Outlet (throat) 29.000 120.000 29.000 0.000
geometric parameters are shown in Table 3.3 and were used to model the hyperboloid
tower structure. Using these parameters, the equation of the inner contour was derived
and used to provide geometric values for the model. The values required, for each cell
within the tower, were the inlet and outlet height, inlet and outlet cross-sectional area,
and volume.
The equation of a hyperbola defines the throat as centred on the origin, thus the
tower specifications need to be adjusted before used to mathematically describe the tower.
Using the values from Table 3.3 and Eq. 2.19 the hyperbola describing the tower’s internal
contour was derived; Eq. 3.18. Equation 3.18 was used to find the tower cross-sectional
radius at different points along the vertical displacement of the NDDCT, leading to cross
sectional area calculations. Equation 2.21 was also used to derive the relationship for the
volume of a section of the tower between two points; Eq. 3.19.
z1 =120− a
z2 =120− b
1 =
R2
292
− Z
2
103.982
(3.18)
V |ba = pi
[
29.0002z1 +
(
29.0002
103.9762
z31
3
)]
−pi
[
29.0002z2 +
(
29.0002
103.9762
z32
3
)]
(3.19)
The presence of heat exchanger bundles cause a reduction in the effective cross-
sectional area and volume of the heat exchanger cell. The effective cross-sectional area
was accounted for within the model because geometry changes produce significant effects
on state variables. Furthermore, the upper and lower boundary of the cells preceding and
succeeding the heat exchanger cell, respectively, were adjusted appropriately, however,
their volumes were unchanged. The flow losses associated with sudden contraction and
expansion in these cells was not accounted for and is a source of model error. Modelling
of these flow losses is a topic which should be improved in future model iterations.
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3.8 Numerical Integration Method
The preliminary numerical method chosen for the transient model is the explicit Eu-
ler integration scheme. According to this scheme, the numerical integration of some
property φ at spatial point i from time tn to some time tn+1 = tn + ∆t is given by
φn+1i = φ
n
i + ∆t
∂φni
∂t
. (3.20)
Incorporating the discretized equations for the time derivatives of each state variable and
applying the explicit Euler integration yields the equations for numerical time integration
of the state variables in each cell
ρn+1i = ρ
n
i + ∆t
[
1
Vi
(
ρni−1u
n
i−1Ai−1 − ρni uni Ai
)]
,
(3.21)
un+1i = u
n
i + ∆t
[
1
ρni Vi
(
ρni−1u
n
i−1
2Ai−1 − ρni uni 2Ai + P ninAi−1 − P ni Ai − ρni Vig − F nlosses
)
−u
n
i
ρni
∂ρni
∂t
]
,
(3.22)
in+1i = i
n
i + ∆t
[
1
ρni Vi
(
Q˙n − W˙ nviscous + ρni−1uni−1ininAi−1 − ρni uni ini Ai + kni
T ni+1 − T ni
∆Z
Ai
−kni−1
T ni − T ni−1
∆Z
Ai−1 + P ni−1u
n
i−1Ai−1 − P ni uni Ai − ρni Viuni g
)
− i
n
i
ρni
∂ρni
∂t
]
,
(3.23)
given initial conditions from the steady state solution, the calculation can proceed, eval-
uating state variables in a simple point wise manner.
The dynamic model was implemented in python. The source code can be seen
in Appendix A.2. The time discretisation limit was established according to the CFL
condition. A 40 cell spatial discretisation was chosen to provide cell thickness throughout
the tower approximately equal to the heat exchanger cell thickness. It was determined
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that a time step of less than 7e-3 s was required by the explicit Euler scheme to remain
stable, using a cell discretisation of 40. A conservative value of of 1e-4 s was used in
testing unless otherwise specified.
3.9 Boundary Conditions
The transient model required specification of inlet boundary conditions in order to resolve
the numerical integration for all cells within the NDDCT. In the case of density and specific
internal energy the answer was simple; these were set to equal the ambient conditions
at the the heat exchanger inlet height. The inlet boundary condition of flow velocity,
however, was not trivial. In the steady state case, the inlet velocity was derived from the
the draft equation but for the transient model there was no existing valid draft equation
formulation in the literature. Four strategies for treatment of the inlet boundary flow
velocity were formulated and explained below.
 Neumann boundary condition for the air mass flow rate at the boundary of the inlet
to the heat exchanger. This leads to the implication that the spatial derivative of
density across the heat exchanger is zero. This is a result of the heat exchanger
constant cross section and “upwinding” discretisation. The fluid flow throughout
the tower is driven by the density change across the heat exchanger, therefore, this
strategy was abandoned.
 Neumann boundary condition for the flow velocity at the boundary of the inlet to
the heat exchanger. This requires that
∂u
∂z
=0,
∴ uinlet =u0,
where the subscript 0 indicates the first cell within the NDDCT model. The condi-
tion above allows the air mass flow rate through the heat exchanger to be updated
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using
m˙a = u0ρinletAinlet
 Addition of a cell preceding the heat exchanger with a Neumann boundary condition
on the flow velocity at the boundary of the inlet to the preceeding cell. This requires
the same update as above, except applied to the preceding cell, giving the expression
for mass flow rate at the inlet as
m˙a,inlet = u0ρinletAinlet, (3.24)
where the subscript 0 refers to the preceding cell. The air mass flow rate through
the heat exchanger, required for flow loss calculations, is derived from the heat
exchanger cell values of density, flow velocity, and cross-sectional.
 Approximation of the inlet air mass flow rate under transient conditions using the
steady state draft equation given by Eq. 2.5. The NDDCT steady state draft
equation, unlike the previous strategies, calculates the inlet boundary condition
considering the underlying physics of the system. It is incorrect for transient ap-
plications as it does not account for transient behaviour of the air mass flow rate,
however, it may serve as an adequate approximation for preliminary tests.
3.10 Concluding Remarks
The dynamic model was formulated to favour computational efficiency over absolute ac-
curacy. This has lead to some fundamental assumptions which do not reflect the real
system but do still capture the physics in sufficient detail. Other simplifications were
made to capture key details whilst facilitating preliminary production of a model without
the introduction of complexities that would greatly hinder initial formulation and testing.
These simplifications are points which may be used to improve the model formulation in
the future. These are:
 neglect of flow losses due to contraction and expansion in cells surrounding the heat
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exchanger cell,
 approximation of temperature after outlet using constant gradient method,
 neglect of flow losses due to tower supports, flow separation at the lower edge of
tower shell, heat exchanger supports, and tower outlet losses.
The correct treatment of the inlet boundary conditions is vital for the ability
of the dynamic model to predict transient behaviour of the NDDCT. If the strategies
formulated in Section 3.9 are tested and shown to be inadequate, an alternative option
is the formulation of a transient draft equation for the NDDCT. This may be possible
by equating the pressure differential, between the outside and inside of the tower at the
mean heat exchanger height, to the sum of the flow resistances within the tower and an
inertial term for the acceleration of the mass of air within the tower. This is, however,
purely speculative.
A possible method for conserving computational effort is based on the propagation
transient effects throughout the NDDCT. As a result of the explicit Euler integration
scheme, the cell time derivatives of state variables are determined from the information
contained within the cell as well as preceding and succeeding cells. Therefore, until the
properties in the preceding cell have been affected by the dynamic change of the system,
all succeeding cells must remain at their previous conditions. Thus, it may be unnecessary
to compute the transient changes for these cells. If correct, this could lead to a significant
reduction in computational expense during the early stages of the transient phase. This
is a significant consideration for future studies on the numerics of this model.
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Chapter 4
Validation of Transient Model for
Steady State Conditions
An accurate steady state model is a crucial component of the NDDCT dynamic model
because the transient state must be initialised from steady state conditions. Existing
steady state models do not fully characterise the fluid properties throughout the NDDCT
and therefore are inappropriate for initialisation purposes. It is, however, possible to
extend the transient formulation developed in Chapter 3 to the steady state case. The
steady state model produced in this work is formulated, implemented, and validated
against the steady state model by Kro¨ger [15] in the following sections.
4.1 Modelling Approach
Extension of the transient formulation developed in Chapter 3 to the steady state case
requires simple adjustments. The key changes are the application of a different numeri-
cal scheme and modification of the conservation equations. The underlying physics and
modelling principles discussed in Chapter 3 remain valid.
An implicit root solving algorithm was used for the steady state model. The
conservation equations were produced for each cell within the discretized space forming a
system of equations which was then solved. The “fsolve ” function of the python library
“scipy.optimize” was used to find the roots of the system of conservation equations
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generated for the NDDCT. The initial solution guess for all cells supplied to the root
solving function was set to equal the inlet boundary values. The numerical method set
only the inlet boundary conditions and allowed free outlet boundary conditions. For the
“upwinding” scheme with specified inlet boundary conditions there exists only a single
possible solution which satisfies the system of conservation equations.
The steady state model was initialised from conditions described by the solution
of the Kro¨ger model [15]. The relevant input parameters for the steady state model were
heat addition to the heat exchanger and mass flow rate at the inlet to the tower. The loss
coefficient relations are described by Eq. 2.11.
4.2 Formulation of Conservation Equations for Steady
State Model
The conservation equations for a steady state process, by definition, necessitate all time
derivatives be set to zero. Thus, the set of steady state conservation equations are given
by
∫
S
ρ(~u · ~n)dS =0, (4.1)∫
S
uρ(~u · ~n)dS =−
∫
V
gρdV −
∫
PdS − Fviscous, (4.2)∫
S
ρi(~u · ~n)dS =−
∫
S
P (~n · ~u)dS +
∫
S
(~n · k5 T ) dS
+ Q˙− W˙viscous −
∫
V
ρgudV. (4.3)
Following the formulation from Section 3.5 of Chapter 3, the steady state equations
were evaluated, discretized, and rearranged. The resulting conservations equations imple-
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mented in modelling the steady state of the NDDCT were
0 =ρinuinAin − ρoutuoutAout, (4.4)
0 =ρinu
2
inAin − ρoutu2outAout + PinAin − PoutAout − ρiVig − Fviscous, (4.5)
0 =ρinuiniinAin − ρoutuoutioutAout + PinuinAin − PoutuoutAout+
kout
Ti+1 − Ti
∆Z
Aout − kinTi − Ti−1
∆Z
Ain + Q˙− W˙viscous − ρiViuig. (4.6)
4.3 Results and Validation
The solution derived from the steady state model developed in this chapter was validated
against the model provided by Kro¨ger [15]. Hence forth, the former will be referred to as
the “steady state model” and the latter as “Kro¨ger’s model”. Kro¨ger’s model as described
in Section 2.2.3 was implemented in python. The source code for Kro¨ger’s model and
the steady state model is shown in Appendix A.1 and A.2, respectively.
It is important to note that due to differences modelling approaches between
Kro¨ger’s model and the steady state model it not possible to compare the solutions of
the fluid properties throughout the NDDCT. However, comparing the outlet conditions
of two fluid state properties and the air mass flow rate through the heat exchanger cal-
culated from the draft equation is sufficient to comprehensively compare the two models
because the draft equation uses all characteristic fluid properties of the NDDCT. These
characteristic properties are the ambient conditions surrounding the tower, the mean heat
exchanger density and temperature, and outlet tower outlet properties. Therefore, agree-
ment in the outlet properties and air mass flow rate calculated via the draft equation is
sufficient for validation.
Comparisons of outlet density, outlet pressure, and derived air mass flow rate
were made between the two models. The value of air mass flow rate for the steady state
model was calculated using the draft equation, Eq. 2.5, with the NDDCT fluid proper-
ties taken from the steady state model solution. All test instances for the steady state
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model used a 40 cell discretisation. The solutions of the two models were compared for
varying input parameters of water mass flow rate, water inlet temperature, ambient air
temperature, and ambient air pressure.
The control test case was taken as the example given by Kro¨ger [15] in Chapter
7, example 7.3.1. Table 4.1 (Aactual) shows the relative error: deviation of the steady
state model from Kro¨ger’s model, of the steady state model. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 shows
the solution for the control test with Kro¨ger’s solution of the outlet properties plotted as
well. A comparison of the solutions of the two models within the region between the inlet
and the outlet of the tower is not possible due to the different modelling approaches used
by each, as discussed in Section 2.3.1.
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Figure 4.1: Solution of fluid specific internal energy, density, and flow velocity throughout the NDDCT. The solution from Kro¨ger’s model for
the outlet is plotted for comparison.
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Figure 4.2: Solution of fluid temperature and pressure throughout the NDDCT. The solution from Kro¨ger’s model for the outlet is plotted for
comparison.
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Table 4.1: Control test case with inputs taken from example 7.3.1, Chapter 7 Kro¨ger [15].
m˙w (kg/s) 4390.00
Tw,in (K) 334.60
Ta1 (K) 288.75
Pa1 (kPa) 84600.00
Aactual
∆Poutlet -10.39%
∆ρoutlet -10.33%
∆m˙a 1.46%
Aadjusted
∆Poutlet 0.0032%
∆ρoutlet 0.070%
∆m˙a -0.24%
To further investigate the steady state model performance and validate the for-
mulation, a range of input conditions was generated for the ambient conditions and heat
exchanger water side conditions. The tested range of ambient values was chosen to demon-
strate the extremes for a typical CSP plant host location climate. Port Augusta, South
Australia was chosen due to the planned construction of the “Aurora” CSP plant [10].
The ranges of ambient values are 273.15 K to 323.15 K and 80 kPa to 110 kPa for tem-
perature and pressure, respectively. The test values for the heat exchanger water side
properties were chosen to reflect the typical range for power plants using the NDDCT
configuration modelled. These were 3,000 kg/s to 6,000 kg/s and 303.15 K to 353.15 K,
for water mass flow rate and water inlet temperature, respectively.
Five test instances were produced and solved using the range of inlet properties
above. Four varied each input property individually and the fifth varied all properties con-
currently, in randomly assigned combinations. In test instances that varied only a single
inlet property, the other properties were kept constant and set to the control test values,
shown in Table 4.1. The fifth test instance required a change to the ranges for water
inlet temperature and ambient air temperature because the heat exchange process only
occurs (in the desired direction) when water inlet temperature is greater than ambient air
temperature. The ranges of water inlet temperatures and ambient air temperatures were,
therefore, adjusted as 323.15 K to 353.15 K and 273.15 K to 323.15 K, respectively.
The results of each test instance are displayed in Table 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6.
The results show significant disagreement in the solutions derived from the two models.
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The greatest deviations from Kro¨ger’s model are approximately 10.4% for outlet pressure
and density. The derived water mass flow rate deviates as much as 4.5%. This disagree-
ment between the two models is significant and is not acceptable for MPC purposes.
The deviation of results is caused by a fundamental difference between the formu-
lations of the steady state model and Kro¨ger’s model. The latter relies on the assumption
that pressure at the outlet of the tower is approximately equal to the ambient pressure
at the same elevation. This is a valid assumption for the steady state of NDDCTs stud-
ied in this work. Invoking this assumption allows Kro¨ger to avoid explicit calculation of
the fluid behaviour throughout the section between the heat exchanger and tower outlets.
Such an approach is not correct under transient conditions because of the dynamic change
propagating through this region. Therefore, the steady state model explicitly models the
behaviour in this region. However, the fluid behaviour throughout this region is signif-
icantly affected by the area contraction in the cross section containing the heat exchanger.
The area contraction introduces two losses: sudden contraction and expansion.
These losses were not captured in the steady state model. In order to investigate the
effect of the area contraction on the steady state model, test cases with varying area
contraction values were evaluated. Results are shown in Table 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6
(under rows labelled Aadusted). The investigation found that for increased values of area
contraction, Kro¨ger’s model and the steady state model agreed far better than in pre-
vious tests with the original value of area contraction. As a result of this investigation,
an adjusted area value of Ae = 2639.2 m
2, increased from Ae = 2364.903 m
2, was adopted.
The results show that the adjusted area contraction value dramatically improves
the accuracy of the steady state model. The greatest deviations in results between
Kro¨ger’s model and the steady state model are now below 0.1% for outlet pressure and
density with deviations below 0.5% for derived air mass flow rate. Table 4.7 shows, for
each test instance, the standard deviation of each relative error measurement. These val-
ues show that the adjusted area contraction value, as well as improving accuracy, greatly
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improves the precision of the steady state model results, for the range of input parame-
ters tested. All relative error measurements have standard deviations below 0.1% relative
error. The approach of tuning the area contraction is not physically correct, however,
the resulting effect on model accuracy and precision is useful for MPC purposes. It was,
therefore, adopted in the steady state model. In the future, however, full parameter opti-
misation of the area contraction, for the appropriate range of input parameters, should be
carried out. Furthermore, investigation of the effect of sudden contraction and expansion
should also be investigated.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of Kro¨ger’s model and the steady state model for steady state conditions of varying water mass flow rate through the
heat exchanger
Trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
m˙w (kg/s) 3000.000 3333.333 3666.667 4000.000 4333.333 4666.667 5000.000 5333.333 5666.667 6000.000
Aactual
∆Poutlet 10.391% 10.391% 10.391% 10.391% 10.391% 10.391% 10.391% 10.391% 10.391% 10.391%
∆ρoutlet 10.329% 10.328% 10.328% 10.328% 10.328% 10.328% 10.328% 10.327% 10.327% 10.327%
∆m˙a 1.614% 1.565% 1.526% 1.493% 1.465% 1.441% 1.421% 1.403% 1.387% 1.373%
Aadjusted
∆Poutlet 0.003% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003%
∆ρoutlet 0.068% 0.069% 0.069% 0.069% 0.069% 0.070% 0.070% 0.070% 0.070% 0.070%
∆m˙a -0.244% -0.244% -0.243% -0.243% -0.242% -0.242% -0.242% -0.242% -0.242% -0.241%
Table 4.3: Comparison of Kro¨ger’s model and the steady state model for steady state conditions of varying water inlet temperature through
the heat exchanger
Trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Tw,in (K) 303.150 308.706 314.261 319.817 325.372 330.928 336.483 342.039 347.594 353.150
Aactual
∆Poutlet -10.395% -10.394% -10.393% -10.392% -10.391% -10.391% -10.391% -10.391% -10.391% -10.391%
∆ρoutlet -10.338% -10.335% -10.333% -10.332% -10.330% -10.329% -10.327% -10.326% -10.325% -10.324%
∆m˙a 3.824% 3.082% 2.548% 2.150% 1.843% 1.598% 1.397% 1.230% 1.087% 0.965%
Aadjusted
∆Poutlet -0.002% 0.000% 0.001% 0.002% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003%
∆ρoutlet 0.058% 0.061% 0.063% 0.065% 0.067% 0.068% 0.070% 0.071% 0.073% 0.074%
∆m˙a -0.305% -0.278% -0.263% -0.254% -0.248% -0.244% -0.242% -0.240% -0.240% -0.239%
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Figure 4.3: Solution of fluid specific internal energy, density, and flow velocity throughout the NDDCT with adjusted area contraction value.
The solution from Kro¨ger’s model for the outlet is plotted for comparison.
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Figure 4.4: Solution of fluid temperature and pressure throughout the NDDCT with adjusted area contraction value. The solution from Kro¨ger’s
model for the outlet is plotted for comparison.
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Table 4.4: Comparison of Kro¨ger’s model and the steady state model for steady state conditions of varying ambient air temperature
Trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Ta1 (K) 273.150 278.706 284.261 289.817 295.372 300.928 306.483 312.039 317.594 323.150
Aactual
∆Poutlet -10.396% -10.394% -10.392% -10.391% -10.389% -10.389% -10.388% -10.388% -10.388% -10.389%
∆ρoutlet -10.318% -10.321% -10.325% -10.329% -10.332% -10.336% -10.341% -10.345% -10.349% -10.354%
∆m˙a 0.996% 1.139% 1.306% 1.501% 1.736% 2.023% 2.386% 2.857% 3.483% 4.259%
Aadjusted
∆Poutlet -0.002% 0.000% 0.002% 0.003% 0.005% 0.005% 0.006% 0.006% 0.005% 0.005%
∆ρoutlet 0.081% 0.077% 0.073% 0.069% 0.064% 0.060% 0.055% 0.050% 0.045% 0.040%
∆m˙a -0.253% -0.249% -0.245% -0.242% -0.240% -0.240% -0.243% -0.249% -0.264% -0.296%
Table 4.5: Comparison of Kro¨ger’s model and the steady state model for steady state conditions of varying ambient air pressure
Trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Pa1 (kPa) 80.000 83.333 86.667 90.000 93.333 96.667 100.000 103.333 106.667 110.000
Aactual
∆Poutlet -10.391% -10.389% -10.390% -10.391% -10.393% -10.394% -10.395% -10.396% -10.397% -10.398%
∆ρoutlet -10.328% -10.327% -10.328% -10.328% -10.329% -10.330% -10.330% -10.331% -10.331% -10.332%
∆m˙a 1.461% 1.421% 1.450% 1.479% 1.507% 1.535% 1.564% 1.592% 1.619% 1.647%
Aadjusted
∆Poutlet 0.003% 0.005% 0.004% 0.002% 0.001% 0.000% -0.001% -0.003% -0.004% -0.005%
∆ρoutlet 0.070% 0.071% 0.070% 0.069% 0.068% 0.067% 0.066% 0.065% 0.065% 0.064%
∆m˙a -0.242% -0.242% -0.242% -0.242% -0.242% -0.242% -0.242% -0.242% -0.242% -0.243%
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Table 4.6: Comparison of Kro¨ger’s model and the steady state model for steady state conditions with variance across all model input properties
Trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
m˙w 4333.333 4666.667 5333.333 4000.000 5000.000 3333.333 5666.667 3000.000 6000.000 3666.667
Tw,in 353.150 329.817 346.483 336.483 326.483 349.817 339.817 323.150 343.150 333.150
Ta1 295.372 284.261 300.928 289.817 278.706 317.594 273.150 312.039 306.483 323.150
Pa1 93333.333 100000.000 80000.000 106666.667 103333.333 86666.667 96666.667 90000.000 110000.000 83333.333
Aactual
∆Poutlet -10.391% -10.398% -10.387% -10.398% -10.402% -10.387% -10.402% -10.392% -10.392% -10.389%
∆ρoutlet -10.330% -10.329% -10.332% -10.332% -10.327% -10.345% -10.320% -10.350% -10.341% -10.355%
∆m˙a 1.195% 1.570% 1.409% 1.660% 1.481% 2.260% 0.888% 4.499% 1.998% 4.432%
Aadjusted
∆Poutlet 0.003% -0.005% 0.007% -0.005% -0.009% 0.007% -0.009% 0.002% 0.001% 0.005%
∆ρoutlet 0.067% 0.068% 0.065% 0.063% 0.070% 0.050% 0.078% 0.044% 0.054% 0.039%
∆m˙a -0.234% -0.246% -0.232% -0.242% -0.250% -0.231% -0.253% -0.317% -0.232% -0.314%
Table 4.7: Standard deviation of error for comparison of Kro¨er’s model and the steady state model
Test instance variable m˙w Tw,in Ta1 Pa1 Varying all properties
Aactual
∆Poutlet 0.0001% 0.001% 0.003% 0.003% 0.006%
∆ρoutlet 0.0005% 0.005% 0.01% 0.002% 0.01%
∆m˙a 0.08% 1% 1% 0.09% 1%
Aadjusted
∆Poutlet 0.0001% 0.002% 0.003% 0.004% 0.006%
∆ρoutlet 0.0006% 0.005% 0.01% 0.003% 0.01%
∆m˙a 0.0009% 0.02% 0.02% 0.0001% 0.03%
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4.4 Concluding Remarks
The steady state model developed in this chapter resolves the fluid properties throughout
the NDDCT under steady state conditions. Initially, the results showed significant dis-
agreement with the solution from the literature. After investigation of the effect of area
contraction on the results an adjusted area contraction value of Ae = 2639.2m
2 was in-
corporated into the steady state model. This lead to a significant improvement of results
which now demonstrate strong agreement with Kro¨ger’s model, for the range of input
properties tested. The steady state model has demonstrated both a high level of accuracy
and precision. The range tested was:
 water mass flow rate: 3,000kg/s to 6,000kg/s,
 water inlet temperature: 323.15K to 353.15K,
 ambient air temperature: 273.15K to 323.15K,
 ambient air pressure: 80kPa to 110kPa.
This range of input values is representative of real world ranges which would be encoun-
tered in a typical CSP plant host location climate with a NDDCT system incorporated
in the plant.
The steady state model produced validates the formulation of the NDDCT dy-
namic model under steady state conditions. It also provides a fully characterised steady
state condition for the dynamic model to now be initialised from, which is required for
successful implementation of the dynamic model. Additionally, the steady state model
can be used to validate the steady state operating point achieved by the dynamic model
after change from an initial steady state condition.
Future refinement of the steady state model developed here should focus on in-
vestigation of:
 flow losses due to tower supports, lower edge of tower shell, heat exchanger supports,
and tower outlet,
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 behaviour of the outlet air column temperature which is relevant for calculation of
temperature diffusion at the last cell (outlet),
 the sudden contraction and expansion losses from the effective reduced geometry
caused by the exchanger bundles in the tower cross-section,
 and formal parameter optimisation of the area contraction for the appropriate range
of test conditions.
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Chapter 5
Dynamic Model Implementation
Issues
The following sections describe the preliminary testing of the dynamic model. The dy-
namic model’s ability to maintain a steady state operating point was investigated by in-
specting time derivatives of state variables and the solution of the fluid profile throughout
the tower. This investigation was conducted with a constant inlet boundary flow velocity.
Furthermore, varying values for temporal and spatial discretisation of the numerical in-
tegration scheme was tested to observe the effect on the solution. Artificial diffusion was
also implemented to stabilise the possible numerical instabilities which were thought to
have developed within the solution. Finally, the proposed inlet boundary conditions were
briefly tested.
5.1 Testing of Model Formulation for Maintaining
Steady State Operating Conditions
The dynamic model’s ability to maintain a steady state operating condition was assessed
by inspection of time derivatives of the state variables — density, flow velocity, and specific
internal energy — and the solution of the fluid profile throughout the tower. Under steady
state operating conditions, the time derivatives at each cell should, theoretically, be equal
to zero. In reality, however, the time derivatives have some finite value greater or less
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Table 5.1: Control test conditions describing a steady state operating point for the ND-
DCT.
m˙w (kg/s) Tw,in (K) Ta1 (K) Pa1 (kPa) m˙a (kg/s) Q˙ (MW) uinlet (m/s)
4390.00 334.60 288.75 84.60 10285.68 327.79 3.82
than zero. This is a result of the finite tolerances and error propagation involved in
the numerical methods as well as finite machine precision. To asses if a steady state
condition was maintained, the time derivatives calculated directly from the steady state
model solution were compared to those calculated at the final time step of the dynamic
model simulation. If the latter are significantly larger — an order of magnitude difference
is considered large — than the former, the steady state of the system is not maintained.
The steady state operating point used as the control test conditions for all testing
is described by the parameters in Table 5.1. The time derivatives of the state variables
derived from the steady state model solution for these conditions is shown in Table 5.2
under the column heading “Steady state”. All test cases used 40 cells, a time step of 1E-4
s, and constant inlet flow velocity derived from the control test conditions, shown in Table
5.1. This constant inlet condition allows the dynamic model to be solved without any of
the inlet boundary condition update strategies, ensuring results are not affected by any
error in these strategies. Correct treatment of inlet boundary conditions is a vital part of
the transient model for dynamic change from steady state conditions and is investigated
in Section 5.6.
Table 5.2 shows the largest (magnitude) time derivatives across all cells for two
simulation times using the explicit Euler integration scheme. The test simulation times
were 1E-2 s (100 iterations) and 1E-1 s (1000 iterations). The results indicate that the
dynamic model is unable to maintain the steady state operating point due to the signifi-
cant increase in time derivative values during the simulations. Figure 5.1 and 5.2 show the
fluid profile throughout the tower for simulation times of 1E-2 s and 1E-1 s, respectively.
Figure 5.2 indicates the possible development of numerical stabilities, however, this is in-
conclusive without formal instability analysis but, nonetheless, is a valid possibility. The
jagged saw tooth pattern within the solution in Figure 5.2 oscillates and grows with time
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Table 5.2: Maximum time derivative magnitude for density, flow velocity, and specific
internal energy for dynamic model solution at steady state operating conditions described
by the control test, Table 4.1. Model spatial discretisation of 40 cells and temporal
discretisation of 1E-4 s.
Final time (s) Steady state 1E-2 1E-1
Maximum
time derivative
magnitude
∂ρ/∂t (kg/m3/s) 4.05E-14 6.86E-12 1.98E-2
∂u/∂t (m/s2) 1.59E-9 2.11E-9 1.04E+1
∂i/∂t (J/kg/s) 3.66E-8 1.21E-6 2.63E+3
until eventually the model fails; non-physical state variable values develop e.g. negative
density, and result in a “CoolProp” error.
5.2 Testing the Effect of Varying Temporal discreti-
sation
The effect of temporal discretisation on the dynamic model was investigated. It was
hypothesised that refining the temporal discretisation would improve the model solution.
Tests were conducted under the control test conditions for steady state. The test instances
varied temporal discretisation, using 40 cells, and solved each instance for 10, 100, and
1000 iterations to observe how the model solution changed. Table 5.3 displays the results
for these tests.
All temporal discretisation values produced time derivatives which indicated the
the steady state operating point was not maintained. Time steps of 1E-1 s and 1E-2 s
were predicted by the CFL condition to be numerically unstable; a time step greater than
7E-3 was predicted by the CFL condition to produce instabilities for the explicit Euler
scheme. The results support this prediction, evident by the large time derivatives and
model failure before 100 and 1000 iterations were reached. However, time steps satisfying
the CFL condition also indicated similar behaviour to those violating it. All time steps
smaller than 7E-3 s demonstrated significantly large time derivatives. The only time steps
not to fail within the test duration were for 1E-5 s and 1E-6 s.
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Figure 5.1: Solution of the dynamic model for steady state operating conditions described
by the control test, Table 5.1. Termination time of 1e-2 s, spatial discretisation of 40 cells,
and temporal discretisation of 1E-4 s.
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Figure 5.2: Solution of the dynamic model for steady state operating conditions described
by the control test, Table 5.1. Termination time of 1e-1 s, spatial discretisation of 40 cells,
and temporal discretisation of 1E-4 s.
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The time steps of 1E-5 s and 1E-6 s were tested for extended iterations. The
results are showed in Table 5.4. Time derivative values for both time steps increased and
did not stabilise. The 1E-5 s discretisation failed after 13,000 iterations. The fluid profile
throughout the tower for the 1E-5 s discretisation at 10,000 iterations is shown in Figure
5.3 and demonstrates the same behaviour as other the larger temporal discretisation tests
wherein the jagged saw tooth pattern began to develop. The 1E-6 s discretisation did
not fail within the tests conducted, however, this does not indicate the discretisation has
stabilised the model because the trend in time derivative values shows that this discretisa-
tion only requires longer iterations to propagate the unknown error or develop instabilities.
A trend emerges in the results that indicates the number of iterations before model
failure decreases with decreasing temporal discretisation. However, this trend does not
imply that a reduced temporal discretisation will improve the model’s ability to maintain
the steady state. It only implies that smaller time steps reduce numerical error propagated
in each step and has no bearing on stability of the model. All trials indicated solution
degradation with increasing simulation time, regardless of temporal discretisation. The
hypothesis was, therefore, incorrect.
5.3 Testing the Effect of Varying Spatial discretisa-
tion
Spatial discretisation was varied to investigate it’s effect on the dynamic model solution.
It was hypothesised that by sufficient refinement of spatial discretisation, by increasing
the number of cells, the model would be able to maintain a steady state condition. Tests
were conducted under the control test conditions for steady state using a time step of
1E-4 s. Each test instance was solved for 10, 100, and 1000 iterations to observe how the
solution changed.
The results of the test, showin in Table 5.5, demonstrate a trend where time
derivatives of state variables are reduced with larger spatial discretisation values (fewer
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Figure 5.3: Solution of the dynamic model for steady state operating conditions described
by the control test, Table 5.1. 10,000 iterations, spatial discretisation of 40 cells, and
temporal discretisation of 1E-5 s.
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cells). This proves the hypothesis incorrect and is a strange result. The 80 cell tests were
anomalous in that it produced time derivatives smaller than the 60 cell and 100 cell test
cases, however, it still demonstrated the same trend of solution degradation with increased
solution iterations. Furthermore, tests with large number of cells all failed before the tests
with smaller number of cells.
Referring to Eq. 2.22 for the CFL condition it is shown that when using a fixed
value of temporal discretisation and increasing the characteristic cell length (decreasing
the number of cells) the CFL number is reduced, satisfying the CFL condition. However,
when referring to Eq. 2.23 for the Pe´clet number, an increasing characteristic cell length
increases the Pe´clet number which can lead to instability. The two stability criteria, in
the case of varying spatial discretisation with constant temporal discretisation, compete
with each other. This behaviour makes it difficult to predict what the expected effect
of spatial discretisation on the model solution is. However, it is evident that the time
derivatives are significantly reduced due to an increase of spatial discretisation (decrease
of cells).
5.4 Model Implementation with Implicit Euler Inte-
gration
It was hypothesised that the inability of the model to maintain a steady state — and the
speculative numerical instabilities — may have been a result of the numerical integration
scheme. Therefore, the explicit Euler integration scheme was substituted for an implicit
Euler scheme. According to the implicit Euler integration scheme, the numerical integra-
tion of some property φ at a spatial point i from time tn to some time tn+1 = tn + ∆t is
given by
φn+1i = φ
n
i + ∆t
∂φn+1i
∂t
. (5.1)
Incorporating the discretized equations for the time derivatives of each state variable;
Eq. 3.13–3.15, and implementing the implicit Euler integration yields the equations for
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numerical time integration of the state variables in each cell. The implicit scheme must
formulate the numerical time integration equations for each cell and then resolve the entire
system simultaneously. This was accomplished by solving the system of equations as a
root solving problem. The equations for each cell are given by
0 = ρn+1i − ρni −∆t
[
1
Vi
(
ρn+1i−1 u
n+1
i−1 Ai−1 − ρn+1i un+1i Ai
)]
,
(5.2)
0 = un+1i − uni −∆t
[
1
ρn+1i Vi
(
ρn+1i−1 u
n+1
i−1
2
Ai−1 − ρn+1i un+1i 2Ai + P n+1in Ai−1 − P n+1i Ai
−ρn+1i Vig − F n+1losses
)− un+1i
ρn+1i
∂ρn+1i
∂t
]
,
(5.3)
0 = in+1i − ini −∆t
[
1
ρn+1i Vi
(
Q˙n+1 − W˙ n+1viscous + ρn+1i−1 un+1i−1 in+1in Ai−1 − ρn+1i un+1i in+1i Ai
+kn+1i
T n+1i+1 − T n+1i
∆Z
Ai − kn+1i−1
T n+1i − T n+1i−1
∆Z
Ai−1 + P n+1i−1 u
n+1
i−1 Ai−1
−P n+1i un+1i Ai − ρn+1i Viun+1i g
)− in+1i
ρn+1i
∂ρn+1i
∂t
]
.
(5.4)
The effect of temporal and spatial discretisation on the implicit Euler integration
implementation of the dynamic model was investigated. Tests were conducted under the
control test conditions for steady state and solved each instance for 10, 100, and 1000
iterations.
The results of varying temporal discretisation are shown in Table 5.6. The re-
sults demonstrate that temporal discretisation does not have as significant an effect on
time derivative values as was observed in the explicit Euler implementation. The same
trend was present, where refining the discretisation reduced time derivative values, how-
ever, time derivative values were greater than all corresponding tests in the explicit Euler
scheme.
Table 5.7 shows the results of varying the spatial discretisation. The same trend
in results that was observed for the explicit case was repeated for the implicit implemen-
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tation. The coarser spatial discretisation allowed the model to solve longer iterations, and
produced smaller time derivative values. The 60 cell spatial discretisation test produced
an anomalous result where the time derivative values where less than those for the 40
cell and 80 cell case. A similar result occurred in the explicit Euler test but for 80 cell
discretisation. The reason for this behaviour is unknown and requires further research.
The time derivatives for the 60 cell case did increase with number of iterations solved and
eventually failed. All test instances demonstrated greater time derivative values than the
corresponding test cases for the explicit Euler implementation.
The results indicate that the implicit Euler integration scheme may be less ap-
propriate for the dynamic model than the explicit Euler scheme. However, it is clear
that the dynamic model implementation with both schemes is invalid. The two leading
hypothesises based on the results of all tests thus far are: (1) the numerical integration
schemes are unconditionally unstable, for the values of temporal and spatial discretisa-
tion tested, for the dynamic model formulation or (2) the dynamic model formulation is
incorrect. Instability issues have been documented in the literature for hyperbolic PDEs,
such as those which model the compressible flow conservation of momentum and energy
[7]. However, results produced thus far do not indicate which hypothesis is more likely.
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Table 5.3: Maximum time derivative magnitude for density(kg/m3s), flow velocity(m/s2), and specific internal energy (J/kgs) for dynamic
model solution at steady state operating conditions described by the control test, Table 5.1. Explicit Euler integration with varying temporal
discretisation and spatial discretisation of 40 cells.
Iterations 10 100 1000
∆t ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t
1E-01 4.12 5.57E+02 6.70E+05 - - - - - -
1E-02 3.14E-08 2.11E-05 5.32E+02 - - - - - -
1E-03 5.41E-12 3.49E-09 9.53E-07 1.29E-03 7.32E-01 1.85E+02 - - -
1E-04 4.24E-13 1.59E-09 5.76E-08 6.86E-12 4.51E-09 1.21E-06 1.98E-02 1.04E+01 2.63E+03
1E-05 4.00E-14 1.59E-09 3.72E-08 4.72E-13 1.59E-09 6.63E-08 4.95E-12 1.57E-09 8.78E-07
1E-06 4.11E-14 1.59E-09 4.06E-08 3.00E-14 1.59E-09 3.52E-08 4.76E-13 1.59E-09 6.71E-08
Table 5.4: Maximum time derivative magnitude for density(kg/m3s), flow velocity(m/s2), and specific internal energy (J/kgs) for dynamic model
solution at steady state operating conditions described by the control test, Table 5.1. Explicit Euler integration with temporal discretisation of
1E-5 s and 1E-6 s. Spatial discretisation of 40 cells.
Iteration
size
10,000 100,000
∆t ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t
1e-5 7.14E-3 3.93 9.92E+2 - - -
1e-6 4.96E-12 1.56E-9 8.80E-7 2.68E-10 1.85E-7 4.82E-5
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Table 5.5: Maximum time derivative magnitude for density(kg/m3s), flow velocity(m/s2), and specific internal energy (J/kgs) for dynamic model
solution at steady state operating conditions described by the control test, Table 5.1. Explicit Euler integration with temporal discretisation of
1E-4 s and varying spatial discretisation.
Iterations 10 100 1000 10,000
Cells ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t i ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t ∂ρ/∂t u ∂i/∂t
10 1.21E-14 8.91E-11 1.48E-09 1.26E-13 8.86E-11 1.29E-08 2.10E-09 8.16E-07 2.06E-04 - - -
20 4.33E-14 3.34E-10 6.97E-09 4.93E-13 3.31E-10 7.74E-08 7.21E-09 4.14E-06 1.00E-03 - - -
40 4.24E-13 1.59E-09 5.76E-08 6.86E-12 4.51E-09 1.21E-06 1.98E-02 1.04E+01 2.63E+03 - - -
60 1.06E-13 2.83E-10 1.59E-08 2.65E-12 2.03E-09 4.95E-07 - - - - - -
80 8.55E-14 8.33E-11 8.72E-09 1.83E-12 6.80E-10 1.99E-07 - - - - - -
100 1.61E-13 2.75E-10 2.81E-8 2.01E-11 1.51E-8 3.83E-6 - - - - - -
Table 5.6: Maximum time derivative magnitude for density(kg/m3s), flow velocity(m/s2), and specific internal energy (J/kgs) for dynamic
model solution at steady state operating conditions described by the control test, Table 5.1. Implicit Euler integration with varying temporal
discretisation and spatial discretisation of 40 cells.
Iteration 10 100 1,000
∆t ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t
1E-02 - - - - - - - - -
1E-03 5.11e-07 3.72e-04 9.31E-02 - - - - - -
1E-04 1.86E-08 6.46E-05 2.07E-03 3.89E-07 2.82E-04 7.07E-02 - - -
1E-05 1.85E-09 6.43E-05 1.90E-03 1.86E-08 6.45E-05 2.07E-03 3.78E-07 2.75E-04 6.88E-02
1E-06 2.94E-09 6.43-05 2.27E-03 1.89E-09 6.43E-05 1.92E-03 1.85E-08 6.45E-05 2.04E-03
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Table 5.7: Maximum time derivative magnitude for density(kg/m3s), flow velocity(m/s2), and specific internal energy (J/kgs) for dynamic model
solution at steady state operating conditions described by the control test, Table 5.1. Implicit Euler integration with temporal discretisation of
1E-4 s and varying spatial discretisation.
Iteration 10 100 1,000
Cells ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t ∂ρ/∂t ∂u/∂t ∂i/∂t
10 8.45E-09 9.03E-05 9.02E-04 8.13E-08 9.70E-05 1.1E-02 1.05E-01 4.08E+01 1.03E+04
20 2.81E-09 2.12E-05 5.50E-04 2.80E-08 2.51E-05 4.42E-03 4.92E-02 1.92E+01 4.85E+03
40 1.85E-08 6.46E-05 2.07E-03 3.89E-07 2.82E-04 7.07E-04 Fail at 873 - -
60 8.80E-09 1.88E-05 1.38E-03 3.23E-07 2.41E-04 6.07E-02 Fail at 615 - -
80 1.72E-08 2.97E-05 2.92E-03 1.53E-06 1.14E-03 2.88E-01 Fail at 455 - -
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5.5 Artificial Diffusion
Artificial diffusion was implemented in an attempt to improve the dynamic model’s abil-
ity to maintain a steady state. Artificial diffusion is a stabilisation technique used for
transport PDEs driven mainly by advection [22], therefore, if the technique is successful
it would further the argument for the existence of instabilities caused by the numerical
integration method. The incorporation of artificial diffusion in a model necessitates a
compromise between model accuracy and numerical stabilities. This is because artificial
diffusion alters the physical properties of the fluid modelled, therefore, deviating from the
reality of the system. This implication occurs due to amplification of the diffusive terms
in the conservation of momentum and energy equations which are dynamic viscosity and
thermal conductivity, respectively. This incorrectly treats the fluid as having a greater
dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity in order to balance the coefficient of the ad-
vection terms in the conservation of momentum and energy.
Momentum diffusion was omitted from the dynamic model formulation due to
all viscous effects outside the heat exchanger being neglected. Therefore, to implement
artificial diffusion, viscous forces within the fluid flow were incorporated into the right
hand side of the momentum equation. The viscous forces within a fluid are given by
5 · (µ5 u) , (5.5)
integrating over a finite volume and applying the divergence theorem yields
∫
S
(~n · µ5 u) dS. (5.6)
Due to the one-dimensional analysis the gradient function of the flow velocity only yields
a spatial derivative in the z dimension. Therefore, evaluating the integral and approxi-
mating the flow velocity gradient using central differences leads to
µout
ui+1 − ui
∆Z
Aout − µinui − ui−1
∆Z
Ain, (5.7)
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adding this term to the right hand side of Eq. 3.8, conservation of momentum, leads to
∂(uiρi)
∂t
Vi + ρoutu
2
outAout − ρinu2inAin =
PinAin − PoutAoutµout + µoutui+1 − ui
∆Z
Aout
− µinui − ui−1
∆Z
Ain − ρiVig − Flosses, (5.8)
Expanding the time derivative using the product rule and rearranging results in
∂ui
∂t
=
1
ρiVi
(
ρinu
2
inAin − ρoutu2outAout + PinAin − PoutAout + µout
ui+1 − ui
∆Z
Aout
−µinui − ui−1
∆Z
Ain,−ρiVig − Flosses
)
− ui
ρi
∂ρi
∂t
(5.9)
Implementing the conservation of momentum equation formulated above allows
for the implementation of artificial diffusion. Tests for the implementation of artificial
diffusion used the steady state control test conditions. A time step of 1E-4 s, 40 cells, and
the explicit Euler scheme were used. The inlet boundary flow velocity was kept constant
at the value given by Table 5.1.
The amplification of diffusive coefficients was determined using Eq. 2.23. The
required values of artificial diffusion coefficients is calculated from the Pe´clet number
condition for stability. For the explicit Euler integration scheme this is given by
Pe =
ρu
Γ/δx
< 2.
When a specified value of spatial discretisation is used the artificial diffusion coefficient
can be determined from
Γart >
ρuδx
2
, (5.10)
where the values of density and flow velocity are for the specific cell the conservation
equations are applied to.
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The derived values of artificial diffusion coefficients are of order of magnitude 105
which are significantly larger than the actual values which are of order of magnitude 10−5
for both dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity. Alternatively, it is possible to solve
for the appropriate spatial discretisation using the true values of dynamic viscosity and
thermal conductivity. This requires approximately 600 cells, however, this spatial dis-
cretisation violates the CFL condition for stability. Furthermore, the steady state model
was unable to solve a model with this spatial discretisation; tests did not solve after 10
hrs of real time and where abandoned.
The implementation of artificial diffusion formulated above was applied to the
dynamic model. However, the implementation was not able to solve. The model failed
due to a “CoolProp” error caused by non-physical values of state properties. The was
due to the large values of artificial diffusion coefficient for dynamic viscosity. Instead a
user specified value of 3E5 and 1E4 was set for artificial diffusion coefficients for thermal
conductivity and dynamic viscosity, respectively. Using these values, the solution of the
dynamic model with artificial diffusion was compared to the dynamic model without the
technique implemented. The tests used 40 cells and a temporal discretisation of 1E-4 s.
The results are shown in Table 5.8.
The results show that artificial diffusion has had a stabilising effect for simulation
times up to 1 s. Time derivative values for this simulation time appear to have settled to
a magnitude of 10−12, 10−11, and 10−7. The fluid profile for the simulation time of 1 s is
shown in Figure 5.4. The fluid profile is absent of the jagged saw tooth pattern, further-
more, this simulation time is the longest tested without encountering solution degradation
effects. However, as the model is run for longer simulation times the solution degradation
occurs and the jagged saw tooth pattern returns. The fluid profile at a simulation time of
6.5 s is shown in Figure 5.5 . Attempts at increasing artificial diffusion coefficients further
result in model failure.
The incorporation of artificial diffusion into the model fundamentally augments
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Table 5.8: Implementation of artificial diffusion for steady state condition described by
the control test, Table 5.1. Varying simulation times, explicit Euler integration with
constant inlet boundary flow velocity, 40 cells, time step of 1e-4 seconds, and artificial
diffusion coefficients of 1E+4 and 3E+5 for dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity,
respectively.
Final time
(s) k 1E5 mu1E4
∂ρ/∂t (kg/m3 s) ∂u/∂t (m/s2) ∂i/∂t (J/kg s)
1E-3 1.52E-12 3.43E-10 4.00E-07
1E-2 1.56E-12 7.73E-11 2.77E-07
1E-1 1.67E-12 2.96E-11 2.45E-07
1 3.50E-12 3.50E-11 2.67E-07
6.5E+1 2.14E+1 7.50E+3 2.24E+6
Figure 5.4: Implementation of artificial diffusion for steady state condition described
by the control test, Table 5.1. Simulation time of 1 s, explicit Euler integration with
constant inlet boundary flow velocity, 40 cells, time step of 1e-4 seconds, and artificial
diffusion coefficients of 1E+4 and 3E+5 for dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity,
respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Implementation of artificial diffusion for steady state condition described
by the control test, Table 5.1. Simulation time of 6.5 s, explicit Euler integration with
constant inlet boundary flow velocity, 40 cells, time step of 1e-4 seconds, and artificial
diffusion coefficients of 1E+4 and 3E+5 for dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity,
respectively.
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Table 5.9: Comparison of the range of state variables with and without artificial dif-
fusion for dynamic model solution for steady state conditions described by the control
test. Explicit Euler integration with constant inlet boundary flow velocity, termination
time of 1E-2 seconds, cell discretisation of 40, time step of 1e-4 seconds, and artificial
diffusion coefficients of 1E+4 and 3E+5 for dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity,
respectively.
ρ (kg/m3) u (m/s) i (J/kg)
Normal 0.469 0.919 4.241 4.275 354004.762 354742.534
Artificial
diffusion
0.518 1.016 3.837 3.875 332129.185 332778.211
the fluid behaviour throughout the NDDCT. Tests were conducted to compare the solu-
tion in the case without artificial diffusion to the case with the technique for a simulation
time of 1E-02 s. The range of state variables and maximum time derivatives is shown in
Table 5.9 and 5.10, respectively, for the case with and without artificial diffusion. The
solution of the fluid profile throughout the tower without and with artificial diffusion in
shown by Figure 5.1 and 5.6. Table 5.9 reveals that the range of values for state variables
have been offset from the solution in the case without artificial diffusion.
The increase in dynamic viscosity results in the fluid experiencing greater vis-
cous forces, therefore, the flow velocity is slowed as a result. The increased conductivity
increases the amount of thermal diffusion between cells and, therefore, dissipates con-
centrations of thermal energy far more effectively. Furthermore, the increased dynamic
viscosity increases the work lost due to viscous effects. This reduces the values of specific
internal energy. Density, however, demonstrates the opposite effect to the other two state
variables. This is because the combination of constant boundary inlet flow velocity and
slower flow velocities throughout the tower only permit conservation of mass to be satisfied
by increasing density which is observed. All these effects are caused by the augmentation
of fluid properties implemented by artificial diffusion.
5.6 Inlet Boundary Conditions
The three strategies deemed feasible for the update of inlet boundary condition for flow ve-
locity under transient conditions were: (1) Neumann boundary condition on the inlet flow
velocity, (2) addition of a cell preceding the heat exchanger with a Neumann boundary
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Table 5.10: Comparison of the maximum time derivative values with and without artificial
diffusion for transient model solution for steady state conditions described by the control
test. Explicit Euler integration with constant inlet boundary flow velocity, termination
time of 1E-02 seconds, cell discretisation of 40, and time step of 1e-4 seconds, and artificial
diffusion coefficients of 1E+4 and 3E+5 for dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity,
respectively.
∂ρ/∂t (kg/m3/s) ∂u/∂t (m/s2) ∂i/∂t (J/kg/s)
Normal 6.86E-12 2.11E-9 1.21E-6
Artificial
diffusion
1.56E-12 7.73E-11 2.77E-7
Figure 5.6: Implementation of artificial diffusion for steady state condition described by
the control test. Explicit Euler integration with constant inlet boundary flow velocity,
termination time of 1E-2 s, cell discretisation of 40, time step of 1e-4 seconds, dynamic
viscosity amplification of 1E+4 and thermal conductivity amplification of 3E+5.
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condition on the inlet flow velocity, and (3) approximation of the inlet air mass flow rate
through the heat exchanger using the steady state draft equation given by Eq. 2.5. These
three strategies were implemented and compared against the case of a constant inlet flow
velocity set by the steady state solution. The latter treatment of the boundary condition
is useless for scenarios with a change from steady state conditions but is, theoretically,
the perfect treatment of the boundary condition when maintaining an initial steady state.
It serves purely as a technique for comparison and indicates the best possible numerical
values which can be expected for the time derivatives of the three boundary condition
strategies.
Each strategy was implemented and tested for the steady state control test con-
ditions. The tests used 40 cells, temporal discretisation of 1E-4 s, and were run for a
simulation time of 1E-3 s. Table 5.11 shows the time derivatives of the state variables
for each test at the end of the simulations. These results indicate that, for the current
dynamic model implementation, the three strategies are all unsuitable for inlet bound-
ary condition update due to significant time derivatives, when compared to the value
for implementation of constant inlet boundary velocity. This is, however, not conclusive
because of the inability of the model to maintain a steady state, even with constant inlet
boundary conditions. Further research is required if the issues investigated in Sections
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 are resolved.
Out of the three strategies tested, the approximation of the inlet air mass flow
rate through the heat exchanger using the steady state draft equation is the best candi-
date. This is because, unlike the other two strategies, the draft equation approximation
calculates the inlet boundary condition considering the underlying physics of the system.
The draft equation calculation of air mass flow rate was shown in Section 4.3 to have a
error of less than 0.5%. It is expected that thorough parameter optimisation of the area
contraction value will result in significant improvements in accuracy. This would decrease
the time derivatives calculated and align more closely with the constant inlet boundary
condition. The correct treatment of the boundary inlet condition is a vital aspect of the
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Table 5.11: Magnitude of time derivatives of state variables solved by the transient model
under steady state conditions. The values were evaluated for the three remaining inlet
boundary flow velocity update strategies and compared against the case of a constant
inlet boundary velocity. Steady state conditions are specified by the control test shown
in Table 4.1. Spatial discretisation used 40 cells.
Constant boundary
flow velocity from
steady state solution
Neumann condition
of spatial derivative
of velocity
Preceding cell with
Neumann condition on
spatial derivative
of velocity
Steady state
draft equation
approximation
∂ρ
∂t
4.24E-13 2.2E-1 3.29E-4 4.91E-3
u 1.59E-09 1.07E1 1.72E-2 2.36E-1
i 5.76E-08 1.46E+4 2.67E+1 3.21E+2
transient model and requires further study.
5.7 Concluding Remarks
Implementation and testing of the NDDCT dynamic model indicates that the numeri-
cal integration methods used are inappropriate. The results indicate the possibility of
unconditional instability of the explicit and implicit Euler integration schemes for im-
plementation of the dynamic model formulation. The literature indicates that numerical
instabilities are a common issue encountered with numerical discretisation of the hy-
perbolic PDEs which govern the fluid conservation laws, specifically the conservation of
momentum and energy [7]. The results support this as it was shown that no variation
of spatial and temporal discretisation was able to stabilise the dynamic model. Future
research must focus on the numerical implementation of the dynamic model. Further-
more, formal stability analysis must be conducted to determine the cause of the dynamic
model’s inability to maintain a steady state.
The method proposed for the transient inlet boundary condition of flow velocity
uses an approximation of the inlet air mass flow rate through the heat exchanger by the
steady state draft equation, Eq. 2.5. Methods for update of this boundary condition that
involved a Neumann boundary condition were abandoned because of the lack of physical
relevance to the system. The draft equation approximation, out of the strategies formu-
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lated, offers the best reflection of the underlying physics of buoyancy driven flow within
the NDDCT. The correct treatment of the inlet boundary condition is a vital aspect of the
dynamic model and requires immediate attention if an appropriate numerical integration
method is implemented for the dynamic model.
Testing of the transient behaviour for dynamic change from steady state condi-
tions was not completed because of the issues encountered within the dynamic model.
Artificial diffusion was implemented as a stabilisation technique and showed promising
results stabilising the time derivative values up to simulation time of 1 s but failing to
do so thereafter. The effect of this technique gives further indication that the dynamic
model suffers from numerical instabilities, however, the results are not conclusive without
a formal stability analysis. Furthermore, this technique introduces significant errors into
density values within the NDDCT dynamic model. These errors will severely affect any fu-
ture work using the draft equation approximation update of the inlet boundary condition
of flow velocity. It is, therefore, recommended that this technique is abandoned.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions from work
The steady state modelling approach from the literature [15] could not be applied to the
NDDCT under transient conditions. Therefore, a dynamic model was formulated for the
NDDCT based on modelling the governing compressible flow equations of conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy. The model uses a one-dimensional finite volume analysis
considering gravitational body forces, pressure forces, fluid advection, thermal diffusion,
viscous losses, and tower geometry.
The dynamic model formulation required initialisation from a steady state so-
lution describing the fluid properties explicitly throughout the tower. The steady state
model from the literature was not useful for this due to simplifying assumptions in its for-
mulation that neglected explicit calculation of the fluid properties in the region between
the heat exchanger outlet and tower outlet. Therefore, a steady state model was pro-
duced, derived from the dynamic model formulation, and used for initialisation purposes.
The steady state model describes the fluid properties throughout the NDDCT.
The works completed matched only two of the four expected outcomes. The items
achieved were:
 the mathematical formulation of a one-dimensional finite volume dynamic model of
the NDDCT capturing steady state and transient behaviour,
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 and the validation of the NDDCT steady state model characterising the fluid prop-
erties throughout the tower.
The steady state model produced was validated against the model by Kro¨ger
[15]. It yielded solutions, for the tested range of input parameters, with relative errors
less than 0.5% and standard deviations of less than 0.1% when compared to the solution
from Kro¨ger’s model. These results were achieved after a primitive parameter optimisa-
tion of the area contraction value, the result of which was to increase the area contraction,
due to the heat exchanger, from Ae = 2364.903 m
2 to Ae = 2639.2 m
2. This approach,
whilst not physically correct, is acceptable for MPC applications due to the effect of in-
creasing both the accuracy and precision of the model formulation.
The works completed determined that the most appropriate inlet boundary con-
dition for flow velocity was through the approximation of the inlet air mass flow rate
through the heat exchanger using the steady state draft equation given by Eq. 2.5. The
implementation of the dynamic model failed to demonstrate the ability to model the
transient state of the NDDCT. Therefore, testing of the inlet boundary condition of flow
velocity under transient conditions was not possible, furthermore, the works completed
were unable to achieve the expected outcomes of:
 the validation of the implemented dynamic model characterising the fluid behaviour
within the tower with a changing heat input rate,
 and the validation of the implemented dynamic model characterising the fluid be-
haviour within the tower with a changing heat exchanger inlet water flow rate.
The dynamic model was shown to be incapable of maintaining a steady state.
The results from testing indicate the possibility that this is due to an unstable numer-
ical implementation. However, it is also possible that there is an underlying issue with
the dynamic model formulation, regardless of the validation of the dynamic model for-
mulation under steady state conditions. Formal stability analysis of the dynamic model
implementation is required to determine which of the two possible causes of the dynamic
model’s invalid implementation is correct.
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The implementation of artificial diffusion as a possible stabilisation technique
gave further indication that the dynamic model suffers from numerical instabilities. The
interesting result was the stabilisation of time derivative values for simulation times up to
1 s. In all tests without artificial diffusion, time derivative values consistently increased
with simulation time, furthermore, these tests all failed before 0.2 s. However, artificial
diffusion was unsuccessful after 1 s and failed at 6.5 s. Although there was some success
with this method, it is not compatible with the proposed inlet boundary condition for flow
velocity due to the augmentation of fluid properties producing innacurate fluid solutions.
6.2 Recommendations
The works completed were insightful into the development of a dynamic model for a ND-
DCT and provided many areas for possible improvement. The key areas for improvement
of the works completed focus on the improvement of the dynamic model formulation and
improvement of the dynamic model numerical implementation.
6.2.1 Dynamic Model Formulation Improvements
The flow losses considered in the dynamic model formulation were limited to the those
caused by the heat exchanger bundles. However, losses due to tower supports, flow sepa-
ration at the lower edge of tower shell, heat exchanger supports, and tower outlet losses
were all neglected. Incorporation of these losses within the dynamic model formulation is
likely to lead to more accurate characterisation of the fluid behaviour in both the steady
state and transient conditions. These flow losses are defined by Kro¨ger [15] and are avail-
able for inclusion in future work.
The model formulation considered the area contraction due to the heat exchanger bun-
dles. The geometry of the finite volumes were adjusted accordingly but were handled as a
sudden contraction and expansion before and after the heat exchanger cell, respectively.
The model did not consider the flow losses due to the sudden contraction and expansion.
This is a key area for improvement of the model because, unlike the losses characterised
by Kro¨ger [15] and proven to be significantly smaller than the heat exchanger losses, the
magnitude of these losses is not known. Future work should investigate these losses and
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attempt to include them in the dynamic model formulation.
The temperature diffusion calculation for the last cell was formulated using the
constant gradient method to approximate the temperature of a fictional cell succeeding
the last cell. The implications of this approximation are not understood because the be-
haviour of the column of air exiting the tower is not known. This behaviour should be
investigated in the future to determine the appropriateness of the approximation.
The correct treatment of the inlet boundary treatment is vital to modelling of
the transient behaviour of the NDDCT when changing from steady state conditions. The
proposed strategy of approximating the inlet boundary velocity using the draft equation
was not tested sufficiently in the works completed. Therefore, its appropriateness is not
known. An alternative approach may be to utilise the Boussinesq approximation of the
buoyancy driven flow through the NDDCT. Furthermore, it may be possible to formulate
a transient draft equation. The formulation of this equation would require that a term
representing the flow acceleration be incorporated into the steady state draft equation.
The difficulty is in properly formulating this term. A reasonable attempt would be to
formulate the flow acceleration term as an inertial acceleration term for the mass of air
contained within the tower. This would allow the derivation of an accelleration term for
the mass of air within the tower. Determining how to relate this inertial accelleration
to a time derivative for air mass flow rate is the challenge which requires research and
development.
6.2.2 Dynamic Model Numerical Implementation Improvements
The fundamental problem with the works completed was the lack of formal and conclusive
stability analysis for the implementation of the dynamic model. A conclusive stability
analysis result would indicate the best direction for future research efforts for the success-
ful development of the dynamic model. It would either affirm or reject the hypothesis
that the existence of numerical instabilities is responsible for the inability of the dynamic
model to maintain a steady state. If it was determined that the numerical stabilities are,
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indeed, responsible for the dynamic models short comings then an appropriate and stable
numerical integration scheme can be researched. However, if the existence of numerical
stabilities was proven false then research efforts must be directed to isolating the error
within the dynamic model formulation and rectifying it.
In the case that numerical stabilities do, indeed, exist and are the source of
the dynamic model’s failings, the MacCormack discretisation method may be a relevant
numerical integration scheme. The MacComack method is a widely used discretisation
scheme for the numerical solution of hyperbolic PDEs. It is predominantly used for the
discretisation of the advection equation but may be appropriate for implementation of
the dynamic model [13]. However, general research into numerical discretisation methods
for advection dominated transport equations should be undertaken to isolate a suitable
method.
Validation of the dynamic model is difficult without an existing and validated
model from the literature. However, if the dynamic model is implemented and demon-
strates the ability to maintain a steady state, validation can be achieved using the steady
state model developed in this work. If the dynamic model is initialised from a steady
state condition and experiences a change in its input conditions that results in it then
settling into a new steady state, the new steady state achieved can be compared against
the steady state model resolved for the same input conditions. This method would serve
as a useful validation of dynamic model solutions ability to dynamically change between
steady state operating conditions.
The parameter optimisation of the area contraction conducted in the implemen-
tation of the steady state model was primitive. Formal parameter optimisation using op-
timisation software, such as Gurobi, should be conducted. It is expected that this would
achieve superior improvements for accuracy and precision of the steady state model than
those demonstrated in this work.
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A possible method for conserving computational effort is based on the propaga-
tion of transient information throughout the NDDCT. It is only necessary to calculate
the transient behaviour of a cell once the variables required by it’s governing conservation
equations change. Therefore, under transient conditions, until the relevant properties for
a cell’s transient calculation change, the calculation of the transient behaviour of the cell
is not required. However, once the properties relevant to the cell change, calculation is re-
quired. This kind of method is predicted to work for the explicit Euler integration scheme
but not the implicit Euler scheme because of it’s simultaneous solution of the system of
equations for all cells. This method should be considered if relevant to the numerical
integration scheme implemented. If correct, this could lead to a significant reduction in
computational expense during the early stages of the transient phase for a dynamic model.
This is a significant consideration for future studies implementing the dynamic model.
Incorporation of the inlet boundary condition for flow velocity into the steady
state model should be attempted. This would ensure that there is no mismatch from
the steady state model solution air mass flow rate, and that of the dynamic model at
the beginning of the simulation. This mismatch would be caused by an imperfect inlet
boundary condition strategy. This would avoid error of the steady state model solution
affecting the dynamic model and would allow better testing of the inlet mas flow rate
update in the future.
The anomalous result for tests of 80 cells and 60 cells in the explicit Euler and
implicit Euler implementations of the dynamic model should be investigated. The works
completed determined no explanation for these results. The cause of these anomalous
results may have implications elsewhere in the dynamic model implementation. Fur-
thermore, the cause of decreasing time derivatives with increasing spatial discretisation
should be investigated. Results indicated that this effect was due to the competing stabil-
ity criteria of the CFL conditions and Pe´clet number, however, the exact cause remains
unknown.
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Appendix A
Source Code
A.1 Implementation of Kro¨ger [15] Steady State Model
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import numpy as np
import CoolProp.CoolProp as CP
import scipy.optimize as scpiopt
import math
import pdb
global _g
_g = 9.81
class CustomError(Exception):
    """Base class for exceptions in this module."""
    pass
def SetInletConditions(mdot_w, T_hw, T_a1, P_a1):
    InletConds = {'mdot_w':mdot_w,'T_hw':T_hw,'T_a1':T_a1,'P_a1':P_a1}
    return InletConds
    
def SetTowerSpecs():
    H5     = 120.0 # height of tower outlet
    d5     = 58.0 # diameter of tower at outlet 
    H3     = 13.67 # height if heat exchanger inlet
    d3     = 82.958 # tower diameter at tower inlet    
    n_ts   = 60 # number of tower supports 
    L_ts   = 15.78 #length of tower supports
    d_ts   = 0.5 # diameter of tower supports
    C_D_ts = 2.0 # drag coefficient of tower supports 
    t_s    = 0.8 # thickness of tower shell at inlet, note tower shell is square edged 90 degree angle 
    
    TowerSpecs = {'H5':H5, 'd5':d5, 'H3':H3, 'd3':d3, 'n_ts':n_ts, 'L_ts':L_ts,
                  'd_ts':d_ts, 'C_D_ts':C_D_ts, 't_s':t_s}        
    return TowerSpecs
    
def SetHeatExchangerSpecs():
    d_e         = 0.0216 # hydraulic diameter of tube 
    eps_rel     = 5.24e-4  # relative roughness of tube 
    A_ti        = 0.0679 # internal surface area of tube per unit length
    A_ts        = 3.664e-4 # Inside cross-sectional flow area of HX water tubes
    L_t         = 15.0 # length of finned tube 
    L_te        = 14.4 # effective length of finned tube due to obstructions on air side
    n_rows      = 4 # number of tube rows per heat exchanger bundle 
    n_tb        = 154 # number of tubes per heat exchanger bundle 
    n_wp        = 2 # number of water passes
    n_b         = 142 # number of heat exchanger bundles 
    A_fr        = 4625.3376 # total effective frontal area of bundles 
    A_e3        = 2364.903 # reduced effective flow area 
    theta       = 61.5/2*math.pi/180 # half the apex angle on the A frame pattern of heat exchanger bundles 
    sigma       = 0.433 # ratio of minimum to free stream flow area 
    K_ci        = 0.05 # inlet contraction loss coefficient 
    
    HeatExchangerSpecs = {'d_e':d_e,'eps_rel':eps_rel,'A_ti':A_ti,
                         'L_t':L_t,'L_te':L_te,'n_rows':n_rows,'n_tb':n_tb,
                         'n_wp':n_wp,'n_b':n_b,'A_fr':A_fr,'theta':theta,
                         'sigma':sigma,'K_ci':K_ci,'A_ts':A_ts,'A_e3':A_e3}                         
    return HeatExchangerSpecs
    
def Ny(Ry): # Flow parameter for heat exchanger specific to example 7.3.1
    return 383.617313*(Ry**0.523761)
    
def K_he_iso(mdot_a, mu_a34, A_fr): # Loss coefficient for normal isothermal flow through a heat exchanger 
    return 1383.94795*((mdot_a/mu_a34/A_fr)**-0.332458)
1
def K_to(mdot_a, A5, rho_a5, rho_a6, d5):
    Fr = ( (mdot_a/A5)**2 ) / (rho_a5*(rho_a6-rho_a5)*_g*d5)
    return -0.28*Fr**(-1) + 0.04*Fr**(-1.5)
def Correction_F_t(T_h1, T_h2, T_c1, T_c2):# temperature correction factor for a two-pass, crossflow heat exchanger from 
    phi_h = (T_h1-T_h2)/(T_h1-T_c1)
    phi_c = (T_c2-T_c1)/(T_h1-T_c1)
    phi_cf = (phi_h-phi_c)/(math.log((1-phi_c)/(1-phi_h)))
    a = np.zeros([4,4]) #coeffecients as per table B.8 for a_{i,k} i and k 1 to 4
    a[0,0] = -6.05e-1
    a[0,1] = 4.34e0
    a[0,2] = -9.72e0
    a[0,3] = 7.54e0
    a[1,0] = 2.31e-2
    a[1,1] = 5.9e-3
    a[1,2] = -2.48e-1
    a[1,3] = 2.87e-1
    a[2,0] = 2.94e-1
    a[2,1] = -1.99e0
    a[2,2] = 4.32e0
    a[2,3] = -3.00e0
    a[3,0] = 1.98e-2
    a[3,1] = -3.05e-1
    a[3,2] = 8.97e-1
    a[3,3] = -7.31e-1
    
    return 1-sum( a[i,k]*( (1-phi_cf)**(k+1) )*math.sin(2*(i+1)*math.atan(phi_h/phi_c)) 
# Initialize Solution process 
HXSpecs    = SetHeatExchangerSpecs()
TowerSpecs = SetTowerSpecs()
ModelInputsTestCases={}
InletCondsTestCases = {}
########################### Set the Inlet Conditions #######################################################
#InletCondsTestCases[0] = SetInletConditions(4390, 61.45+273.15, 15.6+273.15 , 84600) #######################
#P_ambient_Var = np.linspace(80000,110000,10)
#for i in range(10):
#    InletCondsTestCases[i+1] = SetInletConditions(4390, 61.45+273.15, 15.6+273.15 , P_ambient_Var[i]) ######
#T_ambient_Var = np.linspace(0,50,10)
#for i in range(10):
#    InletCondsTestCases[i] = SetInletConditions(4390, 61.45+273.15, T_ambient_Var[i]+273.15 , 84600) ######
#mdot_w_Var = np.linspace(3000,6000,10)
#for i in range(10):
#    InletCondsTestCases[i] = SetInletConditions(mdot_w_Var[i], 61.45+273.15, 15.6+273.15 , 84600) ######
    
#T_hw_Var = np.linspace(30,80,10)
#for i in range(10):
#    InletCondsTestCases[i] = SetInletConditions(4390, T_hw_Var[i] +273.15, 15.6+273.15 , 84600) ######
#    
#P_ambient_Var_Shuffle = np.linspace(80000,110000,10)
#T_ambient_Var_Shuffle = np.linspace(0,50,10)
#np.random.shuffle(P_ambient_Var_Shuffle)
#np.random.shuffle(T_ambient_Var_Shuffle)
#for i in range(10):
#    InletCondsTestCases[i] = SetInletConditions(4390, 61.45+273.15, T_ambient_Var_Shuffle[i]+273.15 , P_ambient_Var_Shuffle[i]) ######
2
mdot_w_Var = np.linspace(3000,6000,10)
np.random.shuffle(mdot_w_Var)
T_hw_Var = np.linspace(50,80,10)
np.random.shuffle(T_hw_Var)
T_ambient_Var = np.linspace(0,50,10)
np.random.shuffle(T_ambient_Var)
P_ambient_Var = np.linspace(80000,110000,10)
np.random.shuffle(P_ambient_Var)
# Varying all four inlet properties for 10 steps and in random combinations
for i in range(10):
    InletCondsTestCases[i] = SetInletConditions(mdot_w_Var[i], T_hw_Var[i] +273.15, T_ambient_Var[i]+
###################################
for i_TestCases in InletCondsTestCases:
    # Tolerances as per Kroger 
    #eps_Q = 0.149e6
    eps_Q = 1e4
    eps_P = 0.004    
    dQ = 1.0e6 # Dummy Values to begin loop
    dP = 1.0
    R = 287.08 # Gas constant for air 
    # Extract test case parameters
    InletConds = InletCondsTestCases[i_TestCases]
    print("\n",InletConds['mdot_w'])
    print(InletConds['T_hw'])
    print(InletConds['P_a1'])
    print(InletConds['T_a1'])
    rho_a1 = CP.PropsSI('D','T',InletConds['T_a1'],'P',InletConds['P_a1'],'Air')
    A3 = math.pi*0.25*TowerSpecs['d3']**2
    A5 = math.pi*0.25*TowerSpecs['d5']**2
    H4 = TowerSpecs['H3']+HXSpecs['A_fr']/HXSpecs['n_b']/HXSpecs['L_te']*math.cos(HXSpecs[
    
    # Step 1 -- Initial estimate to begin process 
    # Assume water leaving HX is at theoretical max = T_hw, this will cause max 
    # air flow through tower 
    T_a4 = InletConds['T_hw'] - 1.0 # T_a4= T_hw -1.0 so LMTD term is rational 
    #T_a4 = 320.24708
    i = 0
    while abs(dQ) > eps_Q and abs(dP) > eps_P:
#        print(InletConds['P_a1'])
        rho_a4 = InletConds['P_a1']/R/T_a4 # Assume pressure after HX approx. = ambient pressure at ground level and solve for density using IDG law
    
        T_a3 = InletConds['T_a1']-0.00975*TowerSpecs['H3'] # Temperature at HX inlet via dry adiabatic lapse rate with approx. that v_a3**2/2<<g*H3
    
        rho_a3 = InletConds['P_a1']/R/T_a3 # Density at HX inlet due to IDG law
    
        rho_a34 = 1/(0.5*(1/rho_a3+1/rho_a4)) # Mean density through heat exchanger from harmonic mean density 
    
        T_a34 = 0.5*(T_a3+T_a4) # Arithmetic mean air temperature through the heat exchanger 
    
        mu_a34 = CP.PropsSI('V', 'T',T_a34,'D',rho_a34,'Air') # Dynamic viscosity of dry air at mean temperature through HX, Korger uses value of mu = 1.9e-5    
    
        P_a6 = InletConds['P_a1']*(1-0.00975*TowerSpecs['H5']/InletConds['T_a1'])**3
    
        
        rho_a5 = P_a6 / ( R*( T_a4-0.00975*(TowerSpecs['H5']-H4)) ) #from approx P_a5=P_a6 and DALR for temp
3
    
        T_a6   = InletConds['T_a1'] - 0.00975*TowerSpecs['H5'] # DALR relations for temperature outside the tower at outlet height
        rho_a6 = P_a6/R/T_a6 #IDG law for density outside the tower at outlet height 
    
        # Loss coefficients 
        K_ts = TowerSpecs['C_D_ts']*TowerSpecs['L_ts']*TowerSpecs['d_ts']\
               *TowerSpecs['n_ts']*(HXSpecs['A_fr']**2)*(rho_a34/rho_a1)\
               /( (math.pi*TowerSpecs['d3']*TowerSpecs['H3'])**3)  # losses due to tower supports 
        
        K_ct = (0.072*(TowerSpecs['d3']/TowerSpecs['H3'])**2 - 0.34*(TowerSpecs['d3'
        
        sigma_c = 0.631397 # see e.q. 7.1.23 and 2.3.10.
        K_ctc   = (1-2/sigma_c + 1/sigma_c**2)*(rho_a34/rho_a3)*(HXSpecs['A_fr']/HXSpecs[
        
        K_cte   = ( (1-HXSpecs['A_e3']/A3)**2 )*(rho_a34/rho_a4)*(HXSpecs['A_fr']/HXSpecs[
    
        theta_m      = 26.725 # e.q. 5.6.13 mean inlet flow angle
        K_d          = 4.1886 # downstream loss coefficient is found from Equation 5.6.10
        sigma_he     = 0.433 # ratio of minimum flow area to the free flow area - HX property
        K_he_partial = (2/sigma_he**2)*((rho_a3-rho_a4)/(rho_a3+rho_a4)) \
                       +2*rho_a4/(rho_a4+rho_a3)*(1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 
                       + 2*rho_a3*K_d/(rho_a4+rho_a3)
        # Draft equation left hand side 
        LHS = InletConds['P_a1']*\
              ( (1-0.00975*(TowerSpecs['H3']+H4)/2/InletConds['T_a1'])**3.5 \
              * (1-0.00975*(TowerSpecs['H5']-TowerSpecs['H3']/2-H4/2)/T_a4)**3.5 \
              - (1-0.00975*TowerSpecs['H5']/InletConds['T_a1'])**3.5)
        
        Arguments = (InletConds['P_a1'], InletConds['T_a1'], T_a4, TowerSpecs['H3'], \
               H4,TowerSpecs['H5'], HXSpecs['A_fr'], A5, TowerSpecs['d5'], rho_a34,\
               rho_a5, rho_a6, mu_a34, K_ts, K_ct, K_ctc, K_he_partial, K_cte, LHS)
               
        def DraftEqn(mdot_a, *args):
    #        print('mdot_a handed to function is', mdot_a)
            P_a1, T_a1, T_a4, H3, H4, H5, A_fr, A5, d5, rho_a34, rho_a5, rho_a6, \
            mu_a34, K_ts, K_ct, K_ctc, K_he_partial, K_cte, LHS = args
            
            return -LHS + (K_ts + K_ct + K_ctc + K_he_iso(mdot_a, mu_a34, A_fr)\
                   + K_he_partial + K_cte)*(mdot_a/A_fr)**2/2/rho_a34\
                   *(1-0.00975*(H5-H3/2-H4/2)/T_a4)**3.5 \
                   + (1+K_to(mdot_a, A5, rho_a5, rho_a6, d5))*(mdot_a/A5)**2/2/rho_a5
        
        mdot_a = scpiopt.fsolve(DraftEqn,15000,args=Arguments )
        modt_a = mdot_a[0]
    #    print('mdot_a is ', mdot_a)
        
        # Step 3 -- Inspecting draft equation and energy balance 
        # Calculate heat transfer properties on air side using heat transfer properties at T_a34
        Q_a = mdot_a*CP.PropsSI('C','T',T_a34, 'D', rho_a34,'Air')*(T_a4-T_a3)
    
        Ry_a34 = mdot_a/HXSpecs['A_fr']/mu_a34
        
        Ny_a34 = Ny(Ry_a34) # relationship used here is specific to the type of heat exchanger used in the Korger example
        
        h_aeA_a = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY', 'T', T_a34,'D',rho_a34,'Air')*(CP.PropsSI(
    
        # Calculate water side properties based on heat exchange rate per air side 
        T_cw = InletConds['T_hw']-Q_a/InletConds['mdot_w']/CP.PropsSI('C', 'T', InletConds[
    #    print("Water out temp is ", T_cw)
        T_w34 = 0.5*(T_cw+InletConds['T_hw'])
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        rho_w34 = CP.PropsSI('D', 'T', T_w34,'P',InletConds['P_a1'],'WATER')
    
        Pr_w34 = CP.PropsSI('PRANDTL', 'T', T_w34,'P',InletConds['P_a1'],'WATER')
    
        mu_w34 = CP.PropsSI('V', 'T', T_w34,'P',InletConds['P_a1'],'WATER')
    
        k_w34 = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY', 'T', T_w34,'P',InletConds['P_a1'],'WATER'
    
        Re_w = InletConds['mdot_w']*HXSpecs['n_wp']*HXSpecs['d_e']/HXSpecs['A_ts']\
         /HXSpecs['n_tb']/HXSpecs['n_b']/mu_w34 # Reynolds number for the water flow within HX tubes 
    
        v_w34 = InletConds['mdot_w']*HXSpecs['n_wp']/rho_w34\
            /HXSpecs['A_ts']/HXSpecs['n_tb']/HXSpecs['n_b']
            
    
        f_dw = 0.3086*(math.log10( 6.9/Re_w +(HXSpecs['eps_rel']/3.7)**1.11))**-2 # frictional pipe losses from equation 2.2.14
    
        Del_P_w = f_dw*HXSpecs['L_t']*HXSpecs['n_wp']*0.5*rho_w34*v_w34**2/HXSpecs['d_e'
    
        Nu_w34 = (f_dw/8)*(Re_w-1000)*Pr_w34*(1+(HXSpecs['d_e']/HXSpecs['L_te'])**0.
           /(1+12.7*((f_dw/8)**0.5)*(Pr_w34**0.67 - 1))# Nusselt number inside the HX water tubes according to e.q. 3.2.29
    
        h_w34 = Nu_w34*k_w34/HXSpecs['d_e'] # heat transfer coefficient of HX water tubes
    
        A_w = HXSpecs['A_ti']*HXSpecs['L_te']*HXSpecs['n_tb']*HXSpecs['n_b']# total surface area on water side of HX from tubes
    
        # Effective heat transfer coefficient
        UA = (1/h_aeA_a + 1/h_w34/A_w)**(-1)
        
        Del_T_lm = ((InletConds['T_hw']-T_a4) - (T_cw - T_a3))/math.log((InletConds[
        
        F_t = Correction_F_t(InletConds['T_hw'],T_cw, T_a3, T_a4)
        
        Q_lmtd = UA*F_t*Del_T_lm #Heat exchange according to log mean temp difference e.q. 3.5.16
    
        # Step 4 -- Checking tolerances
        if i > 0:
            dQ_old = dQ
    #    dP = DraftEqn(mdot_a[0], *Arguments)
        dQ =  Q_lmtd-Q_a
        if dQ > 0 :
            break 
    #    print('dQ is ', dQ, 'dP is', dP, 'T_a4' , T_a4)
    #    pdb.set_trace()
        if i==0:
            T_a4 -= 0.001
        elif i!=0 and abs(dQ) < abs(dQ_old):
            T_a4 -= 0.001
        else:
            T_a4 += 0.001
        i+=1
        
    # After while loop has evaluated
        
    # Step 5 -- Compiling relevant values for my model to use 
    print("Water out temp is ", T_cw)
    print('dQ is ', dQ, 'dP is', dP, 'T_a4' , T_a4)
    print('Inlet Conditions were', InletConds)
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    ModelInputs = {}
    ModelInputs['T_a3'] = T_a3
    ModelInputs['rho_a3'] = rho_a3
    ModelInputs['Q_a'] = Q_a[0]
    ModelInputs['mdot_a'] = mdot_a[0]
    ModelInputs['rho_a34'] = rho_a34
    ModelInputs['T_a34'] = T_a34
    ModelInputs['rho_a4'] = rho_a4
    ModelInputs['T_a4'] = T_a4
    ModelInputs['P_a5'] = P_a6
    ModelInputs['rho_a5'] = rho_a5
    
    ModelInputs['mdot_w'] = InletConds['mdot_w']
    ModelInputs['T_w_in'] = InletConds['T_hw']
    ModelInputs['T_a_ambient'] = InletConds['T_a1']
    ModelInputs['P_a_ambient'] = InletConds['P_a1']
    print("ModelInputs=",ModelInputs)
    ModelInputsTestCases[i_TestCases] = ModelInputs
    
print("Model Inputs for each test case")
for i_output in InletCondsTestCases:    
    print('\nModelInputs =', ModelInputsTestCases[i_output] )
# outputing the entire ModelInputs
print("ModelInputsTestCases=", ModelInputsTestCases)
    
PropList = ['mdot_w', 'T_w_in', 'T_a_ambient', 'P_a_ambient', 'Q_a', 'mdot_a','P_a5'
print("\nExcel\n")
for j_output in InletCondsTestCases:        
    print("\nTest Case ", j_output)
    for Dic_index in PropList:
        if j_output ==0:
            print(ModelInputsTestCases[j_output][Dic_index]) 
        else:
            print(ModelInputsTestCases[j_output][Dic_index]) 
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A.2 NDDCT Dynamic Model – Explicit Euler Inte-
gration
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import numpy as np
import CoolProp.CoolProp as CP
import scipy.optimize as scpiopt
import math
import pdb
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib import animation
# -------------------------Kroger Solution Test bed------------------------- #
ModelInputs = {'P_a5': 83406.28269358416, 'rho_a5': 0.9099859227475942, 'mdot_a': 10286
# -------------------------------------------------------------------------- #
class CustomError(Exception):
    """ Base class for exceptions in this module. """
    pass
def SetParams():
    """ Choice of numerical parameters (In case of future complexity). """
    xDiscretisation = 'upwinding'    
    Params = {'xDiscretisation':xDiscretisation}
    return Params
def KrogerHyperbola(height):
    """ Returns tower radius at a given height for example 7.3.1 by Kroger. """
    if height>120.0001 or height<0:
        print('Height inconsistent with model', height)
        raise CustomError('Input height is not possible')        
    else:
        z = 120-height        
    return 29*(1+(z**2)/(103.9762267**2))**0.5
    
def KrogerHyperbolaVolume(a,b):
    """ Calculates the volume of the tower between lower and upper heights, a
    and b, respectively. """
    z1 = 120-a
    z2 = 120-b
    return np.pi*(29**2*z1+(29**2/103.976**2)*z1**3/3)\
           -np.pi*(29**2*z2+(29**2/103.976**2)*z2**3/3)
def SetGeometry():
    """ Sets geometric parameters and calculates required properties. """
    nCELLS= 100 # Cell discretisation, including heat exchanger
    # Hyperbolic tower defined by example 7.3.1 Kroger 
    z5 = 120 # Tower Height at outlet
    z4 = 15.61 # Heat exchanger outlet height
    z3 = 13.67 # Air inlet height
    D_Outlet_Throat = 58 # Diamter at outlet
    D_Inlet         = 82.958 # Diameter at inlet to heat excanger    
    # Compute derived quantities
    dzHX   = z4-z3; # Heat Exchanger height/thickness
    dzCell = (z5-z4)/(nCELLS-1) # Cell height for non heatexchanger cells    
    # Create array of flux areas: A[lower/upper, cell],
    # heights: Z[upper/lower,cell], and volume: VOL[cell]
    # Note 0 denotes lower boundary 1 denotes upper boundary
    A   = np.zeros([2,nCELLS])
    Z   = np.zeros([2,nCELLS])
    VOL = np.zeros([nCELLS]) 
    for i in range(nCELLS):
        if i==0:
            A[0,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z3)**2
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            A[1,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4)**2
            Z[0,i] = z3
            Z[1,i] = z4
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(z3,z4)
        else:
            A[0,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+(i-1)*dzCell)**2
            A[1,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+    i*dzCell)**2
            Z[0,i] = z4+(i-1)*dzCell
            Z[1,i] = z4+    i*dzCell
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(z4+(i-1)*dzCell,z4+i*dzCell)
    Ae  = 2639.2    
#    Ae  = 2364.903
    Afr = 4625.3376 # Frontal area of inclined A-frame bundles
    A[0,0] = Ae
    A[1,0] = Ae
    A[0,1] = Ae
    VOL[0] = Ae*dzHX # assume constant cross section for Heat exchanger cell
    Geometry = {'dzCell':dzCell,'dzHX':dzHX,'Z':Z,'A':A,'VOL':VOL,'nCells':nCELLS,'Afr'
    return Geometry  
def SetBoundaryConds(Geometry, ModelInputs):
    """ Sets boudnary conditions based on geometry and model inputs. """
    # Mass flow rate throughout
    mdot = ModelInputs['mdot_a'] # Mass flow rate (neglecting losses, see Kroger 7.3.1)
    # Properties before heat exchanger (point 3)
    rho3 = ModelInputs['rho_a3'] # Density
    T3   = ModelInputs['T_a3']   # Temperature    
    Q    = ModelInputs['Q_a']    # Net heat input via the heat exchanger
    # Compute required properties at HX inlet (point 3) via CoolProp 
    i3 = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Specific internal energy
    u3 = mdot/(rho3*Geometry['A'][0,0])        # Velocity
    BoundaryConds = {'i3':i3,'rho3':rho3,'u3':u3,'Q':Q,'mdot':mdot}
    return BoundaryConds
    
def ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params):
    """ Computes values at cell boundaries (fluxes) using specified method. """
    if Params['xDiscretisation'] == 'upwinding':
        if i == 0 :
            iIn      = BoundaryConds['i3'] 
            rhoIn    = BoundaryConds['rho3']
            uIn      = BoundaryConds['u3']
            iOut     = X[_I,i]
            rhoOut   = X[_RHO,i]
            uOut     = X[_U,i]
        else:
            iIn      = X[_I,i-1]
            rhoIn     = X[_RHO,i-1]
            uIn      = X[_U,i-1]
            iOut     = X[_I,i]
            rhoOut   = X[_RHO,i]
            uOut     = X[_U,i]
    elif Params['xDiscretisation'] == 'central-differencing':
        raise CustomError('Central differencing not yet implemented.')
        iIn = 0.5*(X[_I,i-1]+X[_I,i])
        rhoIn = 0.5*(X[_RHO,i-1]+X[_RHO,i])
        uIn = 0.5*(X[_U,i-1]+X[_U,i])
        iOut = 0.5*(X[_I,i+1]+X[_I,i])
        rhoOut = 0.5*(X[_RHO,i+1]+X[_RHO,i])
        uOut = 0.5*(X[_U,i+1]+X[_U,i])
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    else:
        raise CustomError('Must specify method of spatial discretisation.')
    return [iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut]
        
def ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds):
    """ Computes temperatures to calculate diffusive heat transfer for 
    transient solver. """
    if i == 0:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',BoundaryConds['rho3'],'U',BoundaryConds['i3'],'Air'
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air') # Temperature at current cell 
        t_ip1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i+1],'U',X[_I,i+1],'Air') # Temperature at succeeding cell 
    elif i == Geometry['nCells']-1:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i-1],'U',X[_I,i-1],'Air')
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air')
        t_ip1 = 2*t_i-t_im1 # compute succeeding temperature using constant gradient approximation
    else:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i-1],'U',X[_I,i-1],'Air')
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air')
        t_ip1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i+1],'U',X[_I,i+1],'Air')
    return [t_im1,t_i,t_ip1]
    
def K_he_(mdot, Afr, mu_a, rhoIn, rhoOut ): 
    """ Loss coefficient for oblique, non-isothermal flow through the heat 
    exchanger specified by exampel 7.3.1 of Kroger. """
    theta_m  = 26.725 # e.q. 5.6.13 mean inlet flow angle
    K_d      = 4.1886 # Downstream loss coefficient is found from Equation 5.6.10
    K_ci     = 0.05   # Inlet contraction loss coefficient 
    sigma_he = 0.433  # ratio of minimum flow area to the free flow area - HX property
    return 1383.94795*((mdot/mu_a/Afr)**-0.332458) \
           + (2/sigma_he**2)*((rhoIn-rhoOut)/(rhoIn+rhoOut)) \
           + 2*rhoOut/(rhoOut+rhoIn)*(1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1)\
           *((1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1) + 2*K_ci**0.5) \
           + 2*rhoIn*K_d/(rhoOut+rhoIn)
def SteadyNddctEqns(X,*args):
    """ Evaluates 1-D inviscid conservation eqns for cooling tower. """    
    Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params = args # Unpack inputs
    X = X.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells'])  # Reshape X into rows and columns
    f = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']]);# Create error array
    for i in range(Geometry['nCells']):  # Formulate equations for each cell 
        # Compute properties at cell boundaries
        iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params)
        # Compute derived properties
        kIn = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
        pIn = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Pressure for conservation of momentum 
        kOut = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') 
        pOut = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air')
        # Compute loss coefficient for heat exchanger e.g. 7.3.1 Kroger 
        mdot = BoundaryConds['mdot']
        Afr  = Geometry['Afr']
        if i == 0: # Compute only for heat exchanger cell 
            i_i   = X[_I,i]
            rho_i = X[_RHO,i] # Also used for body forces calculation
            u_i   = X[_U,i]
            K_he  = K_he_(mdot, Afr, CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_i,'U',i_i,'Air'), rhoIn, rhoOut )
        else: # Set loss term to zero for all other cells 
            i_i   = X[_I,i]
            rho_i = X[_RHO,i]
            u_i   = X[_U,i]
            K_he = 0            
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        # Compute temperatures for diffusive heat transfer
        t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
        ## Call geometric values 
        # height, Area, and volume
        zIn   = Geometry['Z'][0,i]
        zOut  = Geometry['Z'][1,i]
        AIn   = Geometry['A'][0,i]
        AOut  = Geometry['A'][1,i]
        V_i   = Geometry['VOL'][i]
        # Distance between cell centers for central differencing NOTE 
        # non-homogeneous cell thickness around HX
        if i==0: # at heat exchanger
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
        elif i==1: # at cell succeeding heat exchanger
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']
        else: # away from heat exchanger cell 
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']            
        # Assign heat input to first cell ONLY 
        qIn = BoundaryConds['Q'] if i == 0 else 0
        ## Evaluate errors
        # Continuity
        f[0,i]  =  rhoIn*uIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*AOut
        # Momentum
        f[1,i]  = rhoIn*(uIn)**2*AIn - rhoOut*(uOut)**2*AOut \
                + pIn*AIn - pOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g \
                - (0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut 
        # Energy 
        f[2,i]  = rhoIn*uIn*iIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*iOut*AOut \
                + pIn*uIn*AIn - pOut*uOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g*u_i\
                + kOut*AOut*((t_ip1-t_i)/dzUpper) \
                - kIn*AIn*((t_i-t_im1)/dzLower) \
                + qIn \
                -(0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut*uOut
    return f.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])
def drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i):
    """ Returns the time derivative of density. """
    return (1/V_i)*(rhoIn*uIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*AOut)
    
def dudt( rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,rho_i,u_i,V_i,qIn,mdot,Afr,K_he):
    """ Returns the time derivative of flow velocity. """
    return -(u_i/rho_i) * drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i) \
           + (1/rho_i/V_i) \
           * ( rhoIn*uIn**2*AIn - rhoOut*uOut**2*AOut \
           + pIn*AIn - pOut*AOut - rho_i*_g*V_i \
           - 0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i*K_he*AOut )
           
def didt(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he):
    return (1/rho_i/V_i) \
           * ( qIn \
           + rhoIn*uIn*iIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*iOut*AOut \
           + pIn*uIn*AIn - pOut*uOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g*u_i \
           + kOut*AOut*((t_ip1-t_i)/dzUpper) - kIn*AIn*((t_i-t_im1)/dzLower) \
           - (0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut*uOut ) \
           - (i_i/rho_i) * drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i)
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def TransientSolver(T_final,T_step,X_SteadyState,Geometry,Params,TransientInputs):
    """ Solves for the transient behaviour of the NDDCT for a given initial 
    steady state solution. Note solver uses internal energy (i), density(rho),
    and flow velocity(u) as state and flow variables. """
    # Checking time step is compatible with solution time
    if int(T_final%T_step) != 0 :
        raise CustomError('Time step is not compatible with solution time \
                          (T_step is not a factor of T_final).')    
    # Initialise Boundary conditions from steady state
    BoundaryConds = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,TransientInputs)
    mdot = BoundaryConds['mdot'] # Initial inlet flow rate from initial steady state 
    j_steps = int(T_final/T_step) # calculate number of time steps to take 
    T_j     = 0 # Initialise time     
    # 3D array to hold transient solution of i_i, rho_i, u_i
    X_Transient = np.zeros([j_steps,3,Geometry['nCells']])
    # 3D array to hold derivative calculations for inspection
    X_dot       = np.zeros([j_steps,3,Geometry['nCells']])    
    for j in range(j_steps):
        if (j%1000)==0:
            print("Time step is ", j)
        T_j += T_step # Time for solution step j
#        print("-----------------------------------------j=",j,"Time = ", T_j)
        for i in range(Geometry['nCells']):  # solve transient solution for each cell 
            # Fluid properties at previous time step 
#            print("Cell is ", i)
            if j == 0:
                # Compute properties at cell boundaries                
                iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X_SteadyState,BoundaryConds,Params) 
                i_i   = X_SteadyState[_I,i]
                rho_i = X_SteadyState[_RHO,i]
                u_i   = X_SteadyState[_U,i]
            else:
                iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X_Transient[j-1],BoundaryConds,Params) 
                i_i   = X_Transient[j-1,_I,i]
                rho_i = X_Transient[j-1,_RHO,i]
                u_i   = X_Transient[j-1,_U,i]
            # Compute derived properties
            kIn = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
            pIn = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Pressure for conservation of momentum 
            kOut = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') 
            pOut = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air')    
            # Compute loss coefficient for heat exchanger e.g. 7.3.1 Kroger 
            Afr  = Geometry['Afr']
            K_he = K_he_(mdot, Afr, CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_i,'U',i_i,'Air'), rhoIn, rhoOut ) 
            # Compute temperatures for diffusive heat transfer
            if j == 0:
                t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X_SteadyState,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
            else:
                t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X_Transient[j-1],Geometry,BoundaryConds)
            # Assign relevant geometric values             
            zIn   = Geometry['Z'][0,i] # Height at inlet 
            zOut  = Geometry['Z'][1,i] # Height at outlet
            z_i   = zIn + 0.5*Geometry['dzHX'] if i == 0 else zIn + 0.5*Geometry['dzCell'
            AIn   = Geometry['A'][0,i] # Inlet area
            AOut  = Geometry['A'][1,i] # Outlet area
            V_i   = Geometry['VOL'][i] # Cell volume            
            # Distance between centers of cells for temperature gradients 
            if i==0:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
                dzUpper = dzLower
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            elif i==1:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
                dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']
            else:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
                dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']            
            # Assign heat input to first cell (heat exchanger) ONLY 
            qIn = BoundaryConds['Q'] if i == 0 else 0            
            # Calculate derivatives and storing in X_dot
#            print(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he)
            drho = drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i)
            du   = dudt( rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,rho_i,u_i,V_i,qIn,mdot,Afr,K_he)
            di   = didt(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he)
#            pdb.set_trace()
            X_dot[j,_RHO,i] = drho
            X_dot[j,_U,i]   = du
            X_dot[j,_I,i]   = di            
            # Calculating new cell fluid properties
            X_Transient[j,_I,i]   = i_i + T_step*di
            X_Transient[j,_RHO,i] = rho_i + T_step*drho
            X_Transient[j,_U,i]   = u_i + T_step*du    
    return X_dot, X_Transient
def main():
    """ The function to run from the main which will initiate the solution. """
    # Indexing globals
    global _I,_RHO,_U
    _I           = 0 # Specific internal energy 
    _RHO    = 1 # Density
    _U      = 2 # Mean stream velocity
    # Global constants
    global _g
    _g = 9.81;
    # Set BCs and geometry parameters
    Params = SetParams()
    Geometry = SetGeometry()
    BoundaryConds = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,ModelInputs)
    # Initialise solution array X[PROP_ID,position]
    X0         = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']]);
    X0[_H,:]   = BoundaryConds['h3']
    X0[_RHO,:] = BoundaryConds['rho3']
    X0[_U,:]   = BoundaryConds['u3']
    X0         = X0.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])
    Arguments = (Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params)
    print("Begining Steady State Solver")
    XOpt = scpiopt.fsolve(SteadyNddctEqns,X0,args=Arguments, xtol=1e-13)
    print("Steady State Solver finished")
    # Reshaping array for plotting and initialising Kroger Soluton
    X_Steady_State = XOpt.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells'])
    # Initialise relevant inputs to TransientSolver
    TransientInputs = {'mdot_a':ModelInputs['mdot_a'], 'rho_a3':ModelInputs['rho_a3'
    # these numbers give an example of the instabilities that arise
    T_final = 1e-1
    T_step  = 1e-4
    alpha   = 1.0
    print("Begginning Transient Solver")
# -------------------------Transient Solution Test bed----------------------- #
    TransientInputs['Q_a'] = ModelInputs['Q_a']*alpha
    X_Transient_dot, X_Transient = TransientSolver(T_final,T_step,X_Steady_State,Geometry,Params,TransientInputs)
    print("Transient Solver finished -- EEI with constant mdot from steady state")    
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    print("T_step={:f} \nT_final={:f} \nalpha={:f} \nnCells={:d}".format(T_step,T_final,alpha,Geometry[
    return Geometry, BoundaryConds, X_Steady_State, X_Transient_dot, X_Transient
if __name__ == "__main__":
    Geometry, BoundaryConds, X_SS, X_T_dot, X_T = main()
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import numpy as np
import CoolProp.CoolProp as CP
import scipy.optimize as scpiopt
import math
import pdb
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib import animation
class CustomError(Exception):
    """ Base class for exceptions in this module. """
    pass
def SetParams():
    """ Choice of numerical parameters (In case of future complexity). """
    xDiscretisation = 'upwinding'
    Params = {'xDiscretisation':xDiscretisation}
    return Params
def KrogerHyperbola(height):
    """ Returns tower radius at a given height for example 7.3.1 by Kroger. """
    if height>120.0001 or height<0:
        print('Height inconsistent with model', height)
        raise CustomError('Input height is not possible')    
    else:
        z = 120-height    
    return 29*(1+(z**2)/(103.9762267**2))**0.5
    
def KrogerHyperbolaVolume(a,b):
    """ Calculates the volume of the tower between lower and upper heights, a
    and b, respectively. """
    z1 = 120-a
    z2 = 120-b
    return np.pi*(29**2*z1+(29**2/103.976**2)*z1**3/3)\
           -np.pi*(29**2*z2+(29**2/103.976**2)*z2**3/3)
def SetGeometry():
    """ Sets geometric parameters and calculates required properties. """
    nCELLS= 80 # Cell discretisation, including heat exchanger
    # Hyperbolic tower defined by example 7.3.1 Kroger 
    z5 = 120 # Tower Height at outlet
    z4 = 15.61 # Heat exchanger outlet height
    z3 = 13.67 # Air inlet height
    D_Outlet_Throat = 58 # Diamter at outlet
    D_Inlet         = 82.958 # Diameter at inlet to heat excanger    
    # Compute derived quantities
    dzHX   = z4-z3; # Heat Exchanger height/thickness
    dzCell = (z5-z4)/(nCELLS-1) # Cell height for non heatexchanger cells    
    # Create array of flux areas: A[lower/upper, cell],
    # heights: Z[upper/lower,cell], and volume: VOL[cell]
    # Note 0 denotes lower boundary 1 denotes upper boundary
    A   = np.zeros([2,nCELLS])
    Z   = np.zeros([2,nCELLS])
    VOL = np.zeros([nCELLS]) 
    for i in range(nCELLS):
        if i==0:
            A[0,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z3)**2
            A[1,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4)**2
            Z[0,i] = z3
            Z[1,i] = z4
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(z3,z4)
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        else:
            A[0,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+(i-1)*dzCell)**2
            A[1,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+    i*dzCell)**2
            Z[0,i] = z4+(i-1)*dzCell
            Z[1,i] = z4+    i*dzCell
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(z4+(i-1)*dzCell,z4+i*dzCell)
    Ae  = 2639.2    
#    Ae  = 2364.903
    Afr = 4625.3376 # Frontal area of inclined A-frame bundles
    A[0,0] = Ae
    A[1,0] = Ae
    A[0,1] = Ae
    VOL[0] = Ae*dzHX # assume constant cross section for Heat exchanger cell
    Geometry = {'dzCell':dzCell,'dzHX':dzHX,'Z':Z,'A':A,'VOL':VOL,'nCells':nCELLS,'Afr'
    return Geometry  
def SetBoundaryConds(Geometry, ModelInputs):
    """ Sets boudnary conditions based on geometry and model inputs. """
    # Mass flow rate throughout
    mdot = ModelInputs['mdot_a'] # Mass flow rate (neglecting losses, see Kroger 7.3.1)
    # Properties before heat exchanger (point 3)
    rho3 = ModelInputs['rho_a3'] # Density
    T3   = ModelInputs['T_a3']   # Temperature    
    Q    = ModelInputs['Q_a']    # Net heat input via the heat exchanger
    # Compute required properties at HX inlet (point 3) via CoolProp 
    i3 = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Specific internal energy
    u3 = mdot/(rho3*Geometry['A'][0,0])        # Velocity    
 
    BoundaryConds = {'h3':h3,'i3':i3,'rho3':rho3,'u3':u3,'Q':Q,'mdot':mdot}
    return BoundaryConds
    
def ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params):
    """ Computes values at cell boundaries (fluxes) using specified method. """
    if Params['xDiscretisation'] == 'upwinding':
        if i == 0 :
            iIn      = BoundaryConds['i3'] 
            rhoIn    = BoundaryConds['rho3']
            uIn      = BoundaryConds['u3']
            iOut     = X[_I,i]
            rhoOut   = X[_RHO,i]
            uOut     = X[_U,i]
        else:
            iIn      = X[_I,i-1]
            rhoIn     = X[_RHO,i-1]
            uIn      = X[_U,i-1]
            iOut     = X[_I,i]
            rhoOut   = X[_RHO,i]
            uOut     = X[_U,i]
    elif Params['xDiscretisation'] == 'central-differencing':
        raise CustomError('Central differencing not yet implemented.')
        iIn = 0.5*(X[_I,i-1]+X[_I,i])
        rhoIn = 0.5*(X[_RHO,i-1]+X[_RHO,i])
        uIn = 0.5*(X[_U,i-1]+X[_U,i])
        iOut = 0.5*(X[_I,i+1]+X[_I,i])
        rhoOut = 0.5*(X[_RHO,i+1]+X[_RHO,i])
        uOut = 0.5*(X[_U,i+1]+X[_U,i])
    else:
        raise CustomError('Must specify method of spatial discretisation.')
    return [iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut]
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def ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds):
    """ Computes temperatures to calculate diffusive heat transfer for 
    transient solver. """
    if i == 0:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',BoundaryConds['rho3'],'U',BoundaryConds['i3'],'Air'
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air') # Temperature at current cell 
        t_ip1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i+1],'U',X[_I,i+1],'Air') # Temperature at succeeding cell 
    elif i == Geometry['nCells']-1:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i-1],'U',X[_I,i-1],'Air')
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air')
        t_ip1 = 2*t_i-t_im1 # compute succeeding temperature using constant gradient approximation
    else:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i-1],'U',X[_I,i-1],'Air')
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air')
        t_ip1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i+1],'U',X[_I,i+1],'Air')
    return [t_im1,t_i,t_ip1]
    
def K_he_(mdot, Afr, mu_a, rhoIn, rhoOut ): 
    """ Loss coefficient for oblique, non-isothermal flow through the heat 
    exchanger specified by exampel 7.3.1 of Kroger. """
    theta_m  = 26.725 # e.q. 5.6.13 mean inlet flow angle
    K_d      = 4.1886 # Downstream loss coefficient is found from Equation 5.6.10
    K_ci     = 0.05   # Inlet contraction loss coefficient 
    sigma_he = 0.433  # ratio of minimum flow area to the free flow area - HX property
    return 1383.94795*((mdot/mu_a/Afr)**-0.332458) \
           + (2/sigma_he**2)*((rhoIn-rhoOut)/(rhoIn+rhoOut)) \
           + 2*rhoOut/(rhoOut+rhoIn)*(1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1)\
           *((1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1) + 2*K_ci**0.5) \
           + 2*rhoIn*K_d/(rhoOut+rhoIn)
def SteadyNddctEqns(X,*args):
    """ Evaluates 1-D inviscid conservation eqns for cooling tower. """    
    Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params = args # Unpack inputs
    X = X.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells'])  # Reshape X into rows and columns
    f = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']]);# Create error array
    for i in range(Geometry['nCells']):  # Formulate equations for each cell 
        # Compute properties at cell boundaries
        iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params)
        # Compute derived properties
        kIn = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
        pIn = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Pressure for conservation of momentum 
        kOut = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') 
        pOut = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air')
        # Compute loss coefficient for heat exchanger e.g. 7.3.1 Kroger 
        mdot = BoundaryConds['mdot']
        Afr  = Geometry['Afr']
        if i == 0: # Compute only for heat exchanger cell 
            i_i   = X[_I,i]
            rho_i = X[_RHO,i] # Also used for body forces calculation
            u_i   = X[_U,i]
            K_he  = K_he_(mdot, Afr, CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_i,'U',i_i,'Air'), rhoIn, rhoOut )
        else: # Set loss term to zero for all other cells 
            i_i   = X[_I,i]
            rho_i = X[_RHO,i]
            u_i   = X[_U,i]
            K_he = 0            
        # Compute temperatures for diffusive heat transfer
        t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
        ## Call geometric values 
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        # height, Area, and volume
        zIn   = Geometry['Z'][0,i]
        zOut  = Geometry['Z'][1,i]
        AIn   = Geometry['A'][0,i]
        AOut  = Geometry['A'][1,i]
        V_i   = Geometry['VOL'][i]
        # Distance between cell centers for central differencing NOTE 
        # non-homogeneous cell thickness around HX
        if i==0: # at heat exchanger
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
        elif i==1: # at cell succeeding heat exchanger
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']
        else: # away from heat exchanger cell 
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']            
        # Assign heat input to first cell ONLY 
        qIn = BoundaryConds['Q'] if i == 0 else 0
        ## Evaluate errors
        # Continuity
        f[0,i]  =  rhoIn*uIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*AOut
        # Momentum
        f[1,i]  = rhoIn*(uIn)**2*AIn - rhoOut*(uOut)**2*AOut \
                + pIn*AIn - pOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g \
                - (0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut 
        # Energy 
        f[2,i]  = rhoIn*uIn*iIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*iOut*AOut \
                + pIn*uIn*AIn - pOut*uOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g*u_i\
                + kOut*AOut*((t_ip1-t_i)/dzUpper) \
                - kIn*AIn*((t_i-t_im1)/dzLower) \
                + qIn \
                -(0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut*uOut
    return f.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])
def drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i):
    """ Returns the time derivative of density. """
    return (1/V_i)*(rhoIn*uIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*AOut)
    
def dudt( rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,rho_i,u_i,V_i,qIn,mdot,Afr,K_he):
    """ Returns the time derivative of flow velocity. """
    return -(u_i/rho_i) * drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i) \
           + (1/rho_i/V_i) \
           * ( rhoIn*uIn**2*AIn - rhoOut*uOut**2*AOut \
           + pIn*AIn - pOut*AOut - rho_i*_g*V_i \
           - 0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i*K_he*AOut )
           
def didt(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he):
    return (1/rho_i/V_i) \
           * ( qIn \
           + rhoIn*uIn*iIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*iOut*AOut \
           + pIn*uIn*AIn - pOut*uOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g*u_i \
           + kOut*AOut*((t_ip1-t_i)/dzUpper) - kIn*AIn*((t_i-t_im1)/dzLower) \
           - (0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut*uOut ) \
           - (i_i/rho_i) * drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i)
def TransientNddctEqns(X, *args):
    """Evaluates 1-D inviscid transient conservation eqns for cooling tower. 
    Implicit Euler method."""
    T_step,Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params,X_Previous_Step = args # unpack inputs 
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    X               = X.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells'])  # Reshape X into rows and columns
    X_Previous_Step = X_Previous_Step.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells']) # Reshape X into rows and columns
    f               = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']]);# Create error array
    for i in range(Geometry['nCells']):  # evaluate conservation eqns for each cell 
        # Compute properties at cell and cell boundaries
        iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params) 
        i_i   = X[_I,i]
        rho_i = X[_RHO,i]
        u_i   = X[_U,i]
        # Compute derived properties
        kIn  = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
        pIn  = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Pressure for conservation of momentum 
        kOut = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') 
        pOut = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air')
        # Compute loss coefficient for heat exchanger e.g. 7.3.1 Kroger 
        mdot = BoundaryConds['mdot']
        Afr  = Geometry['Afr']
        K_he = K_he_(mdot, Afr, CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_i,'U',i_i,'Air'), rhoIn, rhoOut ) 
        # Compute temperatures for diffusive heat transfer
        t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
        # Assign relevant geometric values
        zIn   = Geometry['Z'][0,i] # Height at inlet 
        zOut  = Geometry['Z'][1,i] # Height at outlet
        z_i   = zIn + 0.5*Geometry['dzHX'] if i == 0 else zIn + 0.5*Geometry['dzCell'
        AIn   = Geometry['A'][0,i] # Inlet area
        AOut  = Geometry['A'][1,i] # Outlet area
        V_i   = Geometry['VOL'][i] # Cell volume        
        # Distance between centers of cells for temperature gradients 
        if i==0:
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = dzLower
        elif i==1:
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']
        else:
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']        
        # Assign heat input to first cell (heat exchanger) ONLY 
        qIn = BoundaryConds['Q'] if i == 0 else 0        
        # Calculate derivatives for fsolve 
        drho = drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i)
        du   = dudt( rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,rho_i,u_i,V_i,qIn,mdot,Afr,K_he)
        di   = didt(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he)        
        ## Evaluate implicit eueler integration errors
        # Specific internal energy
        f[0,i]  =  X[_I,i]   - X_Previous_Step[_I,i]   - T_step*di
        # Density
        f[1,i]  = X[_RHO,i] - X_Previous_Step[_RHO,i] - T_step*drho
        # Flow speed
        f[2,i]  = X[_U,i]   - X_Previous_Step[_U,i]   - T_step*du
    return f.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])
#----------------------------- Main ----------------------------------------- #
def main():
    """ The function to run from the main which will initiate the solution. """
    # Indexing globals
    global _I,_RHO,_U
    _I           = 0 # Specific internal energy 
    _RHO    = 1 # Density
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    _U      = 2 # Mean stream velocity
    # Global constants
    global _g
    _g = 9.81;
# -------------------------Kroger Solution Test bed------------------------- #
# Base case presented by Kroger 
    ModelInputsTestCases= {0:{'mdot_a': 10285.682638296221, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a'
# -------------------------------------------------------------------------- #
   
    for i_TestCases in ModelInputsTestCases:
        # Output to terminal the test case 
        print("\nTest Case ", i_TestCases)                
        # Extract information for relevant test case 
        ModelInputs = ModelInputsTestCases[i_TestCases]
        # Set BCs and geometry parameters for models
        Params = SetParams()
        Geometry = SetGeometry()
        BoundaryConds = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,ModelInputs)
        # Initialise solution array for steady state model X[PROP_ID,position] 
        X0         = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']]);
        X0[_I,:]   = BoundaryConds['h3']
        X0[_RHO,:] = BoundaryConds['rho3']
        X0[_U,:]   = BoundaryConds['u3']
        X0         = X0.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])
        # Compile non variable inputs for scipy optimise fsolve for steady state model 
        Arguments = (Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params)
        print("Begining Steady State Solver")
        XOpt = scpiopt.fsolve(SteadyNddctEqns,X0,args=Arguments, )
        print("Steady State Solver finished")
        # Reshaping array for plotting and initialising Kroger Soluton
        X_Steady_State = XOpt.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells'])
# --------------------------- Transient  Solution --------------------------- #
        # Initialise relevant inputs to TransientSolver
        TransientInputs = {'P_a1':ModelInputs['P_a_ambient'],'T_a1':ModelInputs['T_a_ambient'
        T_final = 1e-1
        T_step  = 1e-4
        alpha   = 1.00
        print("Begginning Transient Solver")
        # Assinging transient heat addition
        TransientInputs['Q_a'] = ModelInputs['Q_a']*alpha
        # Checking time step is compatible with solution time
        if int(T_final%T_step) != 0 :
            raise CustomError('Time step is not compatible with solution time \
                              (T_step is not a factor of T_final).')        
        # Initialise Boundary conditions from steady state
        BoundaryConds = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,TransientInputs)
        j_steps       = int(T_final/T_step) # calculate number of time steps to take 
        T_j           = 0 # Initialise time         
        # 3D array to hold transient solution of i_i, rho_i, u_i
        X_Transient = np.zeros([j_steps,3,Geometry['nCells']])
        # 3D array to hold derivative calculations for inspection
        X_dot       = np.zeros([j_steps,3,Geometry['nCells']])        
        for j in range(j_steps):
            if (j%100)==0:
                print("Time step is ", j)
            print("Time step is ", j)
            T_j += T_step # Time for solution step j
            # Create array guess for transient equation solver/compiler
            X_TG             = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']]); # Transient guess
            # Assigne guess values and preceeding time step solution
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            if j==0:
                X_TG[_I,:]      = X_Steady_State[_I,:]
                X_TG[_RHO,:]    = X_Steady_State[_RHO,:]
                X_TG[_U,:]      = X_Steady_State[_U,:]
                X_Previous_Step = X_Steady_State
            else:
                X_TG[_I,:]      = X_Transient[j-1,_I,:]
                X_TG[_RHO,:]    = X_Transient[j-1,_RHO,:]
                X_TG[_U,:]      = X_Transient[j-1,_U,:]
                X_Previous_Step = X_Transient[j-1,:,:]
            # Reshape for fsolve
            X_TG                = X_TG.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])
            X_Previous_Step     = X_Previous_Step.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])
            # Compile non variable inputs for scipy optimise fsolve
            Arguments = (T_step,Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params,X_Previous_Step) #-------------------------------------------            
            X_j = scpiopt.fsolve(TransientNddctEqns,X_TG,args=Arguments, xtol=1e-13)
            # Reshaping array for plotting and initialising Kroger Soluton
            X_Transient[j,:,:] = X_j.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells'])
        print("T_step={:f} \nT_final={:f} \nalpha={:f} \nnCells={:d}".format(T_step,T_final,alpha,Geometry[
    return T_step, Geometry, BoundaryConds, X_Steady_State, X_dot, X_Transient
if __name__ == "__main__":
    T_step, Geometry, BoundaryConds, X_SS, X_dot, X_T = main()
    X_dot = (X_T[-1,:,:]-X_T[-2,:,:])/T_step
    print(max(np.fabs(X_dot[_RHO,:])))
    print(max(np.fabs(X_dot[_U,:])))
    print(max(np.fabs(X_dot[_I,:])))
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import numpy as np
import CoolProp.CoolProp as CP
import scipy.optimize as scpiopt
import math
import pdb
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib import animation
# -------------------------Kroger Solution Test bed------------------------- #
# InletConds = SetInletConditions(4390, 61.45+273.16, 15.6+273.15 , 84600)
ModelInputs = {'P_a5': 83406.28269358416, 'rho_a5': 0.9099859227475942, 'mdot_a': 10286
# -------------------------------------------------------------------------- #
class CustomError(Exception):
    """ Base class for exceptions in this module. """
    pass
def SetParams():
    """ Choice of numerical parameters (In case of future complexity). """
    xDiscretisation = 'upwinding'
    Params = {'xDiscretisation':xDiscretisation}
    return Params
def KrogerHyperbola(height):
    """ Returns tower radius at a given height for example 7.3.1 by Kroger. """
    if height>120.0001 or height<0:
        print('Height inconsistent with model', height)
        raise CustomError('Input height is not possible')
    else:
        z = 120-height 
    return 29*(1+(z**2)/(103.9762267**2))**0.5
    
def KrogerHyperbolaVolume(a,b):
    """ Calculates the volume of the tower between lower and upper heights, a
    and b, respectively. """
    z1 = 120-a
    z2 = 120-b
    return np.pi*(29**2*z1+(29**2/103.976**2)*z1**3/3)\
           -np.pi*(29**2*z2+(29**2/103.976**2)*z2**3/3)
def SetGeometry():
    """ Sets geometric parameters and calculates required properties. """
    nCELLS= 40 # Cell discretisation, including heat exchanger
    # Hyperbolic tower defined by example 7.3.1 Kroger 
    z5 = 120 # Tower Height at outlet
    z4 = 15.61 # Heat exchanger outlet height
    z3 = 13.67 # Air inlet height
    D_Outlet_Throat = 58 # Diamter at outlet
    D_Inlet         = 82.958 # Diameter at inlet to heat excanger
    # Compute derived quantities
    dzHX   = z4-z3; # Heat Exchanger height/thickness
    dzCell = (z5-z4)/(nCELLS-1) # Cell height for non heatexchanger cells
    # Create array of flux areas: A[lower/upper, cell],
    # heights: Z[upper/lower,cell], and volume: VOL[cell]
    # Note 0 denotes lower boundary 1 denotes upper boundary
    A   = np.zeros([2,nCELLS])
    Z   = np.zeros([2,nCELLS])
    VOL = np.zeros([nCELLS]) 
    for i in range(nCELLS):
        if i==0:
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            A[0,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z3)**2
            A[1,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4)**2
            Z[0,i] = z3
            Z[1,i] = z4
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(z3,z4)
        else:
            A[0,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+(i-1)*dzCell)**2
            A[1,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+    i*dzCell)**2
            Z[0,i] = z4+(i-1)*dzCell
            Z[1,i] = z4+    i*dzCell
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(z4+(i-1)*dzCell,z4+i*dzCell)
    Ae  = 2639.2    
#    Ae  = 2364.903
    Afr = 4625.3376 # Frontal area of inclined A-frame bundles
    A[0,0] = Ae
    A[1,0] = Ae
    A[0,1] = Ae
    VOL[0] = Ae*dzHX # assume constant cross section for Heat exchanger cell
    Geometry = {'dzCell':dzCell,'dzHX':dzHX,'Z':Z,'A':A,'VOL':VOL,'nCells':nCELLS,'Afr'
    return Geometry  
def SetBoundaryConds(Geometry, ModelInputs):
    """ Sets boudnary conditions based on geometry and model inputs. """
    # Mass flow rate throughout
    mdot = ModelInputs['mdot_a'] # Mass flow rate (neglecting losses, see Kroger 7.3.1)
    # Properties before heat exchanger (point 3)
    rho3 = ModelInputs['rho_a3'] # Density
    T3   = ModelInputs['T_a3']   # Temperature
    Q    = ModelInputs['Q_a']    # Net heat input via the heat exchanger
    # Compute required properties at HX inlet (point 3) via CoolProp 
    i3 = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Specific internal energy
    u3 = mdot/(rho3*Geometry['A'][0,0])        # Velocity
    BoundaryConds = {'i3':i3,'rho3':rho3,'u3':u3,'Q':Q,'mdot':mdot}
    return BoundaryConds
def Kroger(Geometry, ModelInputs):
    """ Compiles Kroger solution values for comparison with model. """
    mdot  = ModelInputs['mdot_a']  # Mass flow rate (neglecting losses, see Kroger 7.3.1)
    # Inlet Conditions to heatexchanger (point 3)
    rho3  = ModelInputs['rho_a3']                 # Density
    T3    = ModelInputs['T_a3']                   # Temperature
    h3    = CP.PropsSI('H','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Specific enthalpy
    i3    = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Specific enthalpy
    P3    = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Pressure
    u3    = mdot/rho3/Geometry['A'][0,0]
    # Mean Conditions through the heat exhanger (point 3/4)
    rho34 = ModelInputs['rho_a34']
    T34   = ModelInputs['T_a34']
    h34   = CP.PropsSI('H','D',rho34,'T',T34,'Air')
    i34   = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho34,'T',T34,'Air')
    P34   = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rho34,'T',T34,'Air')
    u34    = 2*mdot/rho34/(Geometry['A'][0,0]+Geometry['A'][1,0])
    # Conditions at heat exchanger outlet (point 4)
    rho4  = ModelInputs['rho_a4']
    T4    = ModelInputs['T_a4']
    h4    = CP.PropsSI('H','D',rho4,'T',T4,'Air')
    i4    = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho4,'T',T4,'Air')
    P4    = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rho4,'T',T4,'Air')
    u4    = mdot/rho4/Geometry['A'][0,1]    
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    # Conditions at outlet (point 5)
    P5    = ModelInputs['P_a5'] 
    rho5  = ModelInputs['rho_a5']
    h5    = CP.PropsSI('H','P',P5,'D',rho5,'Air')
    i5    = CP.PropsSI('U','P',P5,'D',rho5,'Air')
    T5    = CP.PropsSI('T','D',rho5,'P',P5,'Air')
    u5    = mdot/rho5/Geometry['A'][1,Geometry['nCells']-1]    
    KrogerSolution = {'h3':h3,'i3':i3,'rho3':rho3,'T3':T3,'P3':P3,'u3':u3,\
                      'h34':h34,'i34':i34,'rho34':rho34,'T34':T34,'P34':P34,\
                      'u34':u34,'h4':h4,'i4':i4,'rho4':rho4,'T4':T4,'P4':P4,\
                      'u4':u4,'h5':h5,'i5':i5,'rho5':rho5,'T5':T5,'P5':P5,\
                      'u5':u5}
    return KrogerSolution
    
def ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params):
    """ Computes values at cell boundaries (fluxes) using specified method. """
    if Params['xDiscretisation'] == 'upwinding':
        if i == 0 :
            iIn      = BoundaryConds['i3'] 
            rhoIn    = BoundaryConds['rho3']
            uIn      = BoundaryConds['u3']
            iOut     = X[_I,i]
            rhoOut   = X[_RHO,i]
            uOut     = X[_U,i]
        else:
            iIn      = X[_I,i-1]
            rhoIn     = X[_RHO,i-1]
            uIn      = X[_U,i-1]
            iOut     = X[_I,i]
            rhoOut   = X[_RHO,i]
            uOut     = X[_U,i]
    elif Params['xDiscretisation'] == 'central-differencing':
        raise CustomError('Central differencing not yet implemented.')
        iIn = 0.5*(X[_I,i-1]+X[_I,i])
        rhoIn = 0.5*(X[_RHO,i-1]+X[_RHO,i])
        uIn = 0.5*(X[_U,i-1]+X[_U,i])
        iOut = 0.5*(X[_I,i+1]+X[_I,i])
        rhoOut = 0.5*(X[_RHO,i+1]+X[_RHO,i])
        uOut = 0.5*(X[_U,i+1]+X[_U,i])
    else:
        raise CustomError('Must specify method of spatial discretisation.')
    return [iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut]
        
def ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds):
    """ Computes temperatures to calculate diffusive heat transfer for 
    transient solver. """
    if i == 0:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',BoundaryConds['rho3'],'U',BoundaryConds['i3'],'Air'
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air') # Temperature at current cell 
        t_ip1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i+1],'U',X[_I,i+1],'Air') # Temperature at succeeding cell 
    elif i == Geometry['nCells']-1:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i-1],'U',X[_I,i-1],'Air')
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air')
        t_ip1 = 2*t_i-t_im1 # compute succeeding temperature using constant gradient approximation
    else:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i-1],'U',X[_I,i-1],'Air')
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air')
        t_ip1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i+1],'U',X[_I,i+1],'Air')
    return [t_im1,t_i,t_ip1]
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def K_he_(mdot, Afr, mu_a, rhoIn, rhoOut ): 
    """ Loss coefficient for oblique, non-isothermal flow through the heat 
    exchanger specified by exampel 7.3.1 of Kroger. """
    theta_m  = 26.725 # e.q. 5.6.13 mean inlet flow angle
    K_d      = 4.1886 # Downstream loss coefficient is found from Equation 5.6.10
    K_ci     = 0.05   # Inlet contraction loss coefficient 
    sigma_he = 0.433  # ratio of minimum flow area to the free flow area - HX property
    return 1383.94795*((mdot/mu_a/Afr)**-0.332458) \
           + (2/sigma_he**2)*((rhoIn-rhoOut)/(rhoIn+rhoOut)) \
           + 2*rhoOut/(rhoOut+rhoIn)*(1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1)\
           *((1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1) + 2*K_ci**0.5) \
           + 2*rhoIn*K_d/(rhoOut+rhoIn)
def SteadyNddctEqns(X,*args):
    """ Evaluates 1-D inviscid conservation eqns for cooling tower. """    
    Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params = args # Unpack inputs
    X = X.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells'])  # Reshape X into rows and columns
    f = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']]);# Create error array
    for i in range(Geometry['nCells']):  # Formulate equations for each cell 
        # Compute properties at cell boundaries
        iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params)
        # Compute derived properties
        kIn = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
        pIn = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Pressure for conservation of momentum 
        kOut = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') 
        pOut = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air')
        # Compute loss coefficient for heat exchanger e.g. 7.3.1 Kroger 
        mdot = BoundaryConds['mdot']
        Afr  = Geometry['Afr']
        if i == 0: # Compute only for heat exchanger cell 
            i_i   = X[_I,i]
            rho_i = X[_RHO,i] # Also used for body forces calculation
            u_i   = X[_U,i]
            K_he  = K_he_(mdot, Afr, CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_i,'U',i_i,'Air'), rhoIn, rhoOut )
#            print("K_he = ", K_he)
        else: # Set loss term to zero for all other cells 
            i_i   = X[_I,i]
            rho_i = X[_RHO,i]
            u_i   = X[_U,i]
            K_he = 0            
        # Compute temperatures for diffusive heat transfer
        t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
        ## Call geometric values 
        # height, Area, and volume
        zIn   = Geometry['Z'][0,i]
        zOut  = Geometry['Z'][1,i]
        AIn   = Geometry['A'][0,i]
        AOut  = Geometry['A'][1,i]
        V_i   = Geometry['VOL'][i]
        # Distance between cell centers for central differencing NOTE 
        # non-homogeneous cell thickness around HX
        if i==0: # at heat exchanger
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
        elif i==1: # at cell succeeding heat exchanger
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']
        else: # away from heat exchanger cell 
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']            
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        # Assign heat input to first cell ONLY 
        qIn = BoundaryConds['Q'] if i == 0 else 0
        ## Evaluate errors
        # Continuity
        f[0,i]  =  rhoIn*uIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*AOut
        # Momentum
        f[1,i]  = rhoIn*(uIn)**2*AIn - rhoOut*(uOut)**2*AOut \
                + pIn*AIn - pOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g \
                - (0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut 
        # Energy 
        f[2,i]  = rhoIn*uIn*iIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*iOut*AOut \
                + pIn*uIn*AIn - pOut*uOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g*u_i\
                + kOut*AOut*((t_ip1-t_i)/dzUpper) \
                - kIn*AIn*((t_i-t_im1)/dzLower) \
                + qIn \
                -(0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut*uOut
return f.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])
def drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i):
    """ Returns the time derivative of density. """
    return (1/V_i)*(rhoIn*uIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*AOut)
    
def dudt( rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,rho_i,u_i,V_i,qIn,mdot,Afr,K_he):
    """ Returns the time derivative of flow velocity. """
    return -(u_i/rho_i) * drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i) \
           + (1/rho_i/V_i) \
           * ( rhoIn*uIn**2*AIn - rhoOut*uOut**2*AOut \
           + pIn*AIn - pOut*AOut - rho_i*_g*V_i \
           - 0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i*K_he*AOut )
           
def didt(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he):
    return (1/rho_i/V_i) \
           * ( qIn \
           + rhoIn*uIn*iIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*iOut*AOut \
           + pIn*uIn*AIn - pOut*uOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g*u_i \
           + kOut*AOut*((t_ip1-t_i)/dzUpper) - kIn*AIn*((t_i-t_im1)/dzLower) \
           - (0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut*uOut ) \
           - (i_i/rho_i) * drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i)
def TransientSolver(T_final,T_step,X_SteadyState,Geometry,Params,TransientInputs):
    """ Solves for the transient behaviour of the NDDCT for a given initial 
    steady state solution. Note solver uses internal energy (i), density(rho),
    and flow velocity(u) as state and flow variables. """
    # Checking time step is compatible with solution time
    if int(T_final%T_step) != 0 :
        raise CustomError('Time step is not compatible with solution time \
                          (T_step is not a factor of T_final).')    
    # Initialise Boundary conditions from steady state
    BoundaryConds = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,TransientInputs)
    mdot = BoundaryConds['mdot'] # Initial inlet flow rate from initial steady state 
    j_steps = int(T_final/T_step) # calculate number of time steps to take 
    T_j     = 0 # Initialise time     
    # 3D array to hold transient solution of i_i, rho_i, u_i
    X_Transient = np.zeros([j_steps,3,Geometry['nCells']])
    # 3D array to hold derivative calculations for inspection
    X_dot       = np.zeros([j_steps,3,Geometry['nCells']])    
    for j in range(j_steps):
        if (j%1000)==0:
            print("Time step is ", j)
        T_j += T_step # Time for solution step j
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#        print("-----------------------------------------j=",j,"Time = ", T_j)
        for i in range(Geometry['nCells']):  # solve transient solution for each cell 
            # Fluid properties at previous time step 
            if j == 0:
                # Compute properties at cell boundaries                
                iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X_SteadyState,BoundaryConds,Params) 
                i_i   = X_SteadyState[_I,i]
                rho_i = X_SteadyState[_RHO,i]
                u_i   = X_SteadyState[_U,i]
            else:
                iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X_Transient[j-1],BoundaryConds,Params) 
                i_i   = X_Transient[j-1,_I,i]
                rho_i = X_Transient[j-1,_RHO,i]
                u_i   = X_Transient[j-1,_U,i]
            # Compute derived properties
            kIn = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
            pIn = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Pressure for conservation of momentum 
            kOut = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') 
            pOut = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air')    
            # Compute loss coefficient for heat exchanger e.g. 7.3.1 Kroger 
            Afr  = Geometry['Afr']
            K_he = K_he_(mdot, Afr, CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_i,'U',i_i,'Air'), rhoIn, rhoOut ) 
            # Compute temperatures for diffusive heat transfer
            if j == 0:
                t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X_SteadyState,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
            else:
                t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X_Transient[j-1],Geometry,BoundaryConds)
            # Assign relevant geometric values             
            zIn   = Geometry['Z'][0,i] # Height at inlet 
            zOut  = Geometry['Z'][1,i] # Height at outlet
            z_i   = zIn + 0.5*Geometry['dzHX'] if i == 0 else zIn + 0.5*Geometry['dzCell'
            AIn   = Geometry['A'][0,i] # Inlet area
            AOut  = Geometry['A'][1,i] # Outlet area
            V_i   = Geometry['VOL'][i] # Cell volume            
            # Distance between centers of cells for temperature gradients 
            if i==0:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
                dzUpper = dzLower
            elif i==1:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
                dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']
            else:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
                dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']            
            # Assign heat input to first cell (heat exchanger) ONLY 
            qIn = BoundaryConds['Q'] if i == 0 else 0            
            # Calculate derivatives and storing in X_dot
            drho = drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i)
            du   = dudt( rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,rho_i,u_i,V_i,qIn,mdot,Afr,K_he)
            di   = didt(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he)
            X_dot[j,_RHO,i] = drho
            X_dot[j,_U,i]   = du
            X_dot[j,_I,i]   = di            
            # Calculating new cell fluid properties
            X_Transient[j,_I,i]   = i_i + T_step*di
            X_Transient[j,_RHO,i] = rho_i + T_step*drho
            X_Transient[j,_U,i]   = u_i + T_step*du
            
#        # Update massflow rate (implicitly updating velocity using Neuman boundary condition of zero) 
        TransientInputs['mdot_a'] = X_Transient[j,_U,0]*BoundaryConds['rho3']*Geometry[
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        BoundaryConds             = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,TransientInputs)
    return X_dot, X_Transient
def main():
    """ The function to run from the main which will initiate the solution. """
    # Indexing globals
    global _I,_RHO,_U
    _I           = 0 # Specific internal energy 
    _RHO    = 1 # Density
    _U      = 2 # Mean stream velocity
    # Global constants
    global _g
    _g = 9.81;
    # Set BCs and geometry parameters
    Params = SetParams()
    Geometry = SetGeometry()
    BoundaryConds = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,ModelInputs)
    # Initialise solution array X[PROP_ID,position]
    X0         = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']]);
    X0[_H,:]   = BoundaryConds['h3']
    X0[_RHO,:] = BoundaryConds['rho3']
    X0[_U,:]   = BoundaryConds['u3']
    X0         = X0.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])
    Arguments = (Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params)
    print("Begining Steady State Solver")
    XOpt = scpiopt.fsolve(SteadyNddctEqns,X0,args=Arguments, xtol=1e-13)
    print("Steady State Solver finished")
    # Reshaping array for plotting and initialising Kroger Soluton
    X_Steady_State = XOpt.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells'])
    # Initialise relevant inputs to TransientSolver
    TransientInputs = {'mdot_a':ModelInputs['mdot_a'], 'rho_a3':ModelInputs['rho_a3'
    T_final = 1e-3
    T_step  = 1e-4
    alpha   = 1.0
    print("Begginning Transient Solver")
# -------------------------Transient Solution Test bed----------------------- #
    TransientInputs['Q_a'] = ModelInputs['Q_a']*alpha
    X_Transient_dot, X_Transient = TransientSolver(T_final,T_step,X_Steady_State,Geometry,Params,TransientInputs)
    print("Transient Solver finished -- EEI with constant mdot from steady state")    
    print("T_step={:f} \nT_final={:f} \nalpha={:f} \nnCells={:d}".format(T_step,T_final,alpha,Geometry[
    return Geometry, BoundaryConds, X_Steady_State, X_Transient_dot, X_Transient
if __name__ == "__main__":
    Geometry, BoundaryConds, X_SS, X_T_dot, X_T = main()
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import numpy as np
import CoolProp.CoolProp as CP
import scipy.optimize as scpiopt
import math
import pdb
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib import animation
# -------------------------Kroger Solution Test bed------------------------- #
# InletConds = SetInletConditions(4390, 61.45+273.16, 15.6+273.15 , 84600)
ModelInputs = {'T_a0':(15.6+273.15),'P_a0':84600,'P_a5': 83406.28269358416, 'rho_a5'
class CustomError(Exception):
    """ Base class for exceptions in this module. """
    pass
def SetParams():
    """ Choice of numerical parameters (In case of future complexity). """
    xDiscretisation = 'upwinding'    
    Params = {'xDiscretisation':xDiscretisation}
    return Params
def KrogerHyperbola(height):
    """ Returns tower radius at a given height for example 7.3.1 by Kroger. """
    if height>120.0001 or height<0:
        print('Height inconsistent with model', height)
        raise CustomError('Input height is not possible')        
    else:
        z = 120-height        
    return 29*(1+(z**2)/(103.9762267**2))**0.5
    
def KrogerHyperbolaVolume(a,b):
    """ Calculates the volume of the tower between lower and upper heights, a
    and b, respectively. """
    z1 = 120-a
    z2 = 120-b
    return np.pi*(29**2*z1+(29**2/103.976**2)*z1**3/3)\
           -np.pi*(29**2*z2+(29**2/103.976**2)*z2**3/3)
def SetGeometry():
    """ Sets geometric parameters and calculates required properties. NOTE I 
    have added a preceding cell in an effort to apply boundary conditions for 
    velocity in the transient model."""
    nCELLS= 40 # Cell discretisation, including heat exchanger BUT not including cell preceding HX
    # Hyperbolic tower defined by example 7.3.1 Kroger 
    z5 = 120 # Tower Height at outlet
    z4 = 15.61 # Heat exchanger outlet height
    z3 = 13.67 # Air inlet height
    D_Outlet_Throat = 58 # Diamter at outlet
    D_Inlet         = 82.958 # Diameter at inlet to heat excanger    
    # Compute derived quantities
    dzHX   = z4-z3; # Heat Exchanger height/thickness
    dzCell = (z5-z4)/(nCELLS-1) # Cell height for non heatexchanger cells    
    # Create array of flux areas: A[lower/upper, cell],
    # heights: Z[upper/lower,cell], and volume: VOL[cell]
    # Note 0 denotes lower boundary 1 denotes upper boundary
    Ae  = 2639.2    
    Afr = 4625.3376 # Frontal area of inclined A-frame bundles
    A   = np.zeros([2,nCELLS+1])
    Z   = np.zeros([2,nCELLS+1])
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    VOL = np.zeros([nCELLS+1]) 
    for i in range(nCELLS+1):
        if i == 0: # Cell preceding the heat exchanger 
            A[0,i] = Ae
            A[1,i] = Ae
            Z[0,i] = z3-dzCell
            Z[1,i] = z3
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(z3-dzCell,z3)
        elif i==1: # Heat echanger cell 
            A[0,i] = Ae
            A[1,i] = Ae
            Z[0,i] = z3
            Z[1,i] = z4
            VOL[i] = Ae*dzHX # assume constant cross section for Heat exchanger cell
        elif i==2: # Cell succeding heat exchanger
            A[0,i] = Ae
            A[1,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+(i-1)*dzCell)**2
            Z[0,i] = z4+(i-2)*dzCell
            Z[1,i] = z4+(i-1)*dzCell
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(Z[0,i],Z[1,i])
        else:
            A[0,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+(i-2)*dzCell)**2
            A[1,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+(i-1)*dzCell)**2
            Z[0,i] = z4+(i-2)*dzCell
            Z[1,i] = z4+(i-1)*dzCell
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(Z[0,i],Z[1,i])
    Geometry = {'dzCell':dzCell,'dzHX':dzHX,'Z':Z,'A':A,'VOL':VOL,'nCells':nCELLS,'Afr'
    return Geometry  
def SetBoundaryConds(Geometry, ModelInputs):
    """ Sets boudnary conditions based on geometry and model inputs. """
    # Mass flow rate throughout
    mdot = ModelInputs['mdot_a'] # Mass flow rate (neglecting losses, see Kroger 7.3.1)
    # Properties at inlet of cell PRECEDING the heat exchanger
    T0   = ModelInputs['T_a0'] # Temperature ambient
    P0   = ModelInputs['P_a0'] # Pressure ambient 
    rho0 = CP.PropsSI('D','T',T0,'P',P0,'Air') # Density    
    Q    = ModelInputs['Q_a']    # Net heat input via the heat exchanger
    # Compute required properties at HX inlet (point 3) via CoolProp 
    i0 = CP.PropsSI('U','T',T0,'P',P0,'Air') # Specific internal energy
    u0 = mdot/(rho0*Geometry['A'][0,0])        # Velocity    
    BoundaryConds = {'i0':i0,'rho0':rho0,'u0':u0,'Q':Q,'mdot':mdot}
    return BoundaryConds
def Kroger(Geometry, ModelInputs):
    """ Compiles Kroger solution values for comparison with model. """
    mdot  = ModelInputs['mdot_a']  # Mass flow rate (neglecting losses, see Kroger 7.3.1)        
    # Inlet Conditions to heatexchanger (point 3)
    rho3  = ModelInputs['rho_a3']                 # Density
    T3    = ModelInputs['T_a3']                   # Temperature
    i3    = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Specific enthalpy
    P3    = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Pressure
    u3    = mdot/rho3/Geometry['A'][0,1]
    # Mean Conditions through the heat exhanger (point 3/4)
    rho34 = ModelInputs['rho_a34']
    T34   = ModelInputs['T_a34']
    i34   = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho34,'T',T34,'Air')
    P34   = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rho34,'T',T34,'Air')
    u34    = 2*mdot/rho34/(Geometry['A'][0,0]+Geometry['A'][1,0])
    # Conditions at heat exchanger outlet (point 4)
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    rho4  = ModelInputs['rho_a4']
    T4    = ModelInputs['T_a4']
    i4    = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho4,'T',T4,'Air')
    P4    = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rho4,'T',T4,'Air')
    u4    = mdot/rho4/Geometry['A'][1,1]    
    # Conditions at outlet (point 5)
    P5    = ModelInputs['P_a5'] 
    rho5  = ModelInputs['rho_a5']
    i5    = CP.PropsSI('U','P',P5,'D',rho5,'Air')
    T5    = CP.PropsSI('T','D',rho5,'P',P5,'Air')
    u5    = mdot/rho5/Geometry['A'][1,Geometry['nCells']]
    
    KrogerSolution = {'i3':i3,'rho3':rho3,'T3':T3,'P3':P3,'u3':u3,\
                      'i34':i34,'rho34':rho34,'T34':T34,'P34':P34,'u34':u34,\
                      'i4':i4,'rho4':rho4,'T4':T4,'P4':P4,'u4':u4,\
                      'i5':i5,'rho5':rho5,'T5':T5,'P5':P5,'u5':u5}
    return KrogerSolution
    
def ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params):
    """ Computes values at cell boundaries (fluxes) using specified method. 
    NOTE the addition of the cell preceding the heat exchanger. """
    if Params['xDiscretisation'] == 'upwinding':
        if i == 0 :
            iIn      = BoundaryConds['i0'] 
            rhoIn    = BoundaryConds['rho0']
            uIn      = BoundaryConds['u0']
            iOut     = X[_I,i]
            rhoOut   = X[_RHO,i]
            uOut     = X[_U,i]
        else:
            iIn      = X[_I,i-1]
            rhoIn     = X[_RHO,i-1]
            uIn      = X[_U,i-1]
            iOut     = X[_I,i]
            rhoOut   = X[_RHO,i]
            uOut     = X[_U,i]
    else:
        raise CustomError('Must specify method of spatial discretisation.')
    return [iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut]
        
def ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds):
    """ Computes temperatures to calculate diffusive heat transfer for 
    transient solver. """
    if i == 0: # Cell preceding heat exchanger 
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',BoundaryConds['rho0'],'U',BoundaryConds['i0'],'Air'
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air') # Temperature at current cell 
        t_ip1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i+1],'U',X[_I,i+1],'Air') # Temperature at succeeding cell 
    elif i == Geometry['nCells']: # At the last cell, note that in 'SetGeometry' the number of cells does not include the cell preceding the heat exchanger, so the ID of the last cell is nCells, not nCells -1
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i-1],'U',X[_I,i-1],'Air')
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air')
        t_ip1 = 2*t_i-t_im1 # compute succeeding temperature using constant gradient approximation
    else:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i-1],'U',X[_I,i-1],'Air')
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air')
        t_ip1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i+1],'U',X[_I,i+1],'Air')
    return [t_im1,t_i,t_ip1]
    
def K_he_(mdot, Afr, mu_a, rhoIn, rhoOut ): 
    """ Loss coefficient for oblique, non-isothermal flow through the heat 
    exchanger specified by exampel 7.3.1 of Kroger. """
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    theta_m  = 26.725 # e.q. 5.6.13 mean inlet flow angle
    K_d      = 4.1886 # Downstream loss coefficient is found from Equation 5.6.10
    K_ci     = 0.05   # Inlet contraction loss coefficient 
    sigma_he = 0.433  # ratio of minimum flow area to the free flow area - HX property
    return 1383.94795*((mdot/mu_a/Afr)**-0.332458) \
           + (2/sigma_he**2)*((rhoIn-rhoOut)/(rhoIn+rhoOut)) \
           + 2*rhoOut/(rhoOut+rhoIn)*(1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1)\
           *((1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1) + 2*K_ci**0.5) \
           + 2*rhoIn*K_d/(rhoOut+rhoIn)
def SteadyNddctEqns(X,*args):
    """ Evaluates 1-D inviscid conservation eqns for cooling tower. """    
    Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params = args # Unpack inputs
    X = X.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells']+1)  # Reshape X into rows and columns
    f = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']+1]);# Create error array
    for i in range(Geometry['nCells']+1):  # Formulate equations for each cell 
        # Compute properties at cell boundaries
        iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params)
        # Compute derived properties
        kIn = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
        pIn = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Pressure for conservation of momentum 
        kOut = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') 
        pOut = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air')
        # Compute loss coefficient for heat exchanger e.g. 7.3.1 Kroger 
        mdot = BoundaryConds['mdot']
        Afr  = Geometry['Afr']
        if i == 1: # Compute only for heat exchanger cell 
            i_i   = X[_I,i]
            rho_i = X[_RHO,i] # Also used for body forces calculation
            u_i   = X[_U,i]
            K_he  = K_he_(mdot, Afr, CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_i,'U',i_i,'Air'), rhoIn, rhoOut )
            print("K_he = ", K_he)
        else: # Set loss term to zero for all other cells 
            i_i   = X[_I,i]
            rho_i = X[_RHO,i]
            u_i   = X[_U,i]
            K_he  = 0            
        # Compute temperatures for diffusive heat transfer
        t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
        ## Call geometric values 
        # height, Area, and volume
        zIn   = Geometry['Z'][0,i]
        zOut  = Geometry['Z'][1,i]
        AIn   = Geometry['A'][0,i]
        AOut  = Geometry['A'][1,i]
        V_i   = Geometry['VOL'][i]
        # Distance between cell centers for central differencing NOTE 
        # non-homogeneous cell thickness around HX
        if i==0:
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
        elif i==1: # at heat exchanger
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
        elif i==2: # at cell succeeding heat exchanger
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']
        else: # away from heat exchanger cell 
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']            
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        # Assign heat input to heat exchanger cell ONLY 
        qIn = BoundaryConds['Q'] if i == 1 else 0
        ## Evaluate errors
        # Continuity
        f[0,i]  =  rhoIn*uIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*AOut
        # Momentum
        f[1,i]  = rhoIn*(uIn)**2*AIn - rhoOut*(uOut)**2*AOut \
                + pIn*AIn - pOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g \
                - (0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut 
        # Energy 
        f[2,i]  = rhoIn*uIn*iIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*iOut*AOut \
                + pIn*uIn*AIn - pOut*uOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g*u_i\
                + kOut*AOut*((t_ip1-t_i)/dzUpper) \
                - kIn*AIn*((t_i-t_im1)/dzLower) \
                + qIn \
                -(0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut*uOut
    return f.reshape(3*(Geometry['nCells']+1))
def drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i):
    """ Returns the time derivative of density. """
    return (1/V_i)*(rhoIn*uIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*AOut)
    
def dudt( rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,rho_i,u_i,V_i,qIn,mdot,Afr,K_he):
    """ Returns the time derivative of flow velocity. """
    return -(u_i/rho_i) * drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i) \
           + (1/rho_i/V_i) \
           * ( rhoIn*uIn**2*AIn - rhoOut*uOut**2*AOut \
           + pIn*AIn - pOut*AOut - rho_i*_g*V_i \
           - 0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i*K_he*AOut )
           
def didt(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he):
    return (1/rho_i/V_i) \
           * ( qIn \
           + rhoIn*uIn*iIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*iOut*AOut \
           + pIn*uIn*AIn - pOut*uOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g*u_i\
           + kOut*AOut*((t_ip1-t_i)/dzUpper) - kIn*AIn*((t_i-t_im1)/dzLower) \
           - (0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut*uOut ) \
           - (i_i/rho_i) * drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i)
def TransientSolver(T_final,T_step,X_SteadyState,Geometry,Params,TransientInputs):
    """ Solves for the transient behaviour of the NDDCT for a given initial 
    steady state solution. Note solver uses internal energy (i), density(rho),
    and flow velocity(u) as state and flow variables. NOTE model uses cell 
    preceding the heat exchanger"""
    # Checking time step is compatible with solution time
    if int(T_final%T_step) != 0 :
        raise CustomError('Time step is not compatible with solution time \
                          (T_step is not a factor of T_final).')    
    # Initialise Boundary conditions from steady state
    BoundaryConds = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,TransientInputs)
    mdot = BoundaryConds['mdot'] # Initial inlet flow rate from initial steady state 
    j_steps = int(T_final/T_step) # calculate number of time steps to take 
    T_j     = 0 # Initialise time     
    # 3D array to hold transient solution of i_i, rho_i, u_i
    X_Transient = np.zeros([j_steps,3,Geometry['nCells']+1])
    # 3D array to hold derivative calculations for inspection
    X_dot       = np.zeros([j_steps,3,Geometry['nCells']+1])    
    for j in range(j_steps):
        if j%100 ==0:
            print("Time step is ", j)
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        T_j += T_step # Time for solution step j
#        print("-----------------------------------------j=",j,"Time = ", T_j)
        for i in range(Geometry['nCells']+1):  # solve transient solution for each cell 
            # Fluid properties at previous time step 
            if j == 0:
                # Compute properties at cell boundaries                
                iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X_SteadyState,BoundaryConds,Params) 
                i_i   = X_SteadyState[_I,i]
                rho_i = X_SteadyState[_RHO,i]
                u_i   = X_SteadyState[_U,i]
            else:
                iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X_Transient[j-1],BoundaryConds,Params) 
                i_i   = X_Transient[j-1,_I,i]
                rho_i = X_Transient[j-1,_RHO,i]
                u_i   = X_Transient[j-1,_U,i]
            # Compute derived properties
            kIn = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
            pIn = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Pressure for conservation of momentum 
            kOut = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') 
            pOut = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air')    
            # Compute loss coefficient for heat exchanger e.g. 7.3.1 Kroger 
            Afr  = Geometry['Afr']
            K_he = K_he_(mdot, Afr, CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_i,'U',i_i,'Air'), rhoIn, rhoOut ) 
            # Compute temperatures for diffusive heat transfer
            if j == 0:
                t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X_SteadyState,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
            else:
                t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X_Transient[j-1],Geometry,BoundaryConds)
            # Assign relevant geometric values             
            zIn   = Geometry['Z'][0,i] # Height at inlet 
            zOut  = Geometry['Z'][1,i] # Height at outlet
            z_i   = zIn + 0.5*Geometry['dzHX'] if i == 0 else zIn + 0.5*Geometry['dzCell'
            AIn   = Geometry['A'][0,i] # Inlet area
            AOut  = Geometry['A'][1,i] # Outlet area
            V_i   = Geometry['VOL'][i] # Cell volume
            # Distance between centers of cells for temperature gradients 
            if i==0:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
                dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            elif i==1: # at heat exchanger
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
                dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            elif i==2: # at cell succeeding heat exchanger
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
                dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']
            else: # away from heat exchanger cell 
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
                dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']            
            # Assign heat input to first cell (heat exchanger) ONLY 
            qIn = BoundaryConds['Q'] if i == 1 else 0            
            # Calculate derivatives and storing in X_dot
            drho = drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i)
            du   = dudt( rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,rho_i,u_i,V_i,qIn,mdot,Afr,K_he)
            di   = didt(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he)
            X_dot[j,_RHO,i] = drho
            X_dot[j,_U,i]   = du
            X_dot[j,_I,i]   = di            
            # Calculating new cell fluid properties
            X_Transient[j,_I,i]   = i_i + T_step*di
            X_Transient[j,_RHO,i] = rho_i + T_step*drho
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            X_Transient[j,_U,i]   = u_i + T_step*du            
        # Update massflow rate (implicitly updating velocity using Neuman boundary condition of zero) 
        TransientInputs['mdot_a'] = X_Transient[j,_U,0]*BoundaryConds['rho0']*Geometry[
        BoundaryConds             = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,TransientInputs)
    
    return X_dot, X_Transient
def main():
    """ The function to run from the main which will initiate the solution. """
    # Indexing globals
    global _I,_RHO,_U
    _I           = 0 # Specific internal energy 
    _RHO    = 1 # Density
    _U      = 2 # Mean stream velocity
    # Global constants
    global _g
    _g = 9.81;    
    # Set BCs and geometry parameters
    Params = SetParams()
    Geometry = SetGeometry()
    BoundaryConds = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,ModelInputs)
    # Initialise guess of solution array X[PROP_ID,position]
    X0         = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']+1]);
    X0[_I,:]   = BoundaryConds['i0']
    X0[_RHO,:] = BoundaryConds['rho0']
    X0[_U,:]   = BoundaryConds['u0']
    X0         = X0.reshape(3*(Geometry['nCells']+1))
    Arguments = (Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params)
    print("Begining Steady State Solver")
    XOpt = scpiopt.fsolve(SteadyNddctEqns,X0,args=Arguments, xtol=1e-13)
    print("Steady State Solver finished")
    # Reshaping array for plotting and initialising Kroger Soluton
    X_Steady_State = XOpt.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells']+1)
    # Initialise relevant inputs to TransientSolver
    TransientInputs = {'mdot_a':ModelInputs['mdot_a'], 'T_a0':ModelInputs['T_a0'], 'P_a0'
    T_final = 1e-3
    T_step  = 1e-4
    Q_factor = 1.0
    print("Begginning Transient Solver \nT_final = ", T_final, " \nT_step=", T_step, 
# -------------------------Transient Solution Test bed----------------------- #
    TransientInputs['Q_a'] = ModelInputs['Q_a']*Q_factor
    X_Transient_dot, X_Transient = TransientSolver(T_final,T_step,X_Steady_State,Geometry,Params,TransientInputs)
    print("Transient Solver finished")    
    return T_final, T_step, Geometry, BoundaryConds, X_Steady_State, X_Transient_dot, X_Transient
if __name__ == "__main__":
    T_final, T_step, Geometry, BoundaryConds, X_SS, X_T_dot, X_T = main()
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import numpy as np
import CoolProp.CoolProp as CP
import scipy.optimize as scpiopt
import math
import pdb
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib import animation
class CustomError(Exception):
    """ Base class for exceptions in this module. """
    pass
def SetParams():
    """ Choice of numerical parameters (In case of future complexity). """
    xDiscretisation = 'upwinding'    
    Params = {'xDiscretisation':xDiscretisation}
    return Params
def KrogerHyperbola(height):
    """ Returns tower radius at a given height for example 7.3.1 by Kroger. """
    if height>120.0001 or height<0:
        print('Height inconsistent with model', height)
        raise CustomError('Input height is not possible')        
    else:
        z = 120-height        
    return 29*(1+(z**2)/(103.9762267**2))**0.5
    
def KrogerHyperbolaVolume(a,b):
    """ Calculates the volume of the tower between lower and upper heights, a
    and b, respectively. """
    z1 = 120-a
    z2 = 120-b
    return np.pi*(29**2*z1+(29**2/103.976**2)*z1**3/3)\
           -np.pi*(29**2*z2+(29**2/103.976**2)*z2**3/3)
def SetGeometry():
    """ Sets geometric parameters and calculates required properties. """
    nCELLS= 40 # Cell discretisation, including heat exchanger
    # Hyperbolic tower defined by example 7.3.1 Kroger 
    z5 = 120 # Tower Height at outlet
    z4 = 15.61 # Heat exchanger outlet height
    z3 = 13.67 # Air inlet height
    D_Outlet_Throat = 58 # Diamter at outlet
    D_Inlet         = 82.958 # Diameter at inlet to heat excanger
    # Compute derived quantities
    dzHX   = z4-z3; # Heat Exchanger height/thickness
    dzCell = (z5-z4)/(nCELLS-1) # Cell height for non heatexchanger cells
    # Create array of flux areas: A[lower/upper, cell],
    # heights: Z[upper/lower,cell], and volume: VOL[cell]
    # Note 0 denotes lower boundary 1 denotes upper boundary
    A   = np.zeros([2,nCELLS])
    Z   = np.zeros([2,nCELLS])
    VOL = np.zeros([nCELLS]) 
    for i in range(nCELLS):
        if i==0:
            A[0,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z3)**2
            A[1,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4)**2
            Z[0,i] = z3
            Z[1,i] = z4
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(z3,z4)
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        else:
            A[0,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+(i-1)*dzCell)**2
            A[1,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+    i*dzCell)**2
            Z[0,i] = z4+(i-1)*dzCell
            Z[1,i] = z4+    i*dzCell
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(z4+(i-1)*dzCell,z4+i*dzCell)        
    # Special area and voume for heat exchanger cell due to presence of bundles
    Ae  = 2639.2    
#    Ae  = 2364.903
    Afr = 4625.3376 # Frontal area of inclined A-frame bundles
    A[0,0] = Ae
    A[1,0] = Ae
    A[0,1] = Ae
    VOL[0] = Ae*dzHX # assume constant cross section for Heat exchanger cell
    Geometry = {'dzCell':dzCell,'dzHX':dzHX,'Z':Z,'A':A,'VOL':VOL,'nCells':nCELLS,'Afr'
    return Geometry  
def SetBoundaryConds(Geometry, ModelInputs):
    """ Sets boudnary conditions based on geometry and model inputs. """
    # Mass flow rate throughout
    mdot = ModelInputs['mdot_a'] # Mass flow rate (neglecting losses, see Kroger 7.3.1)
    # Properties before heat exchanger (point 3)
    rho3 = ModelInputs['rho_a3'] # Density
    T3   = ModelInputs['T_a3']   # Temperature
    Q    = ModelInputs['Q_a']    # Net heat input via the heat exchanger
    # Compute required properties at HX inlet (point 3) via CoolProp 
    i3 = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Specific internal energy
    u3 = mdot/(rho3*Geometry['A'][0,0])        # Velocity
    BoundaryConds = {'i3':i3,'rho3':rho3,'u3':u3,'Q':Q,'mdot':mdot}
    return BoundaryConds
def ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params):
    """ Computes values at cell boundaries (fluxes) using specified method. """
    if Params['xDiscretisation'] == 'upwinding':
        if i == 0 :
            iIn      = BoundaryConds['i3'] 
            rhoIn    = BoundaryConds['rho3']
            uIn      = BoundaryConds['u3']
            iOut     = X[_I,i]
            rhoOut   = X[_RHO,i]
            uOut     = X[_U,i]
        else:
            iIn      = X[_I,i-1]
            rhoIn     = X[_RHO,i-1]
            uIn      = X[_U,i-1]
            iOut     = X[_I,i]
            rhoOut   = X[_RHO,i]
            uOut     = X[_U,i]
    elif Params['xDiscretisation'] == 'central-differencing':
        raise CustomError('Central differencing not yet implemented.')
        iIn = 0.5*(X[_I,i-1]+X[_I,i])
        rhoIn = 0.5*(X[_RHO,i-1]+X[_RHO,i])
        uIn = 0.5*(X[_U,i-1]+X[_U,i])
        iOut = 0.5*(X[_I,i+1]+X[_I,i])
        rhoOut = 0.5*(X[_RHO,i+1]+X[_RHO,i])
        uOut = 0.5*(X[_U,i+1]+X[_U,i])
    else:
        raise CustomError('Must specify method of spatial discretisation.')
    return [iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut]
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def ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds):
    """ Computes temperatures to calculate diffusive heat transfer for 
    transient solver. """
    if i == 0:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',BoundaryConds['rho3'],'U',BoundaryConds['i3'],'Air'
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air') # Temperature at current cell 
        t_ip1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i+1],'U',X[_I,i+1],'Air') # Temperature at succeeding cell 
    elif i == Geometry['nCells']-1:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i-1],'U',X[_I,i-1],'Air')
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air')
        t_ip1 = 2*t_i-t_im1 # compute succeeding temperature using constant gradient approximation
    else:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i-1],'U',X[_I,i-1],'Air')
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air')
        t_ip1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i+1],'U',X[_I,i+1],'Air')
    return [t_im1,t_i,t_ip1]
    
def K_he_(mdot, Afr, mu_a, rhoIn, rhoOut ): 
    """ Loss coefficient for oblique, non-isothermal flow through the heat 
    exchanger specified by exampel 7.3.1 of Kroger. """
    theta_m  = 26.725 # e.q. 5.6.13 mean inlet flow angle
    K_d      = 4.1886 # Downstream loss coefficient is found from Equation 5.6.10
    K_ci     = 0.05   # Inlet contraction loss coefficient 
    sigma_he = 0.433  # ratio of minimum flow area to the free flow area - HX property
    return 1383.94795*((mdot/mu_a/Afr)**-0.332458) \
           + (2/sigma_he**2)*((rhoIn-rhoOut)/(rhoIn+rhoOut)) \
           + 2*rhoOut/(rhoOut+rhoIn)*(1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1)\
           *((1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1) + 2*K_ci**0.5) \
           + 2*rhoIn*K_d/(rhoOut+rhoIn)
def SteadyNddctEqns(X,*args):
    """ Evaluates 1-D inviscid conservation eqns for cooling tower. """
    Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params = args # Unpack inputs
    X = X.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells'])  # Reshape X into rows and columns
    f = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']]);# Create error array
    for i in range(Geometry['nCells']):  # Formulate equations for each cell 
        # Compute properties at cell boundaries
        iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params)
        # Compute derived properties
        kIn = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
        pIn = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Pressure for conservation of momentum 
        kOut = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') 
        pOut = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air')
        # Compute loss coefficient for heat exchanger e.g. 7.3.1 Kroger 
        mdot = BoundaryConds['mdot']
        Afr  = Geometry['Afr']
        if i == 0: # Compute only for heat exchanger cell 
            i_i   = X[_I,i]
            rho_i = X[_RHO,i] # Also used for body forces calculation
            u_i   = X[_U,i]
            K_he  = K_he_(mdot, Afr, CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_i,'U',i_i,'Air'), rhoIn, rhoOut )
#            print("K_he = ", K_he)
        else: # Set loss term to zero for all other cells 
            i_i   = X[_I,i]
            rho_i = X[_RHO,i]
            u_i   = X[_U,i]
            K_he = 0        
        # Compute temperatures for diffusive heat transfer
        t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
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        ## Call geometric values 
        # height, Area, and volume
        zIn   = Geometry['Z'][0,i]
        zOut  = Geometry['Z'][1,i]
        AIn   = Geometry['A'][0,i]
        AOut  = Geometry['A'][1,i]
        V_i   = Geometry['VOL'][i]
        # Distance between cell centers for central differencing NOTE # non-homogeneous cell thickness around HX
        if i==0: # at heat exchanger
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
        elif i==1: # at cell succeeding heat exchanger
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']
        else: # away from heat exchanger cell 
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']     
        # Assign heat input to first cell ONLY 
        qIn = BoundaryConds['Q'] if i == 0 else 0
        ## Evaluate errors
        # Continuity
        f[0,i]  =  rhoIn*uIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*AOut
        # Momentum
        f[1,i]  = rhoIn*(uIn)**2*AIn - rhoOut*(uOut)**2*AOut \
                + pIn*AIn - pOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g \
                - (0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut 
        # Energy 
        f[2,i]  = rhoIn*uIn*iIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*iOut*AOut \
                + pIn*uIn*AIn - pOut*uOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g*u_i\
                + kOut*AOut*((t_ip1-t_i)/dzUpper) \
                - kIn*AIn*((t_i-t_im1)/dzLower) \
                + qIn \
                -(0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut*uOut
    return f.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])
def drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i):
    """ Returns the time derivative of density. """
    return (1/V_i)*(rhoIn*uIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*AOut)
    
def dudt( rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,rho_i,u_i,V_i,qIn,mdot,Afr,K_he):
    """ Returns the time derivative of flow velocity. """
    return -(u_i/rho_i) * drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i) \
           + (1/rho_i/V_i) \
           * ( rhoIn*uIn**2*AIn - rhoOut*uOut**2*AOut \
           + pIn*AIn - pOut*AOut - rho_i*_g*V_i \
           - 0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i*K_he*AOut )
           
def didt(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he):
    return (1/rho_i/V_i) \
           * ( qIn \
           + rhoIn*uIn*iIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*iOut*AOut \
           + pIn*uIn*AIn - pOut*uOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g*u_i \
           + kOut*AOut*((t_ip1-t_i)/dzUpper) - kIn*AIn*((t_i-t_im1)/dzLower) \
           - (0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut*uOut ) \
           - (i_i/rho_i) * drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i)
def TransientSolver(T_final,T_step,X_SteadyState,Geometry,Params,TransientInputs):
    """ Solves for the transient behaviour of the NDDCT for a given initial 
    steady state solution. Note solver uses internal energy (i), density(rho),
    and flow velocity(u) as state and flow variables. """
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    # Checking time step is compatible with solution time
    if int(T_final%T_step) != 0 :
        raise CustomError('Time step is not compatible with solution time \
                          (T_step is not a factor of T_final).')
    
    # Initialise Boundary conditions from steady state
    BoundaryConds = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,TransientInputs)
    mdot = BoundaryConds['mdot'] # Initial inlet flow rate from steady state 
    j_steps = int(T_final/T_step) # calculate number of time steps to take 
    T_j     = 0 # Initialise time 
    
    # 3D array to hold transient solution of i_i, rho_i, u_i
    X_Transient = np.zeros([j_steps,3,Geometry['nCells']])
    # 3D array to hold derivative calculations for inspection
    X_dot       = np.zeros([j_steps,3,Geometry['nCells']])
    
    for j in range(j_steps):
        if (j%100)==0:
            print("Time step is ", j)
        T_j += T_step # Time for solution step j
#        print("-----------------------------------------j=",j,"Time = ", T_j)
        for i in range(Geometry['nCells']):  # solve transient solution for each cell 
            # Fluid properties at previous time step 
#            print("Cell is ", i)
            if j == 0:
                # Compute properties at cell boundaries                
                iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X_SteadyState,BoundaryConds,Params) 
                i_i   = X_SteadyState[_I,i]
                rho_i = X_SteadyState[_RHO,i]
                u_i   = X_SteadyState[_U,i]
            else:
                iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X_Transient[j-1],BoundaryConds,Params) 
                i_i   = X_Transient[j-1,_I,i]
                rho_i = X_Transient[j-1,_RHO,i]
                u_i   = X_Transient[j-1,_U,i]
            # Compute derived properties
            kIn = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
            pIn = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Pressure for conservation of momentum 
            kOut = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') 
            pOut = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air')    
            # Compute loss coefficient for heat exchanger e.g. 7.3.1 Kroger 
            Afr  = Geometry['Afr']
            K_he = K_he_(mdot, Afr, CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_i,'U',i_i,'Air'), rhoIn, rhoOut ) 
            # Compute temperatures for diffusive heat transfer
            if j == 0:
                t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X_SteadyState,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
            else:
                t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X_Transient[j-1],Geometry,BoundaryConds)
            # Assign relevant geometric values             
            zIn   = Geometry['Z'][0,i] # Height at inlet 
            zOut  = Geometry['Z'][1,i] # Height at outlet
            z_i   = zIn + 0.5*Geometry['dzHX'] if i == 0 else zIn + 0.5*Geometry['dzCell'
            AIn   = Geometry['A'][0,i] # Inlet area
            AOut  = Geometry['A'][1,i] # Outlet area
            V_i   = Geometry['VOL'][i] # Cell volume            
            # Distance between centers of cells for temperature gradients 
            if i==0:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
                dzUpper = dzLower
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            elif i==1:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
                dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']
            else:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
                dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']            
            # Assign heat input to first cell (heat exchanger) ONLY 
            qIn = BoundaryConds['Q'] if i == 0 else 0            
            # Calculate derivatives and storing in X_dot
#            print(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he)
            drho = drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i)
            du   = dudt( rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,rho_i,u_i,V_i,qIn,mdot,Afr,K_he)
            di   = didt(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he)
#            pdb.set_trace()
            X_dot[j,_RHO,i] = drho
            X_dot[j,_U,i]   = du
            X_dot[j,_I,i]   = di
            
            # Calculating new cell fluid properties
            X_Transient[j,_I,i]   = i_i + T_step*di
            X_Transient[j,_RHO,i] = rho_i + T_step*drho
            X_Transient[j,_U,i]   = u_i + T_step*du            
        # Update massflow rate (implicitly updating velocity) using draft eqn
        print("Old mdot = \n", TransientInputs['mdot_a'])
        T_ModelInputs = {'P_a_ambient':TransientInputs['P_a1'], 'T_a_ambient':TransientInputs[
        TransientInputs['mdot_a'] = mdot_draft_eqn(T_ModelInputs, BoundaryConds, X_Transient[j,:,:])
        print("Updated mdot = \n", TransientInputs['mdot_a'])
        BoundaryConds             = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,TransientInputs)
    print("Done m80")    
    return X_dot, X_Transient
#----------------------- mdot upate from draft eqn quasi steady state-------- #
def SetTowerSpecs():
    H5     = 120.0 # height of tower outlet
    d5     = 58.0 # diameter of tower at outlet 
    H3     = 13.67 # height if heat exchanger inlet
    d3     = 82.958 # tower diameter at tower inlet
    n_ts   = 60 # number of tower supports 
    L_ts   = 15.78 #length of tower supports
    d_ts   = 0.5 # diameter of tower supports
    C_D_ts = 2.0 # drag coefficient of tower supports 
    t_s    = 0.8 # thickness of tower shell at inlet, note tower shell is square edged 90 degree angle 
    
    TowerSpecs = {'H5':H5, 'd5':d5, 'H3':H3, 'd3':d3, 'n_ts':n_ts, 'L_ts':L_ts,
                  'd_ts':d_ts, 'C_D_ts':C_D_ts, 't_s':t_s}    
    return TowerSpecs
    
def SetHeatExchangerSpecs():
    d_e         = 0.0216 # hydraulic diameter of tube 
    eps_rel     = 5.24e-4  # relative roughness of tube 
    A_ti        = 0.0679 # internal surface area of tube per unit length
    A_ts        = 3.664e-4 # Inside cross-sectional flow area of HX water tubes
    L_t         = 15.0 # length of finned tube 
    L_te        = 14.4 # effective length of finned tube due to obstructions on air side
    n_rows      = 4 # number of tube rows per heat exchanger bundle 
    n_tb        = 154 # number of tubes per heat exchanger bundle 
    n_wp        = 2 # number of water passes
    n_b         = 142 # number of heat exchanger bundles 
    A_fr        = 4625.3376 # total effective frontal area of bundles 
    A_e3        = 2364.903 # reduced effective flow area 
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    theta       = 61.5/2*math.pi/180 # half the apex angle on the A frame pattern of heat exchanger bundles 
    sigma       = 0.433 # ratio of minimum to free stream flow area 
    K_ci        = 0.05 # inlet contraction loss coefficient     
    HeatExchangerSpecs = {'d_e':d_e,'eps_rel':eps_rel,'A_ti':A_ti,
                         'L_t':L_t,'L_te':L_te,'n_rows':n_rows,'n_tb':n_tb,
                         'n_wp':n_wp,'n_b':n_b,'A_fr':A_fr,'theta':theta,
                         'sigma':sigma,'K_ci':K_ci,'A_ts':A_ts,'A_e3':A_e3}
                         
    return HeatExchangerSpecs
def K_he_iso(mdot_a, mu_a34, A_fr): # Loss coefficient for normal isothermal flow through a heat exchanger 
    return 1383.94795*((mdot_a/mu_a34/A_fr)**-0.332458)
def K_to(mdot_a, A5, rho_a5, rho_a6, d5):
    Fr = ( (mdot_a/A5)**2 ) / (rho_a5*(rho_a6-rho_a5)*_g*d5)
    return -0.28*Fr**(-1) + 0.04*Fr**(-1.5)
    
def DraftEqn(mdot_a, *args):
#    print('mdot_a handed to function is', mdot_a)
    P_a1, T_a1, T_a4, H3, H4, H5, A_fr, A5, d5, rho_a34, rho_a5, rho_a6, \
    mu_a34, K_ts, K_ct, K_ctc, K_he_partial, K_cte, LHS = args
    
    return -LHS + (K_ts + K_ct + K_ctc + K_he_iso(mdot_a, mu_a34, A_fr)\
           + K_he_partial + K_cte)*(mdot_a/A_fr)**2/2/rho_a34\
           *(1-0.00975*(H5-H3/2-H4/2)/T_a4)**3.5 \
           + (1+K_to(mdot_a, A5, rho_a5, rho_a6, d5))*(mdot_a/A5)**2/2/rho_a5
def mdot_draft_eqn(ModelInputs, BoundaryConds, X_SteadyState):
    # Initialize tower and heat exchanger values
    HXSpecs    = SetHeatExchangerSpecs()
    TowerSpecs = SetTowerSpecs()
    R = 287.08 # Gas constant for air     
    A3 = math.pi*0.25*TowerSpecs['d3']**2    
    A5 = math.pi*0.25*TowerSpecs['d5']**2    
    H4 = TowerSpecs['H3']+HXSpecs['A_fr']/HXSpecs['n_b']/HXSpecs['L_te']*math.cos(HXSpecs[
    # extracting relevant data from tower fluid solution and boundary conditions
    P_a1    = ModelInputs['P_a_ambient']
    T_a1    = ModelInputs['T_a_ambient']
    rho_a1 = CP.PropsSI('D','T',T_a1,'P',P_a1,'Air') #ambient air density     
    T_a3    = ModelInputs['T_a3']    
    rho_a3  = BoundaryConds['rho3']
    rho_a4  = X_SteadyState[_RHO,0]
    rho_a34 = 1/(0.5*(1/rho_a3+1/rho_a4)) 
    rho_a5  = X_SteadyState[_RHO,-1] 
    P_a6    = P_a1*(1-0.00975*TowerSpecs['H5']/T_a1)**3.5           # from dry adiabatic lapse rate
    T_a6    = T_a1 - 0.00975*TowerSpecs['H5']    # from dry adiabatic lapse rate
    rho_a6  = P_a6/R/T_a6# from dry adiabatic lapse rate
    T_a4    = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X_SteadyState[_RHO,0],'U',X_SteadyState[_I,0],'Air'
    T_a34   = 0.5*(T_a3+T_a4)
    mu_a34  = CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_a34,'T',T_a34,'Air')
    # Loss coefficients 
    K_ts = TowerSpecs['C_D_ts']*TowerSpecs['L_ts']*TowerSpecs['d_ts']\
               *TowerSpecs['n_ts']*(HXSpecs['A_fr']**2)*(rho_a34/rho_a1)\
               /( (math.pi*TowerSpecs['d3']*TowerSpecs['H3'])**3)  # losses due to tower supports -- uses rho_a34, rho_a1,         
    K_ct = (0.072*(TowerSpecs['d3']/TowerSpecs['H3'])**2 - 0.34*(TowerSpecs['d3']/TowerSpecs[
    sigma_c = 0.631397 # see e.q. 7.1.23 and 2.3.10.
    K_ctc   = (1-2/sigma_c + 1/sigma_c**2)*(rho_a34/rho_a3)*(HXSpecs['A_fr']/HXSpecs[
    K_cte   = ( (1-HXSpecs['A_e3']/A3)**2 )*(rho_a34/rho_a4)*(HXSpecs['A_fr']/HXSpecs[
    theta_m      = 26.725 # e.q. 5.6.13 mean inlet flow angle
    K_d          = 4.1886 # downstream loss coefficient is found from Equation 5.6.10 -- doesnt use any variables     
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    sigma_he     = 0.433 # ratio of minimum flow area to the free flow area - HX property
    # HX losses without K_he_iso -- uses rho_a3, rho_a4
    K_he_partial = (2/sigma_he**2)*((rho_a3-rho_a4)/(rho_a3+rho_a4)) \
                   +2*rho_a4/(rho_a4+rho_a3)*(1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1)*((
                   + 2*rho_a3*K_d/(rho_a4+rho_a3)    
    # Draft equation left hand side -- uses T_a1, DALR, 
    LHS = P_a1*\
          ( (1-0.00975*(TowerSpecs['H3']+H4)/2/T_a1)**3.5 \
          * (1-0.00975*(TowerSpecs['H5']-TowerSpecs['H3']/2-H4/2)/T_a4)**3.5 \
          - (1-0.00975*TowerSpecs['H5']/T_a1)**3.5)        
    Arguments = (P_a1, T_a1, T_a4, TowerSpecs['H3'], \
               H4,TowerSpecs['H5'], HXSpecs['A_fr'], A5, TowerSpecs['d5'], rho_a34,\
               rho_a5, rho_a6, mu_a34, K_ts, K_ct, K_ctc, K_he_partial, K_cte, LHS)               
    mdot_a = scpiopt.fsolve(DraftEqn,15000,args=Arguments )
    mdot_a = mdot_a[0]    
    return mdot_a
#----------------------------- Main ----------------------------------------- #
def main():
    """ The function to run from the main which will initiate the solution. """
    # Indexing globals
    global _H,_I,_RHO,_U
    _H      = 0 # Specific enthalpy
    _I           = 0 # Specific internal energy 
    _RHO    = 1 # Density
    _U      = 2 # Mean stream velocity
    # Global constants
    global _g
    _g = 9.81;
# -------------------------Kroger Solution Test bed------------------------- #
# Base case presented by Kroger 
    ModelInputsTestCases= {0:{'mdot_a': 10285.682638296221, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a'
# Varying ambient pressures from 80kPa to 110kPa with 10 steps 
#    ModelInputsTestCases= {0: {'mdot_a': 10285.682638296221, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a': 327788512.90227866, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 288.6167175, 'rho_a5': 0.9099973236418955, 'rho_a3': 1.0210474908696783, 'T_a34': 304.4513587501574, 'rho_a4': 0.9200882187361549, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'T_a4': 320.2850000003148, 'rho_a34': 0.9679423880260983, 'P_a_ambient': 84600, 'P_a5': 83406.28269358416}, 1: {'mdot_a': 9748.8791389246126, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a': 316961814.1907317, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 288.6167175, 'rho_a5': 0.85879066595046594, 'rho_a3': 0.96552954219354914, 'T_a34': 304.7723587501498, 'rho_a4': 0.86831927135344922, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'T_a4': 320.9280000002996, 'rho_a34': 0.91434790300530466, 'P_a_ambient': 80000.0, 'P_a5': 78871.189308353816}, 2: {'mdot_a': 10138.364568783116, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a': 324863843.20323169, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 288.6167175, 'rho_a5': 0.89588420865826135, 'rho_a3': 1.0057599397849468, 'T_a34': 304.53835875015534, 'rho_a4': 0.90582017229435063, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'T_a4': 320.4590000003107, 'rho_a34': 0.95317756884568794, 'P_a_ambient': 83333.333333333328, 'P_a5': 82157.488862868544}, 3: {'mdot_a': 10525.313977985144, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a': 332478635.21774966, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 288.6167175, 'rho_a5': 0.93304272186457682, 'rho_a3': 1.0459903373763448, 'T_a34': 304.3118587501607, 'rho_a4': 0.94338654376302711, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'T_a4': 320.0060000003214, 'rho_a34': 0.99204250189319587, 'P_a_ambient': 86666.666666666672, 'P_a5': 85443.788417383301}, 4: {'mdot_a': 10909.709209597722, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a': 339815603.12597221, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 288.6167175, 'rho_a5': 0.97026427943057636, 'rho_a3': 1.0862207349677429, 'T_a34': 304.0923587501659, 'rho_a4': 0.98101644409484656, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'T_a4': 319.5680000003318, 'rho_a34': 1.0309416004247309, 'P_a_ambient': 90000.0, 'P_a5': 88730.087971898043}, 5: {'mdot_a': 11291.689732226756, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a': 346898637.36531925, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 288.6167175, 'rho_a5': 1.0075442282328129, 'rho_a3': 1.1264511325591406, 'T_a34': 303.8798587501709, 'rho_a4': 1.0187051832658975, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'T_a4': 319.14300000034183, 'rho_a34': 1.069872250304887, 'P_a_ambient': 93333.333333333328, 'P_a5': 92016.387526412771}, 6: {'mdot_a': 11671.412435660879, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a': 353751712.63180143, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 288.6167175, 'rho_a5': 1.0448778744022271, 'rho_a3': 1.1666815301505387, 'T_a34': 303.67435875017577, 'rho_a4': 1.0564480303187453, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'T_a4': 318.73200000035155, 'rho_a34': 1.1088318255969014, 'P_a_ambient': 96666.666666666672, 'P_a5': 95302.687080927528}, 7: {'mdot_a': 12048.67173603262, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a': 360363242.22296762, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 288.6167175, 'rho_a5': 1.0822673064806685, 'rho_a3': 1.2069119277419365, 'T_a34': 303.4748587501805, 'rho_a4': 1.0942470899846384, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'T_a4': 318.333000000361, 'rho_a34': 1.1478214713767216, 'P_a_ambient': 100000.0, 'P_a5': 98588.98663544227}, 8: {'mdot_a': 12423.603969966072, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a': 366753862.69895065, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 288.6167175, 'rho_a5': 1.1197084880848953, 'rho_a3': 1.2471423253333345, 'T_a34': 303.28135875018506, 'rho_a4': 1.1320982940266744, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'T_a4': 317.94600000037013, 'rho_a34': 1.1868389329181097, 'P_a_ambient': 103333.33333333334, 'P_a5': 101875.28618995701}, 9: {'mdot_a': 12796.359185051448, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a': 372944228.60703707, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 288.6167175, 'rho_a5': 1.157197351016606, 'rho_a3': 1.2873727229247323, 'T_a34': 303.0938587501895, 'rho_a4': 1.1699975422476543, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'T_a4': 317.571000000379, 'rho_a34': 1.2258819463439259, 'P_a_ambient': 106666.66666666667, 'P_a5': 105161.58574447175}, 10: {'mdot_a': 13166.884122675105, 'T_a_ambient': 288.75, 'Q_a': 378935497.08983791, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 288.6167175, 'rho_a5': 1.1947335751394221, 'rho_a3': 1.327603120516130
# Varying ambient temperatures  from 0 to 50 with 10 steps 
#    ModelInputsTestCases= {0: {'rho_a5': 0.93327422890208489, 'T_a_ambient': 273.14999999999998, 'rho_a34': 1.0073425576479997, 'mdot_a': 12397.808302661604, 'T_a34': 292.54335875025453, 'rho_a3': 1.0793894891305247, 'P_a_ambient': 84600, 'rho_a4': 0.9443117737236422, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'P_a5': 83338.473083899269, 'T_a4': 312.0700000005091, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 273.01671749999997, 'Q_a': 487004919.63355792}, 1: {'rho_a5': 0.92441870969706186, 'T_a_ambient': 278.70555555555552, 'rho_a34': 0.99270102100983215, 'mdot_a': 11650.398650614641, 'T_a34': 296.85813652799595, 'rho_a3': 1.0578632682788485, 'P_a_ambient': 84600, 'rho_a4': 0.9351007007146246, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'P_a5': 83363.487530247599, 'T_a4': 315.1430000004364, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 278.57227305555551, 'Q_a': 428628543.85497713}, 2: {'rho_a5': 0.916194953068735, 'T_a_ambient': 284.26111111111106, 'rho_a34': 0.97874386722690554, 'mdot_a': 10899.05760416723, 'T_a34': 301.09141430573931, 'rho_a3': 1.0371788524444929, 'P_a_ambient': 84600, 'rho_a4': 0.9265421868107, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'P_a5': 83387.529271809632, 'T_a4': 318.05500000036756, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 284.12782861111106, 'Q_a': 372049024.59652919}, 3: {'rho_a5': 0.90858510203757137, 'T_a_ambient': 289.81666666666666, 'rho_a34': 0.96543776812999227, 'mdot_a': 10138.58263718834, 'T_a34': 305.24119208348463, 'rho_a3': 1.0172878091512139, 'P_a_ambient': 84600, 'rho_a4': 0.9186168760692511, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'P_a5': 83410.65396212833, 'T_a4': 320.79900000030267, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 289.68338416666666, 'Q_a': 317462482.70261133}, 4: {'rho_a5': 0.90158458348980397, 'T_a_ambient': 295.37222222222221, 'rho_a34': 0.95275806430050725, 'mdot_a': 9362.0938351125915, 'T_a34': 309.30346986123209, 'rho_a3': 0.99814535136754101, 'P_a_ambient': 84600, 'rho_a4': 0.9113189159910605, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'P_a5': 83432.913088624569, 'T_a4': 323.3680000002419, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 295.2389397222222, 'Q_a': 265058809.06174287}, 5: {'rho_a5': 0.89519294016825779, 'T_a_ambient': 300.92777777777775, 'rho_a34': 0.94068327604016677, 'mdot_a': 8560.8127682923405, 'T_a34': 313.2737476389816, 'rho_a3': 0.97971000085715032, 'P_a_ambient': 84600, 'rho_a4': 0.9046466961969649, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'P_a5': 83454.354355265241, 'T_a4': 325.75200000018555, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 300.79449527777774, 'Q_a': 215094109.85193336}, 6: {'rho_a5': 0.88942733413460895, 'T_a_ambient': 306.48333333333329, 'rho_a34': 0.9292021510987396, 'mdot_a': 7722.0782020719071, 'T_a34': 317.14452541673359, 'rho_a3': 0.96194328815940577, 'P_a_ambient': 84600, 'rho_a4': 0.898616435453842, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'P_a5': 83475.022023814032, 'T_a4': 327.93900000013383, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 306.35005083333328, 'Q_a': 167859041.48819917}, 7: {'rho_a5': 0.88431096005917043, 'T_a_ambient': 312.03888888888889, 'rho_a34': 0.91830685152035318, 'mdot_a': 6827.6943744306427, 'T_a34': 320.90730319448807, 'rho_a3': 0.94480948463296244, 'P_a_ambient': 84600, 'rho_a4': 0.8932504879416439, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'P_a5': 83494.957218802228, 'T_a4': 329.90800000008727, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 311.90560638888888, 'Q_a': 123792451.83436453}, 8: {'rho_a5': 0.87989976308861728, 'T_a_ambient': 317.59444444444443, 'rho_a34': 0.90800669147991309, 'mdot_a': 5847.0260888762505, 'T_a34': 324.54758097224544, 'rho_a3': 0.92827536263471688, 'P_a_ambient': 84600, 'rho_a4': 0.8886042300438931, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'P_a5': 83514.198200640458, 'T_a4': 331.63400000004646, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 317.46116194444443, 'Q_a': 83473012.173438892}, 9: {'rho_a5': 0.87628946657986029, 'T_a_ambient': 323.14999999999998, 'rho_a34': 0.89833056321982963, 'mdot_a': 4722.4457800029249, 'T_a34': 328.04335875000623, 'rho_a3': 0.91230998044681, 'P_a_ambient': 84600, 'rho_a4': 0.884773096425396, 'mdot_w': 4390, 'P_a5': 83532.780610688671, 'T_a4': 333.0690000000125, 'T_w_in': 334.59999999999997, 'T_a3': 323.01671749999997, 'Q_a': 47831988.134211481}}
# -------------------------------------------------------------------------- #   
    for i_TestCases in ModelInputsTestCases:
        # Output to terminal the test case 
        print("\nTest Case ", i_TestCases)                
        # Extract information for relevant test case 
        ModelInputs = ModelInputsTestCases[i_TestCases]
        # Set BCs and geometry parameters for models
        Params = SetParams()
        Geometry = SetGeometry()
        BoundaryConds = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,ModelInputs)
        # Initialise solution array for steady state model X[PROP_ID,position] 
        X0         = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']]);
        X0[_H,:]   = BoundaryConds['h3']
        X0[_RHO,:] = BoundaryConds['rho3']
        X0[_U,:]   = BoundaryConds['u3']
        X0         = X0.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])        
        # Compile non variable inputs for scipy optimise fsolve for steady state model 
        Arguments = (Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params)
        print("Begining Steady State Solver")
        XOpt = scpiopt.fsolve(SteadyNddctEqns,X0,args=Arguments, xtol=1e-13)
        print("Steady State Solver finished")
        # Reshaping array for plotting and initialising Kroger Soluton
        X_Steady_State = XOpt.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells'])        
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        # mdot_update via the draft eqn
        mdot_a_hx_old= BoundaryConds['mdot']    
        print("mdot_a for model supplied by Kroger is \n", mdot_a_hx_old)
        # Calculate mdot based off steady state model evaluation
        mdot_a_hx_DraftEqn = mdot_draft_eqn(ModelInputs, BoundaryConds, X_Steady_State)
        print("Draft Eqn mdot \n", mdot_a_hx_DraftEqn)
        print( CP.PropsSI('P','U',X_Steady_State[_I,Geometry['nCells']-1],'D',X_Steady_State[_RHO,Geometry[
        # Initialise relevant inputs to TransientSolver
        TransientInputs = {'P_a1':ModelInputs['P_a_ambient'],'T_a1':ModelInputs['T_a_ambient'
        T_final = 1e-3
        T_step  = 1e-4
        alpha   = 1.0
        print("Begginning Transient Solver")
    # -------------------------Transient Solution Test bed----------------------- #
        # Assinging transient heat addition
        TransientInputs['Q_a'] = ModelInputs['Q_a']*alpha
        X_Transient_dot, X_Transient = TransientSolver(T_final,T_step,X_Steady_State,Geometry,Params,TransientInputs)
        print("Transient Solver finished")    
        print("T_step={:f} \nT_final={:f} \nalpha={:f} \nnCells={:d}".format(T_step,T_final,alpha,Geometry[
    return Geometry, BoundaryConds, X_Steady_State, X_Transient_dot, X_Transient
if __name__ == "__main__":
    Geometry, BoundaryConds, X_SS, X_T_dot, X_T = main()
    print(max(np.fabs(X_T_dot[-1,_RHO,:])))
    print(max(np.fabs(X_T_dot[-1,_U,:])))
    print(max(np.fabs(X_T_dot[-1,_I,:])))
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A.7 NDDCT Dynamic Model – Artificial Diffusion
with Explicit Euler Integration
99
import numpy as np
import CoolProp.CoolProp as CP
import scipy.optimize as scpiopt
import math
import pdb
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib import animation
# -------------------------Kroger Solution Test bed------------------------- #
# InletConds = SetInletConditions(4390, 61.45+273.16, 15.6+273.15 , 84600)
ModelInputs = {'P_a5': 83406.28269358416, 'rho_a5': 0.9099859227475942, 'mdot_a': 10286
# -------------------------------------------------------------------------- #
class CustomError(Exception):
    """ Base class for exceptions in this module. """
    pass
def SetParams():
    """ Choice of numerical parameters (In case of future complexity). """
    xDiscretisation = 'upwinding'    
    Params = {'xDiscretisation':xDiscretisation}
    return Params
def KrogerHyperbola(height):
    """ Returns tower radius at a given height for example 7.3.1 by Kroger. """
    if height>120.0001 or height<0:
        print('Height inconsistent with model', height)
        raise CustomError('Input height is not possible')        
    else:
        z = 120-height        
    return 29*(1+(z**2)/(103.9762267**2))**0.5
    
def KrogerHyperbolaVolume(a,b):
    """ Calculates the volume of the tower between lower and upper heights, a
    and b, respectively. """
    z1 = 120-a
    z2 = 120-b
    return np.pi*(29**2*z1+(29**2/103.976**2)*z1**3/3)\
           -np.pi*(29**2*z2+(29**2/103.976**2)*z2**3/3)
def SetGeometry():
    """ Sets geometric parameters and calculates required properties. """
    nCELLS= 40 # Cell discretisation, including heat exchanger
    # Hyperbolic tower defined by example 7.3.1 Kroger 
    z5 = 120 # Tower Height at outlet
    z4 = 15.61 # Heat exchanger outlet height
    z3 = 13.67 # Air inlet height
    D_Outlet_Throat = 58 # Diamter at outlet
    D_Inlet         = 82.958 # Diameter at inlet to heat excanger    
    # Compute derived quantities
    dzHX   = z4-z3; # Heat Exchanger height/thickness
    dzCell = (z5-z4)/(nCELLS-1) # Cell height for non heatexchanger cells    
    # Create array of flux areas: A[lower/upper, cell],
    # heights: Z[upper/lower,cell], and volume: VOL[cell]
    # Note 0 denotes lower boundary 1 denotes upper boundary
    A   = np.zeros([2,nCELLS])
    Z   = np.zeros([2,nCELLS])
    VOL = np.zeros([nCELLS]) 
    for i in range(nCELLS):
        if i==0:
            A[0,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z3)**2
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            A[1,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4)**2
            Z[0,i] = z3
            Z[1,i] = z4
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(z3,z4)
        else:
            A[0,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+(i-1)*dzCell)**2
            A[1,i] = np.pi*KrogerHyperbola(z4+    i*dzCell)**2
            Z[0,i] = z4+(i-1)*dzCell
            Z[1,i] = z4+    i*dzCell
            VOL[i] = KrogerHyperbolaVolume(z4+(i-1)*dzCell,z4+i*dzCell)            
    Ae  = 2639.2    
#    Ae  = 2364.903
    Afr = 4625.3376 # Frontal area of inclined A-frame bundles
    A[0,0] = Ae
    A[1,0] = Ae
    A[0,1] = Ae
    VOL[0] = Ae*dzHX # assume constant cross section for Heat exchanger cell
    Geometry = {'dzCell':dzCell,'dzHX':dzHX,'Z':Z,'A':A,'VOL':VOL,'nCells':nCELLS,'Afr'
    return Geometry  
def SetBoundaryConds(Geometry, ModelInputs):
    """ Sets boudnary conditions based on geometry and model inputs. """
    # Mass flow rate throughout
    mdot = ModelInputs['mdot_a'] # Mass flow rate (neglecting losses, see Kroger 7.3.1)
    # Properties before heat exchanger (point 3)
    rho3 = ModelInputs['rho_a3'] # Density
    T3   = ModelInputs['T_a3']   # Temperature    
    Q    = ModelInputs['Q_a']    # Net heat input via the heat exchanger
    # Compute required properties at HX inlet (point 3) via CoolProp 
    h3 = CP.PropsSI('H','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Specific enthalpy
    i3 = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Specific internal energy
    u3 = mdot/(rho3*Geometry['A'][0,0])        # Velocity
    
    BoundaryConds = {'i3':i3,'rho3':rho3,'u3':u3,'Q':Q,'mdot':mdot}
    return BoundaryConds
def Kroger(Geometry, ModelInputs):
    """ Compiles Kroger solution values for comparison with model. """
    mdot  = ModelInputs['mdot_a']  # Mass flow rate (neglecting losses, see Kroger 7.3.1)
    # Inlet Conditions to heatexchanger (point 3)
    rho3  = ModelInputs['rho_a3']                 # Density
    T3    = ModelInputs['T_a3']                   # Temperature
    h3    = CP.PropsSI('H','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Specific enthalpy
    i3    = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Specific enthalpy
    P3    = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rho3,'T',T3,'Air') # Pressure
    u3    = mdot/rho3/Geometry['A'][0,0]
    # Mean Conditions through the heat exhanger (point 3/4)
    rho34 = ModelInputs['rho_a34']
    T34   = ModelInputs['T_a34']
    h34   = CP.PropsSI('H','D',rho34,'T',T34,'Air')
    i34   = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho34,'T',T34,'Air')
    P34   = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rho34,'T',T34,'Air')
    u34    = 2*mdot/rho34/(Geometry['A'][0,0]+Geometry['A'][1,0])
    # Conditions at heat exchanger outlet (point 4)
    rho4  = ModelInputs['rho_a4']
    T4    = ModelInputs['T_a4']
    h4    = CP.PropsSI('H','D',rho4,'T',T4,'Air')
    i4    = CP.PropsSI('U','D',rho4,'T',T4,'Air')
    P4    = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rho4,'T',T4,'Air')
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    u4    = mdot/rho4/Geometry['A'][0,1]    
    # Conditions at outlet (point 5)
    P5    = ModelInputs['P_a5'] 
    rho5  = ModelInputs['rho_a5']
    h5    = CP.PropsSI('H','P',P5,'D',rho5,'Air')
    i5    = CP.PropsSI('U','P',P5,'D',rho5,'Air')
    T5    = CP.PropsSI('T','D',rho5,'P',P5,'Air')
    u5    = mdot/rho5/Geometry['A'][1,Geometry['nCells']-1]
    
    KrogerSolution = {'h3':h3,'i3':i3,'rho3':rho3,'T3':T3,'P3':P3,'u3':u3,\
                      'h34':h34,'i34':i34,'rho34':rho34,'T34':T34,'P34':P34,\
                      'u34':u34,'h4':h4,'i4':i4,'rho4':rho4,'T4':T4,'P4':P4,\
                      'u4':u4,'h5':h5,'i5':i5,'rho5':rho5,'T5':T5,'P5':P5,\
                      'u5':u5}
    return KrogerSolution
    
def ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params):
    """ Computes values at cell boundaries (fluxes) using specified method. """
    if Params['xDiscretisation'] == 'upwinding':
        if i == 0 :
            iIn      = BoundaryConds['i3'] 
            rhoIn    = BoundaryConds['rho3']
            uIn      = BoundaryConds['u3']
            iOut     = X[_I,i]
            rhoOut   = X[_RHO,i]
            uOut     = X[_U,i]
        else:
            iIn      = X[_I,i-1]
            rhoIn     = X[_RHO,i-1]
            uIn      = X[_U,i-1]
            iOut     = X[_I,i]
            rhoOut   = X[_RHO,i]
            uOut     = X[_U,i]
    elif Params['xDiscretisation'] == 'central-differencing':
        raise CustomError('Central differencing not yet implemented.')
        iIn = 0.5*(X[_I,i-1]+X[_I,i])
        rhoIn = 0.5*(X[_RHO,i-1]+X[_RHO,i])
        uIn = 0.5*(X[_U,i-1]+X[_U,i])
        iOut = 0.5*(X[_I,i+1]+X[_I,i])
        rhoOut = 0.5*(X[_RHO,i+1]+X[_RHO,i])
        uOut = 0.5*(X[_U,i+1]+X[_U,i])
    else:
        raise CustomError('Must specify method of spatial discretisation.')
    return [iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut]
        
def ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds):
    """ Computes temperatures to calculate diffusive heat transfer for 
    transient solver. """
    if i == 0:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',BoundaryConds['rho3'],'U',BoundaryConds['i3'],'Air'
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air') # Temperature at current cell 
        t_ip1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i+1],'U',X[_I,i+1],'Air') # Temperature at succeeding cell 
    elif i == Geometry['nCells']-1:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i-1],'U',X[_I,i-1],'Air')
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air')
        t_ip1 = 2*t_i-t_im1 # compute succeeding temperature using constant gradient approximation
    else:
        t_im1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i-1],'U',X[_I,i-1],'Air')
        t_i   = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i],'U',X[_I,i],'Air')
        t_ip1 = CP.PropsSI('T','D',X[_RHO,i+1],'U',X[_I,i+1],'Air')
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    return [t_im1,t_i,t_ip1]
    
def ComputeVelocityValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds):
    """ Computes flow velcoities to calculate artifical diffusive momentum 
    transfer for transient solver. """
    if i == 0:
        u_im1 = BoundaryConds['u3'] # velocity at preceeding cell 
        u_i   = X[_U,i]             # Velocity at current cell 
        u_ip1 = X[_U,i+1]           # velocity at succeeding cell 
    elif i == Geometry['nCells']-1:
        u_im1 = X[_U,i-1]
        u_i   = X[_U,i]
        u_ip1 = 2*u_i-u_im1 # compute succeeding velocity using constant gradient approximation
    else:
        u_im1 = X[_U,i-1]
        u_i   = X[_U,i]
        u_ip1 = X[_U,i+1]
    return [u_im1,u_i,u_ip1]    
    
def K_he_(mdot, Afr, mu_a, rhoIn, rhoOut ): 
    """ Loss coefficient for oblique, non-isothermal flow through the heat 
    exchanger specified by exampel 7.3.1 of Kroger. """
    theta_m  = 26.725 # e.q. 5.6.13 mean inlet flow angle
    K_d      = 4.1886 # Downstream loss coefficient is found from Equation 5.6.10
    K_ci     = 0.05   # Inlet contraction loss coefficient 
    sigma_he = 0.433  # ratio of minimum flow area to the free flow area - HX property
    return 1383.94795*((mdot/mu_a/Afr)**-0.332458) \
           + (2/sigma_he**2)*((rhoIn-rhoOut)/(rhoIn+rhoOut)) \
           + 2*rhoOut/(rhoOut+rhoIn)*(1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1)\
           *((1/math.sin(theta_m*math.pi/180) - 1) + 2*K_ci**0.5) \
           + 2*rhoIn*K_d/(rhoOut+rhoIn)
def SteadyNddctEqns(X,*args):
    """ Evaluates 1-D inviscid conservation eqns for cooling tower. """
    Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params,k_tune_art,mu_tune_art= args # Unpack inputs
    X = X.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells'])  # Reshape X into rows and columns
    f = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']]);# Create error array
    for i in range(Geometry['nCells']):  # Formulate equations for each cell 
        # Compute properties at cell boundaries
        iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X,BoundaryConds,Params)
        # Compute derived properties
        kIn = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
        pIn = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Pressure for conservation of momentum 
        kOut = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') 
        pOut = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air')
        # Artifical Diffusion term attempt
        k_art       = k_tune_art
        mu_art      = mu_tune_art 
        # momentum diffusion
        muIn     = CP.PropsSI('V','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
        muOut    = CP.PropsSI('V','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion        
        # Compute loss coefficient for heat exchanger e.g. 7.3.1 Kroger 
        mdot = BoundaryConds['mdot']
        Afr  = Geometry['Afr']
        if i == 0: # Compute only for heat exchanger cell 
            i_i   = X[_I,i]
            rho_i = X[_RHO,i] # Also used for body forces calculation
            u_i   = X[_U,i]
            K_he  = K_he_(mdot, Afr, CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_i,'U',i_i,'Air'), rhoIn, rhoOut )
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        else: # Set loss term to zero for all other cells 
            i_i   = X[_I,i]
            rho_i = X[_RHO,i]
            u_i   = X[_U,i]
            K_he = 0
        # Compute temperatures for diffusive heat transfer
        t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
        # compute flow velocities for diffusive heat transfer
        u_im1, u_i, u_ip1 = ComputeVelocityValues(i,X,Geometry,BoundaryConds)        
        ## Call geometric values 
        # height, Area, and volume
        zIn   = Geometry['Z'][0,i]
        zOut  = Geometry['Z'][1,i]
        AIn   = Geometry['A'][0,i]
        AOut  = Geometry['A'][1,i]
        V_i   = Geometry['VOL'][i]
        # Distance between cell centers for central differencing NOTE 
        # non-homogeneous cell thickness around HX
        if i==0: # at heat exchanger
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
        elif i==1: # at cell succeeding heat exchanger
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']
        else: # away from heat exchanger cell 
            dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
            dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']            
        # Assign heat input to first cell ONLY 
        qIn = BoundaryConds['Q'] if i == 0 else 0
        ## Evaluate errors
        # Continuity
        f[0,i]  =  rhoIn*uIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*AOut
        # Momentum
        f[1,i]  = rhoIn*(uIn)**2*AIn - rhoOut*(uOut)**2*AOut \
                + pIn*AIn - pOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g \
                + (muOut+ mu_art) *AOut*(u_ip1-u_i  )/dzUpper \
                - (muIn + mu_art) *AIn *(u_i  -u_im1)/dzLower \
                - (0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut 
        # Energy 
        f[2,i]  = rhoIn*uIn*iIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*iOut*AOut \
                + pIn*uIn*AIn - pOut*uOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g*u_i\
                + (kOut+k_art)*AOut*((t_ip1-t_i)/dzUpper) \
                - (kIn+k_art)*AIn*((t_i-t_im1)/dzLower) \
                + qIn \
                -(0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut*uOut
    return f.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])
def drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i):
    """ Returns the time derivative of density. """
    return (1/V_i)*(rhoIn*uIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*AOut)
    
def dudt( rhoIn,uIn,pIn,muIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,muOut,AOut,rho_i,V_i,mdot,Afr,K_he,u_im1,u_i,u_ip1,dzLower,dzUpper):
    """ Returns the time derivative of flow velocity. """
    return -(u_i/rho_i) * drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i) \
           + (1/rho_i/V_i) \
           * ( rhoIn*uIn**2*AIn - rhoOut*uOut**2*AOut \
           + muOut*AOut*(u_ip1-u_i  )/dzUpper \
           - muIn *AIn *(u_i  -u_im1)/dzLower \
           + pIn*AIn - pOut*AOut - rho_i*_g*V_i \
           - 0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i*K_he*AOut )
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def didt(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn,kOut,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he):
    return (1/rho_i/V_i) \
           * ( qIn \
           + rhoIn*uIn*iIn*AIn - rhoOut*uOut*iOut*AOut \
           + pIn*uIn*AIn - pOut*uOut*AOut - V_i*rho_i*_g*u_i \
           + kOut*AOut*((t_ip1-t_i)/dzUpper) - kIn*AIn*((t_i-t_im1)/dzLower) \
           - (0.5*mdot**2/Afr**2/rho_i)*K_he*AOut*uOut ) \
           - (i_i/rho_i) * drhodt( rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i)
def TransientSolver(k_tune_art, mu_tune_art,T_final,T_step,X_SteadyState,Geometry,Params,TransientInputs):
    """ Solves for the transient behaviour of the NDDCT for a given initial 
    steady state solution. Note solver uses internal energy (i), density(rho),
    and flow velocity(u) as state and flow variables. """
    # Checking time step is compatible with solution time
    if int(T_final%T_step) != 0 :
        raise CustomError('Time step is not compatible with solution time \
                          (T_step is not a factor of T_final).')
    
    # Initialise Boundary conditions from steady state
    BoundaryConds = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,TransientInputs)
    mdot = BoundaryConds['mdot'] # Initial inlet flow rate from initial steady state 
    j_steps = int(T_final/T_step) # calculate number of time steps to take 
    T_j     = 0 # Initialise time     
    # 3D array to hold transient solution of i_i, rho_i, u_i
    X_Transient = np.zeros([j_steps,3,Geometry['nCells']])
    # 3D array to hold derivative calculations for inspection
    X_dot       = np.zeros([j_steps,3,Geometry['nCells']])    
    for j in range(j_steps):
        if (j%100)==0:
            print("Time step is ", j)
        T_j += T_step # Time for solution step j
#        print("-----------------------------------------j=",j,"Time = ", T_j)
        for i in range(Geometry['nCells']):  # solve transient solution for each cell 
            # Fluid properties at previous time step 
#            print("Cell is ", i)
            if j == 0:
                # Compute properties at cell boundaries                
                iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X_SteadyState,BoundaryConds,Params) 
                i_i   = X_SteadyState[_I,i]
                rho_i = X_SteadyState[_RHO,i]
                u_i   = X_SteadyState[_U,i]
            else:
                iIn,rhoIn,uIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut = ComputeFluxes(i,X_Transient[j-1],BoundaryConds,Params) 
                i_i   = X_Transient[j-1,_I,i]
                rho_i = X_Transient[j-1,_RHO,i]
                u_i   = X_Transient[j-1,_U,i]
            # Compute derived properties
            kIn = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
            pIn = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Pressure for conservation of momentum 
            kOut = CP.PropsSI('CONDUCTIVITY','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') 
            pOut = CP.PropsSI('P','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air')
            # Artifical Diffusion term attempt
            k_art       = k_tune_art
            mu_art      = mu_tune_art 
            # momentum diffusion
            muIn     = CP.PropsSI('V','D',rhoIn,'U',iIn,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
            muOut    = CP.PropsSI('V','D',rhoOut,'U',iOut,'Air') # Conductivity for temperature diffusion
            # Compute loss coefficient for heat exchanger e.g. 7.3.1 Kroger 
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            Afr  = Geometry['Afr']
            K_he = K_he_(mdot, Afr, CP.PropsSI('V','D',rho_i,'U',i_i,'Air'), rhoIn, rhoOut ) 
            # Compute temperatures for diffusive heat transfer
            if j == 0:
                t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X_SteadyState,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
            else:
                t_im1,t_i,t_ip1 = ComputeTempValues(i,X_Transient[j-1],Geometry,BoundaryConds)
            # compute flow velocities for diffusive heat transfer
            if j == 0:
                u_im1, u_i, u_ip1 = ComputeVelocityValues(i,X_SteadyState,Geometry,BoundaryConds)
            else:
                u_im1, u_i, u_ip1 = ComputeVelocityValues(i,X_Transient[j-1],Geometry,BoundaryConds)        
            # Assign relevant geometric values             
            zIn   = Geometry['Z'][0,i] # Height at inlet 
            zOut  = Geometry['Z'][1,i] # Height at outlet
            z_i   = zIn + 0.5*Geometry['dzHX'] if i == 0 else zIn + 0.5*Geometry['dzCell'
            AIn   = Geometry['A'][0,i] # Inlet area
            AOut  = Geometry['A'][1,i] # Outlet area
            V_i   = Geometry['VOL'][i] # Cell volume            
            # Distance between centers of cells for temperature gradients 
            if i==0:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
                dzUpper = dzLower
            elif i==1:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']*0.5+Geometry['dzHX']*0.5
                dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']
            else:
                dzLower = Geometry['dzCell']
                dzUpper = Geometry['dzCell']            
            # Assign heat input to first cell (heat exchanger) ONLY 
            qIn = BoundaryConds['Q'] if i == 0 else 0            
            # Calculate derivatives and storing in X_dot
            drho = drhodt(rhoIn,uIn,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,AOut,V_i)
            du   = dudt(rhoIn,uIn,pIn,muIn+mu_art,AIn,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,muOut+mu_art,AOut,rho_i,V_i,mdot,Afr,K_he,u_im1,u_i,u_ip1,dzLower,dzUpper)
            di   = didt(iIn,rhoIn,uIn,pIn,AIn,iOut,rhoOut,uOut,pOut,AOut,i_i,rho_i,u_i,z_i,V_i,qIn,t_im1,t_i,t_ip1,kIn+k_art,kOut+k_art,dzUpper,dzLower,zIn,zOut,mdot,Afr,K_he)       
            X_dot[j,_RHO,i] = drho
            X_dot[j,_U,i]   = du
            X_dot[j,_I,i]   = di
            # Calculating new cell fluid properties
            X_Transient[j,_I,i]   = i_i + T_step*di
            X_Transient[j,_RHO,i] = rho_i + T_step*drho
            X_Transient[j,_U,i]   = u_i + T_step*du
    print("Done m80")    
    return X_dot, X_Transient
def main():
    """ The function to run from the main which will initiate the solution. """
    # Indexing globals
    global _I,_RHO,_U
    _I           = 0 # Specific internal energy 
    _RHO    = 1 # Density
    _U      = 2 # Mean stream velocity
    # Global constants
    global _g
    _g = 9.81;    
    # Set BCs and geometry parameters
    Params = SetParams()
    Geometry = SetGeometry()
    BoundaryConds = SetBoundaryConds(Geometry,ModelInputs)
    k_tune_art  = 3e5
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    mu_tune_art = 1e4
    # Initialise solution array X[PROP_ID,position]
    X0         = np.zeros([3,Geometry['nCells']]);
    X0[_H,:]   = BoundaryConds['h3']
    X0[_RHO,:] = BoundaryConds['rho3']
    X0[_U,:]   = BoundaryConds['u3']
    X0         = X0.reshape(3*Geometry['nCells'])
    Arguments = (Geometry,BoundaryConds,Params,k_tune_art,mu_tune_art)
    print("Begining Steady State Solver")
    XOpt = scpiopt.fsolve(SteadyNddctEqns,X0,args=Arguments, xtol=1e-13)
    print("Steady State Solver finished")
    # Reshaping array for plotting and initialising Kroger Soluton
    X_Steady_State = XOpt.reshape(3,Geometry['nCells'])
    # Initialise relevant inputs to TransientSolver
    TransientInputs = {'mdot_a':ModelInputs['mdot_a'], 'rho_a3':ModelInputs['rho_a3'
    T_final = 1e-2
    T_step  = 1e-4
    alpha   = 1.0
    print("Begginning Transient Solver")
    TransientInputs['Q_a'] = ModelInputs['Q_a']*alpha
    X_Transient_dot, X_Transient = TransientSolver(k_tune_art, mu_tune_art, T_final,T_step,X_Steady_State,Geometry,Params,TransientInputs)
    print("Transient Solver finished")        
    print("T_step={:f} \nT_final={:f} \nalpha={:f} \nk_tune_art={:f} \
    \nmu_tune_art={:f} \nnCells={:d}".format(T_step,T_final,alpha,k_tune_art,mu_tune_art,Geometry[
    return Geometry, BoundaryConds, X_Steady_State, X_Transient_dot, X_Transient
if __name__ == "__main__":
    Geometry, BoundaryConds, X_SS, X_T_dot, X_T = main()
    print(max(np.fabs(X_T_dot[-1,_RHO,:])))
    print(max(np.fabs(X_T_dot[-1,_U,:])))
    print(max(np.fabs(X_T_dot[-1,_I,:])))        
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